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The dynamical systems approach to turbulence has gained a lot of traction since

the turn of the century. A large set of exact invariant solutions for canonical wall-

bounded �ows such as Couette, channel, and pipe �ows has been found by researchers.

These solutions, and their connections, are thought to form a skeleton for trajectories

of turbulent �ow. However, this vision of turbulence has not been extended to rough-

walled �ows despite the practical signi�cance of such �ows in engineering applications.

This thesis describes continuation, by numerical homotopy, of known equilibria from

smooth-walled plane shear �ows to grooved plane shear �ows using a domain transfor-

mation method, with the hope that this exploratory work would inform later e�orts to

extend such solutions to rough-walled �ows. As a precursor to computing non-laminar

equilibria, laminar solutions are computed for grooved channel �ows for transverse,

longitudinal, and oblique grooves. In addition to the numerical solutions, analytical

solutions are also derived for asymptotically long groove-wavelengths, employing the

Stokes-�ow approximation for transverse and oblique grooves.

Exact invariant solutions can indeed be continued from plane Couette �ow (PCoF)

with smooth walls to grooved PCoF with longitudinal grooves using a simple domain

transformation method. However, smooth PCoF equilibria exist as continuous fam-

ilies of solutions that are identical up to a translational shift; the loss of spanwise

homogeneity due to the grooves restricts such continuous families to discrete fami-

lies due to symmetry-breaking. This phase-based restriction can also be expected to

be re�ected in turbulent statistics. Continuation of equilibria in grooves of di�erent

wavelengths shows a drag increasing tendency for grooves of the same wavelength

as the vortex-streak structure, and a drag reducing tendency for grooves of signi�-

cantly smaller wavelengths. This can relate the optimal spacing of riblets for maximal

drag reduction to the spanwise spacing of the vortex-streak structures observed in the

self-sustaining near-wall cycle.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The scientist does not study nature because it is useful

to do so. He studies it because he takes pleasure in it,

and he takes pleasure in it because it is beautiful. If

nature were not beautiful it would not be worth

knowing, and life would not be worth living.

Henri Poincaré

1.1 Overview

The status of turbulence as being one of the greatest unsolved problems of classical

physics naturally provokes our desire to understand the mechanisms of its sustenance.

Furthermore, a strong motivation to understand turbulence dynamics comes from the

prevalence of turbulent �ows in applications related to combustion, �ight dynamics,

climate modelling, and the myriad of other �elds of engineering involving �uid �ows.

In spite of the existence of an adequate mathematical model to describe �uid �ows

� the Navier-Stokes equations (NSE) � only a limited class of �ows can be solved

analytically owing to the non-linearity of the equations. Direct numerical simulation

(DNS) of turbulent �ows are limited to low Reynolds number cases. Simulations of

high Reynolds number �ows must resort to modelling �ner scales; such modelling

20



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 21

must have a basis in the physics of the problem: the dynamics of turbulence which

cannot be completely resolved in coarse computations.

In the last three decades, we have seen great strides in our understanding of

wall-bounded turbulence. Thanks to rapid advances in computing, direct numerical

simulation (DNS) has allowed isolation of coherent structures that were observed more

than �fty years ago in experiments. DNS solvers are being developed to handle larger

and more complex �ow cases, and high precision experimental techniques are making

it possible to acquire highly resolved �ow measurements.

This thesis, however, relates to a di�erent vision of turbulence � the marriage of

ergodic theory to turbulence theory that has opened up new avenues that were pre-

viously speculated but never realized. Since the pioneering work of Henri Poincaré,

ergodic theory has seen rapid progress; and the dynamical systems approach to tur-

bulence has made use of these advances to produce insight into turbulence dynamics

that might not be possible with the statistical approach � the favoured approach in

the last century.

Rough-walled turbulence, despite its pervasiveness in engineering applications, has

not been subject to the dynamical systems approach in any signi�cant manner. For

smooth-walled turbulence, however, a large set of solutions are available in the liter-

ature for canonical �ows; equilibria, relative equilibria, periodic orbits, and relative

periodic orbits have been computed, and their connections in phase-space have been

mapped. These exact recurring structures do remarkably well in describing features of

turbulent �ow � some replicate the near-wall cycle, some lie close to the laminar �ow

(excursions to these solutions through the connections to others resemble hibernating

turbulence) and regulate transition to turbulence, while some others help in nucleating

turbulent spots. These solutions are currently available only for low Reynolds numbers

(∼ 1000), but, asymptotic studies of high Re �ows show the existence of vortex-streak

structures that are similar to the ones seen in exact invariant solutions computed at

low-Re, both in terms of spatial organization and energy scaling. In addition to aiding

our understanding of turbulence, these solutions also provide low-dimensional bases
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that can be used in modelling and control.

The original contributions of the current work are the following. A numerical ho-

motopy method to continue the exact invariant solutions from smooth-walled canoni-

cal �ows to corresponding grooved geometries is introduced, and is found to be robust.

The homotopy method has been used to obtain such solutions earlier for smooth-

walled �ows, including the early solutions of Nagata (1990). Homotopy allows us to

see how these structures morph from smooth-walled to grooved �ows. A shift-re�ect

symmetry of plane Couette �ow is found to be responsible for anchoring coherent

structures in the near-wall region. When the grooves are smaller than the charac-

teristic size of the coherent structure, the structure is squeezed out of the grooves,

and is accompanied by a reduction in drag. As a precursor to computing non-laminar

equilibria for plane Couette �ow, laminar �ows in grooved channels are investigated.

Numerical solutions are obtained for longitudinal, transverse, and oblique grooves over

a range of amplitudes and wavenumber. Analytical solutions are also derived for all

three cases for asymptotically low wavenumbers.

A brief review of the literature on turbulence dynamics is now presented to mo-

tivate the study of exact invariant solutions for grooved Couette and channel �ows.

We start with the current state of understanding of turbulence dynamics, with focus

on coherent structures; these are structures that advect through the �ow without

dissipating for signi�cant times so that �ow statistics are a�ected by them in good

measure. Then, we move on to a discussion of turbulence over rough walls. We �nd

that large gaps exist in our understanding of how walls in�uence turbulence. The

curious case of drag reduction due to longitudinal riblets is also included; this thesis

uses longitudinal riblets to serve as a launch-pad for studying wall-bounded turbulence

owing to this intriguing behaviour. We also explore laminar �ows over rough walls,

because of their signi�cance to applications such as heat exchange, lubrication, and

biological �ows, and also because of the low resolution requirements for computing

laminar solutions.

An outline of the remaining chapters in this thesis is included at the end of this
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chapter.

1.2 Structural description of turbulence

For a long time, turbulence has been known to consist of structures called eddies,

which go from �ow scales down to viscous scales. These eddies are split into families

of self-similar attached and detached structures (Townsend, 1976; Perry et al., 1986).

The mean velocity pro�le in the near-wall region and the inertial sublayer observed

in experiments (Marusic et al., 2013) a�rm this scaling. Perry and Marusic (1995)

attempted to construct turbulent �ow �elds by adding ad-hoc vortical structures; but

these structures have no basis in the governing equations, and their coe�cients have

to be �xed using experimental data.

Common techniques to extract dynamical information from numerical or experi-

mental data are modal analysis methods such as Principal Orthogonal Decomposition

(POD) or Dynamic Mode Decomposition (DMD) to obtain �ow structures with the

largest energy content (Taira et al., 2017). POD (sometimes referred to as PCA, prin-

cipal component analysis) involves subjecting a collection of snapshots of a �ow�eld,

say X = [x0, x1, · · · , xN ] for a column vector xn representing the �ow�eld at a time

tn, to a singular value decomposition (SVD), X = UΣV H ; here, V H represents the

conjugate transpose of the matrix V . Columns of the matrix U , the left singular

vectors, are orthogonal and produce a complete basis for the space spanned by the

state-vectors xn. The columns of U are arranged such that the �rst column captures

the most energetic structure in the snapshots (provided the induced norm used in the

SVD is de�ned to be the energy of the �ow�eld), the second column captures the

most energetic structure in the subspace orthogonal to the �rst column, and so on. A

low-order representation of the �ow can be obtained by keeping only the leading, say

m, singular vectors.

Dynamic mode decomposition (DMD) also acts on snapshots of data to produce

a complete basis. Unlike the basis vectors from POD, these vectors are not neces-

sarily orthogonal; however, each mode evolves with a �xed oscillation frequency and
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growth/decay rate. This is accomplished by �nding a linear operator A(δt), where

δt = tn− tn−1 for the simple case of constant time intervals in the recorded data, in a

least-squares sense such that the state-vector for any time tn is given by xn = Aδtxn−1.

Eigenvectors of A produce a complete basis for the space spanned by {x0, .., xN} and

evolve according to their corresponding eigenvectors. Thus, DMD produces a linear

operator that approximates the evolution of the �ow directly from snapshots of the

�ow without prior knowledge of the governing equations. However, as we shall see

in the next section, the dynamics of coherent structures in turbulence involve both

a linear ampli�cation about a base �ow as well as a non-linear interaction that re-

inforces the base �ow. Modal analyses such as POD and DMD cannot capture the

non-linear feedback loop, and are hence inadequate in obtaining a complete dynamical

description of turbulence.

The bursting process involving meandering, low-speed, streamwise streaks and

streamwise vortices, observed in 1967 by Kline et al. (1967), was speculated to have

a critical role in the production of wall-bounded turbulence. The minimal span com-

putations of Jiménez and Moin (1991) showed that turbulence is indeed sensitive to

the existence of these structures. They found that turbulence could be sustained

only for periodic geometries with spanwize domain sizes larger than about 100 wall

units. Whenever turbulence was sustained (in domains larger than 100 wall units),

the domain contained the vortex-streak structure, and the mean velocity pro�les from

these minimal span computations showed good agreement with the empirical velocity

pro�le from experiments up to a wall-normal height of about 40 wall units.

Wale�e (1997) isolated these structures in a periodic cycles, dubbed the self-

sustaining process (SSP), and found these structures to be insensitive to the boundary

condition; the cycle was isolated for a range of conditions from slip to no-slip in a �ow

between in�nite �at plates, and for sinusoidal shear �ow. The SSP involves the gen-

eration of streaks and vortices from mean shear; the interaction and instabilities of

these structures lead to a breakdown that causes turbulence.

These vortex-streak structures are also obtained from modal analyses involving
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linearization about a turbulent mean velocity pro�le (McKeon and Sharma, 2010;

Cossu et al., 2009; Zare et al., 2016, for instance).

1.3 Exact coherent states

The pervasiveness of the vortex-streak structure in wall-bounded �ows suggests

that it has special signi�cance to the NSE. Aside from the laminar solution (i.e., the

linear streamwise velocity pro�le for plane Couette �ow and the quadratic stream-

wise velocity pro�le for plane channel �ow), exact coherent states (ECS) of the NSE

are dominated by these structures (Nagata, 1990; Clever and Busse, 1997; Itano and

Toh, 2001; Gibson et al., 2008). ECS of the NSE are useful in not just providing

a theoretical basis for the vortex-streak building blocks of turbulence, but have also

been envisioned to provide a quantitative description of turbulence dynamics following

the investigations of Christiansen et al. (1997) of the simpler Kuramoto-Sivashinsky

system highlighting the signi�cance of time-periodic orbits to chaotic �ows. A brief

review of the literature in relation to the signi�cance of simple, exact, invariant solu-

tions of the NSE is now presented. A comprehensive review has been published by

Kawahara et al. (2012).

1.3.1 Transition to turbulence

Transition from laminar to turbulent �ow is a classical problem of �uid mechanics.

Early investigations of laminar-turbulent transition had been restricted to a linear

analysis of the evolution of in�nitesimal modal perturbations (usually Fourier modes

in time and one or two spatial dimensions) introduced to the laminar solution (Schmid

and Henningson, 2001; Drazin and Reid, 2004). An eigenvalue analysis of the evolution

of such modal perturbations can tell us if a particular perturbation decays or grows,

i.e., if the �ow returns to the laminar state or departs from it. This approach predicts

that plane Poiseuille �ow, for instance, is stable under all perturbations for Reynolds

numbers less than ≈ 5772; however, transition to turbulence occurs at much lower

Reynolds numbers.
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Non-normality of the linearized Navier-Stokes operator means that small pertur-

bations can see signi�cant transient growth even when the linearized NSE are asymp-

totically stable (i.e., all perturbations decay to zero for su�ciently large times). This

happens because the sum of individually decaying eigenmodes of the linear operator

can show a short-term increase in energy if the eigenmodes are not orthogonal to

each other, even though the evolution of each eigenmode is independent of the others.

Such transient growth can then lead to non-linear evolution of the perturbations and

eventually to turbulence. Such transition to turbulence is facilitated by the existence

of �nite-amplitude, exact solutions of the Navier-Stokes equation which lie close to

the laminar solution (Wale�e, 1995).

A major obstacle to �nding non-laminar exact solutions of the NSE is that there

appear to be no such stable solutions, so that they are not easily realized in experiment

or in DNS. Nagata (1990) worked around this problem using homotopy from the

circular Taylor-Couette system to plane Couette �ow (PCoF). The laminar solution in

Taylor-Couette �ow bifurcates into (stable) Taylor-vortex �ow involving axial vortices,

which further bifurcates into a three-dimensional wavy-vortex �ow. The Newton-

Raphson method was used to continue the solutions between the geometries; the

Newton-Raphson method, or its variants, are used in most works involving �nding

exact invariant solutions of the NSE. The instabilities of these equilibria lead to time-

periodic solutions, as well as travelling wave solutions asymmetric about the centerline

(Clever and Busse, 1997). All of these solutions prominently feature the vortex-streak

structure. The longitudinal vortex structure observed in these solutions was stabilized

in experiments by Bottin et al. (1998).

Studies of the lifetimes of �nite-amplitude, three-dimensional perturbations sug-

gest that a boundary (or edge) seems to exist in (an appropriately identi�ed) state-

space which separates initial conditions that decay to the laminar state and initial

conditions that support long-lived turbulence. The boundary itself seems to be formed

by some of the exact invariant solutions and their stable manifolds (Schmiegel and

Eckhardt, 1997; Skufca et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2007; Eckhardt et al., 2008), produc-
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Figure 1.1: Emergence of equilibria and limit cycles in the linearly stable regime of
plane Couette �ow. The square-root of cross-�ow energy

√
Ecf is plotted. The lower

branch (dashed) and upper branch (solid when stable, then dotted) equilibria appear
in a saddle node bifurcation. The upper branch loses stability in a Hopf bifurcation
producing a limit cycle that undergoes a period doubling cascade. Reproduced with
permission from Kreilos and Eckhardt (2012)

ing a chaotic repeller that results in decay (to laminar solution) of initial conditions on

one side, and �breakdown to turbulence� on the other. Stable (unstable) manifolds of

an exact invariant solution are sets of initial conditions that converge to the solution

in positive (negative) time. The invariant solutions which separate state-space into

initial conditions that breakdown to turbulence and those that decay to laminar �ow

are called edge-states, and their stable manifolds make up the edge.

Evidence for this basin boundary, as well as embedded saddle-node edge-states, for

boundary layer �ows has also been found (Kreilos et al., 2016; Khapko et al., 2016). In

the evolution of �nite-amplitude, three-dimensional initial conditions, a large network

of connections emerges between some of the equilibria, with the number of equilibria

and their connections increasing with Reynolds number (see �g. 5 in Eckhardt et al.,

2008). This suggests that the breakdown to turbulence could also be guided by these

connected equilibria.

These results provide a strong link between transition to turbulence and the ap-

pearance and organization of exact invariant solutions of the NSE.
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1.3.2 Near-wall cycle

Turbulent �ows have hairpin-like vortex structures embedded in them, distributed

most prominently in the bu�er and log layers, with some evidence for their existence

even in the wake layer (Adrian, 2007). These hairpin structures are found to be

generated by interactions of long, weak streamwise vortices and low speed streamwise

streaks (Zhou et al., 1999), suggesting that these vortex-streak structures could be

a basic building block of wall-turbulence. Minimal channel DNS of Jiménez and

Moin (1991), where the periodic domain of channel �ow simulations was reduced

until turbulence could no longer be sustained, revealed that the existence of turbulent

�ow was sensitive to the presence of these vortex-streak structures. When the domain

size was too small for these structures to persist, turbulence could not be sustained.

The interactions between low-speed streamwise streaks and streamwise vortices

leading to a regeneration cycle of near-wall turbulence was found in similar minimal

channel DNS (Hamilton et al., 1995). A recurring �ow pattern, labelled the �self

sustaining process� (SSP), was isolated in minimal channel DNS by Wale�e (1997) to

better illustrate the dynamics of turbulence. The SSP was found to be insensitive to

the boundary conditions imposed, suggesting that it is generic to wall-turbulence.

In addition to exact recurring solutions (time-periodic solutions), spatially invari-

ant solutions such as equilibria and travelling wave solutions (TWS) were also found

for a sinusoidal shear �ow, plane Couette, and channel �ows (Wale�e, 2003); the solu-

tions could be smoothly continued amongst plane shear �ows with di�erent boundary

conditions, suggesting universality of their structure. These exact invariant solutions

(equilibria and TWS), along with their stable and unstable manifolds, can describe dy-

namically important turbulence processes such as bursting (Itano and Toh, 2001), and

capture the main structural and statistical features of turbulent �ows (Wale�e, 2002).

Exact invariant solutions have also been computed in relatively higher Reynolds num-

ber channel �ow (Reτ / 1000) by Hwang et al. (2016); the upper branch equilibrium

is found to be a good proxy for turbulent �ow at this Reynolds number.
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Travelling wave solutions for pipe �ows were computed by Faisst and Eckhardt

(2003); Wedin and Kerswell (2004), obtaining solutions of di�erent rotational sym-

metries. As with channel �ows, turbulence trajectories were found to often visit

neighbourhoods of these solutions. These solutions appear at Reynolds numbers that

are about half as small as the Reynolds numbers where turbulence is sustained, and

are immediately unstable.

The exact solutions mentioned so far are global (periodic) solutions. Solutions

localized in the spanwise and streamwise solutions have also been found (Willis and

Kerswell, 2008; Duguet et al., 2009; Schneider et al., 2010b; Gibson and Brand, 2014).

These localized solutions lie between the laminar state and the region of turbulent

states, and appear to primarily serve to nucleate turbulence. These solutions emerge in

symmetry-breaking bifurcations from global, periodic solutions Chantry et al. (2014)

or through the contamination of long wavelength solutions by O(1) wavelength solu-

tions leading to snaking (Schneider et al., 2010a).

1.3.3 Organization in state-space

Nagata (1990) found two �nite-amplitude, three-dimensional equilibria of NSE for

PCoF, and classi�ed them as upper branch and lower branch solutions which appear

abruptly as a pair at a Reynolds number ≈ 500; the upper branch solutions have a

greater strain-rate at the wall than the lower branch solutions. Jiménez et al. (2005)

compiled a larger set of such equilibria and classi�ed them into vortex-dominated

and streak-dominated solutions based on the maxima of the �uctuating wall-normal

velocity and streamwise velocity; the upper branch solutions correspond to vortex-

dominated solutions, and lower branch to streak-dominated solutions.

The upper and lower branch solutions appear in a saddle-node bifurcation (Kreilos

and Eckhardt, 2012) at a Reynolds number ∼ 168. Lower branch solutions are im-

mediately unstable upon appearance, and often lie on the laminar-turbulent basin of

separation. Upper branch solutions, on the other hand, can sometimes start o� being

linearly stable, and become unstable in a Hopf bifurcation, producing limit cycles
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that quickly undergo period-doubling with increasing Reynolds number. The upper

branch solutions themselves are embedded in the regions that are densely visited by

turbulent �ow. Excursions to lower branch solutions have been found to represent

hibernating turbulence (Park and Graham, 2015).

Equilibria and TWS resemble quiescent periods of turbulence, while their stable

and unstable manifolds correspond to the bursting process (Itano and Toh, 2001;

Jiménez et al., 2005). A more comprehensive picture of the dynamics is provided by

time-periodic and relative time-periodic solutions (Kawahara et al., 2006; Viswanath,

2007). Relative periodic solutions are time-periodic solutions with a drift in the

streamwise and/or spanwise directions.

A phase-portrait of trajectories starting close to equilibria reveals an elegant vi-

sualization of turbulence. Heteroclinic orbits exist: starting close to one equilibrium,

their unstable manifolds lead away from this solution towards another equilibrium.

Turbulent �ow can then be visualized as a set of trajectories often visiting the neigh-

bourhoods of equilibria, TWS, and unstable time-periodic orbits (Gibson et al., 2008;

Chandler and Kerswell, 2013; Cvitanovi¢, 2013). Thus, the role of these solutions is

to partition the in�nite dimensional state-space into a �nite set of neighbourhoods

that are visited by long-time turbulence. Recent experimental evidence due to Suri

et al. (2017) reinforces this description of the role of exact solutions.

1.3.4 Coherent structures at high Reynolds numbers: Vortex-

wave interactions

The exact invariant solutions, also referred to in more general terms as exact

coherent structures, discussed so far are at low Reynolds numbers (∼ 1000). Wang

et al. (2007) extended a lower branch equilibrium of PCoF to higher Reynolds numbers

(∼ 50, 000) to study the asymptotic Re-scaling of lower branch states; for Re > 6168,

only the fundamental streamwise Fourier mode was retained. The lower branch state

is composed of O(1) streamwise streaks and O(Re−1) streamwise rolls, both of which

are streamwise-homogeneous, and the streamwise-varying fundamental mode (eiαx,
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where 2π/α is the streamwise periodicity) whose energy scales as O(Re−0.9). Higher

harmonics decay faster than Re−1, making their contributions insigni�cant at higher

Re. The spatial structure of the (streamwise) homogeneous and fundamental modes

also collapse when scaled by Re.

High Re simulations are expensive due to the resolution required to capture the

smallest scales. The results of Wang et al. (2007) suggest that, at least where lower

branch states are concerned, it is reasonable to seek asymptotic solutions at high Re

by truncating higher harmonics in the streamwise direction. In this context, Hall and

Sherwin (2010) revisited the vortex-wave interaction mechanism formalised by Hall

and Smith (1991), where a neutrally-stable travelling wave exists as an eigenmode of

the streamwise-homogeneous streaks based in a narrow critical layer of O(Re−1/3).

For symmetrical (about the centerline) streaks in PCoF, the appropriate critical layer

is that of zero wave-speed. These critical-layer-based waves feed energy into the

streamwise rolls, which in turn sustain the streamwise streaks in the presence of a

mean shear; this mechanism is not unlike the self-sustaining process of Wale�e (1997).

The existence of the neutrally-stable wave is crucial, because in the absence of

forcing, the streamwise-homogeneous streak-roll system decays to the laminar state.

Indeed, the signi�cance of forcing is not unexpected. Early approaches to �nding exact

coherent structures in low Re �ows involved introducing a forcing to the NSE that

stabilize the solutions; the homotopy of Nagata (1990) from Taylor-Couette �ow can

be seen as including a centrifugal body force, while the �rst solutions found by Wale�e

and co-workers (Wale�e, 1997, 2002, 2003) were arrived at by including sinusoidal

body forcing. Exact coherent states stabilized in �forced� �ows are then continued

to the �ow of interest, plane Couette �ow or channel �ow, by slowly turning o� the

forcing terms and using the Newton-Raphson method (or its variants). However, the

neutrally-stable wave of the vortex-wave interaction described by Hall and Sherwin

(2010) evolves at a smaller time scale and is concentrated in a thin critical layer due

to the high Re at which asymptotic solutions are sought.

In the past several years, VWI theory (Vortex-Wave Interaction theory) has seen
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signi�cant improvements to allow dealing with asymptotic behaviour of upper branch

states, coherent states in arbitrary shear �ows, and localization of exact coherent

structures (e.g. Blackburn et al., 2013; Deguchi and Hall, 2014; Dempsey et al., 2016).

Existence of long streamwise wavelength structures with multiple-scale dynamics has

been reported (Deguchi and Hall, 2014, 2017), which are speculated to represent

outer-layer and free-stream coherent structures in wall-bounded turbulence, unlike

the low-Re exact solutions in the literature, which are limited to descriptions of the

near-wall cycle.

1.4 Turbulence over rough walls

The classical view of roughness e�ects has been that it acts by changing only the

friction velocity (the stress at the wall), and that the mean velocity, turbulent kinetic

energy (TKE), and Reynolds shear stress (RSS) pro�les collapse when scaled with the

new friction velocity. The mean velocity of the turbulent �ow over a smooth walled

�at plate (or in a fully developed channel or a pipe) is given as (Townsend, 1956;

Jiménez, 2004):

U

u∗
= κ−1log(y+) + A+ Πκ−1W (y/δ) (1.4.1)

where the last term in the right-hand-side represents a wake function which re�ect

the outer-layer dynamics. The �rst term is the log-law for the inertial sublayer, and

the second term represents a net-e�ect of the viscous sublayer and the bu�er layer.

This equation is held to be valid for the log-layer and beyond. κ ≈ 0.4 is the Ka¯ma«

constant, and the value of the constant A is given as 5.1 (Jiménez, 2004; Pope, 2000).

Several studies have shown the validity of Townsend's outer layer similarity hy-

pothesis (for instance Schultz and Flack, 2005; Allen et al., 2007; Flack et al., 2005).

In this case, it must be possible to express the mean velocity for �ow over a rough wall

in a form similar to that of a smooth wall, provided the near-wall e�ects of roughness

are properly accounted for. From his early experimental studies of �ows in rough

pipes, with carefully graded, closely packed sand, Nikuradse (1950) found that the
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log-law for the mean velocity is valid even for �ows over rough walls, with the same

value for the Kármán constant. He gave the following equation for the mean velocity

of rough-walled �ows (for the fully rough case):

U

u∗
= κ−1log(y/ks) + 8.1 + Πκ−1W (y/δ) (1.4.2)

Here, the value of the constant A is changed to 8.1 from the smooth wall value of 5.1.

The wall-normal distance is not scaled in the inner units, but instead by a roughness

parameter, ks, the height of the sand-grain roughness. The same equation is used

today for other types of roughness, and the parameter ks that gives the shift in the

velocity pro�le is called the `equivalent' or `e�ective' sand roughness. Jiménez (2004)

discusses variations of this equation to highlight di�erent aspects of the roughness and

its e�ects.

Before further discussing the e�ects of surface-roughness, it is essential to identify

if and when the e�ects of roughness merit consideration. Hutchings (1992) reported

that the RMS roughness of industrial surfaces ranges from 0.05µm to 25µm. In

eq. (1.4.2), it is clear that the scaling for the mean velocity is not dependent on the

viscosity (or Re). The regime in which such an equation holds for �ows over rough

surfaces is referred to as the fully rough regime. The �ow over a rough wall becomes

fully rough when the (average) height of the roughness elements is more than ∼ 100

wall-units. When the size of the roughness elements is smaller than one wall-unit,

the �ow may be considered to be aerodynamically smooth; and the regime between

aerodynamically smooth and fully rough-�ows is referred to as transitionally rough

(Jiménez, 2004).

Nikuradse (1950) found from his experiments that as a �ow became transitionally

rough, the friction factor (de�ned below) became larger than that for a smooth-

walled �ow at the same Reynolds number. This increase is explained by the increased

dissipation caused by the �ow over roughness elements compared to the dissipation

in �ow over smooth walls. As the size of roughness elements relative to the viscous
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Figure 1.2: Friction factor λ in the transitionally rough regime from Allen et al. (2007).
Curves shown are for the experimental data of Allen et al. (2007), Colebrook's curve
for the same ks, the smooth-wall relation of McKeon et al. (2005), and the results for
the smallest sand-grain roughness used by Nikuradse (1930)

length increases, the form drag dominates the viscous friction, until the viscous friction

becomes negligible compared to the form drag (Jiménez, 2004). Colebrook (1939) gave

an empirical curve �t to relate the friction factor of a pipe to the roughness parameters,

based on experimental data available at the time:

1√
λ

= 1.74− 2log(
ks
R

+
18.6

ReD
√
λ

) (1.4.3)

where, ks is the equivalent Nikuradse sand-grain roughness value for the surface, and

λ is the friction factor, de�ned as:

λ =
− dp
dx
D

1
2
ρŪ2

(1.4.4)

where, dp/dx represents the mean pressure gradient in the pipe, D is the diameter, ρ

is the density, and Ū is the average bulk velocity.

Colebrook's curve describes a monotonic decrease of the friction factor as Re in-

creases, with the �ow going from aerodynamically smooth to transitionally rough to

fully rough. For any speci�c rough surface, the lowest friction factor is reached in

the fully rough regime (this friction factor is still higher than the friction factor for

smooth-walled �ows at the same Re), where Re becomes irrelevant. Allen et al. (2007)
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reported that this is not the case, as shown in �g. 1.2. The friction factor does not

show a monotonic decrease. The point of departure of the friction factor from the

curve for a smooth-walled �ow is at a much higher Re than what is predicted by the

Colebrook curve. At the actual point of departure, Colebrook's curve overestimates

the friction factor by approximately 10%. They attribute this discrepancy to the di�-

culties involved in accurately measuring the friction factor (or the wall-stress) in high

Re �ows. They also report that the critical k+
s , the e�ective roughness at which the

�ow goes from aerodynamically smooth to transitionally rough, is about 3.5, whereas

Colebrook's equation predicts that the critical roughness can be as low as 0.05.

The equation for the mean velocity for �ow over a rough wall (Nikuradse, 1950;

Jiménez, 2004),

U

u∗
= κ−1log(y/ks) + 8.1 + Πκ−1W (y/δ) (1.4.5)

is also written in a velocity-shift form:

U

u∗
= κ−1log(y+) + 5.1 + Πκ−1W (y/δ)−∆U+ (1.4.6)

where ∆U+ is the downward velocity-shift due to roughness-e�ects. This form is

more meaningful in cases of transitionally rough �ows, where there is still some Re-

dependence. The velocity shift is given by a roughness function which takes as its

argument the equivalent sand roughness, i.e., ∆U+ = f(k+
s ). The existence of such

roughness functions was demonstrated by Granville (1958), where he considered sim-

ilarity laws for logarithmic pro�les in inner and outer scaling to develop a general

relation for the friction coe�cient of �at plates with arbitrary roughness in boundary

layers. However, he showed, the equivalent sand roughness cannot be based on a sin-

gle length scale of the roughness, and multiple scales must be considered to account

for e�ects of geometry, texture, etc.. Notable works related to the identi�cation the

set of relevant scales, and their e�ects on the �ow, include those by, but not limited

to, Schultz and Flack (2005); Townsin and Dey (1990); Ligrani and Mo�at (1986);

Bandyopadhyay (1987); Gioia and Chakraborty (2006); Gioia and Bombardelli (2001);
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Placidi and Ganapathisubramani (2012).

Jiménez (2004) discusses the distinction between two classes of roughness: k-type

and d-type. k-type roughness refers to �normal surfaces", for which the e�ective

sand roughness is proportional to the physical dimensions of roughness elements.

For these surfaces, an important parameter is the frontal solidity, de�ned as the

ratio of the total projected frontal area of roughness elements to the planform area

of the surface. A plan solidity can similarly be de�ned as the area of projected

planform area of roughness elements to total planform area of the surface. Placidi and

Ganapathisubramani (2012) stress the importance of frontal solidity over plan solidity,

and found that as the frontal solidity increases, the friction coe�cient increases and

then decreases. Both highly sparse and highly dense surfaces have lower friction

coe�cients compared to moderately sparsely (or densely) distributed roughness.

For d-type surfaces, �rst mentioned by Perry et al. (1969), the e�ective sand

roughness (and consequently the friction coe�cient) apparently scales with the �ow

dimensions, instead of just the roughness dimensions. However, it must be noted that

the �ows considered had a high k/δ, in which case outer layer similarity may not hold.

Despite such uncertainties, d-type roughness has received considerable attention, with

researchers citing the existence of stable recirculation vortices near the wall that isolate

the outer �ow from the vortices (Perry et al., 1969; Djenidi et al., 1999; Liou et al.,

1990) to explain the apparent anomaly in scaling. Jiménez (2004) speculates that

this e�ect could also be related to the interaction between the near-wall cycle and the

LSMs, although such an interaction is yet to be demonstrated.

We have noted that well-resolved �ow �eld data, either experimental or compu-

tational, is not easily obtained (Jiménez, 2004), except at low Re, because of a vast

separation of scales in turbulent �ows. Computational data from low Re simulations,

partial �ow �eld data from high Re experiments, linear stability analyses at transi-

tional Re, and asymptotic approximations at very high Re have helped explain and

model turbulence statistics. However, a comprehensive understanding of the dynamics

of turbulence still eludes us. A relatively young approach to understand turbulence
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dynamics is through exact solutions � stationary, travelling, and recurring � of the

Navier-Stokes equations. Since the NSE are known to be an excellent physical model

for �uid �ows, accurate solutions of the equations may be expected to be much more

representative of �ow dynamics than, say, POD modes of experimental and computa-

tional data.

Dynamics of rough-walled turbulence is much less understood compared to smooth-

walled turbulence, because scaling laws used in smooth-walled turbulence are inappli-

cable in the near-wall region of rough-walled �ows; and velocity �elds in the near-wall

region are hard to obtain in experiments, while computational solutions are con-

strained to low Re. Researchers have attempted to replace the roughness of the wall

with velocity boundary conditions at the wall (for instance Choi et al., 1993; Luchini,

2013). Such modelling of surface-roughness can be very useful in engineering appli-

cations because of the cost reduction a�orded by them. However, these models are

designed to replicate the e�ects of rough-walls only on some average quantities such

as the mean velocity at some �nite distance from the walls; so, they are of limited use

in investigations of the fundamental dynamics of rough-walled turbulence where the

resolution of near-wall dynamics is an important consideration.

1.4.1 Drag reduction due to riblets

An interesting, special case of ordered roughness is that of riblets. Riblets are par-

allel, streamwise grooves on wing-surfaces, and are known for passive drag-reduction

(Walsh, 1982) of up to 10%. Numerical studies of �ow over riblets are available (such

as Walsh, 1983; Choi et al., 1993; Dean and Bhushan, 2010). Tani (1988) considered

riblets as a form of roughness, and compared them with Nikuradse's sand roughness.

They reported that there is a small range of roughness height relative to viscous length

where drag over a rough wall is lower than that over a smooth wall. Bio-inspired her-

ringbone riblets have also been investigated. They show greater drag reduction than

streamwise-homogeneous riblets (Chen et al., 2013, 2014). This drag reduction is ex-

plained as being due to the displacement of the near-wall vortex-streak structure by
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the grooves (Lee and Lee, 2001; Dean and Bhushan, 2010) to sit above the grooves,

leading to lower streamwise velocities within the grooves, and consequently lower shear

stresses.

1.5 Laminar solutions for rough-walled internal �ows

While research has proceeded far enough for time-periodic orbits to be computed

at moderate Reynolds numbers in Couette and Poiseuille �ows, this holds true only

for smooth-walled �ows. Exact solutions for rough-walled �ows are available only as

laminar solutions.

Several researchers used the approximation of Stokes �ow to solve for laminar

�ows over rough walls. The reasoning is that, for in�nitesimal roughness, velocities

near the wall would be low enough for inertial e�ects to be negligible (compared

to viscous terms). The resulting linear system is then solved with the appropriate

boundary conditions. If steady solutions are sought, the Navier-Stokes equation for

incompressible �ow reduces to a Poisson equation

∇p = ν∇2u (1.5.1)

along with the divergence-free condition on the velocity �eld:

∇ · u = 0 (1.5.2)

The Poisson equation can be simpli�ed further to a Laplace equation by invoking

symmetries of the �ow. For instance, for �ow over longitudinal riblets with no mean

pressure gradient, a solution can be sought whose streamwise-derivative of pressure

(along the riblets) is zero. For �ows with a mean pressure gradient, the velocity �eld

may be split into 1) a base �eld that satis�es the Poisson equation for �at-walled

�ows, and 2) a correction for the rough wall; then, the correction �eld is governed by

the Laplace equation.
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Bechert and Bartenwerfer (1989) solved the Laplace equation, ∂zzu+ ∂yyu = 0 for

the streamwise velocity, for a riblet-mounted boundary layer �ow. They compared

the velocity �elds for (spanwise) periodic riblets to the velocity �eld for a �at wall.

The velocity �eld for �at-walled �ows may be appropriately normalized so that the

shear stress at the wall is 1, or that the velocity is given by u = y. Their solutions

for riblet �ows showed that at locations su�ciently far from the wall, the velocity

pro�le becomes linear as u = y − c, for some constant c. They argued that the �ow

su�ciently far away from the wall experiences the riblet-mounted wall simply as a

virtual �at wall that is present at y = c; hence, riblet-mounted �ows may be dealt

with by replacing the physical boundary with a virtual plane located at a new origin.

The height for which the riblets extend above this virtual plane is referred to as

the protrusion height. Drag reduction in riblet-mounted turbulent �ows is attributed

to protrusion height. The authors postulated that the protruding surface interfered

with the near-wall cycle, which seems to be essential for producing wall-turbulence.

It is known (Jiménez and Moin, 1991) that the low-speed streaks are crucial for

the sustenance of the near-wall cycle, and that imposing external spanwise length

scales could work against the cycle. They further advised that riblets with sharper

tips are likely to produce better drag reduction than those with rounded tips, since

sharper pro�les have higher protrusion heights than smoother pro�les of the same

height. Sharper pro�les produce greater protrusion heights since the �uid �owing in

the grooves is retarded by lesser surface area (per unit volume of �uid �owing in the

groove).

Luchini et al. (1991) compared the protrusion heights, as de�ned by Bechert and

Bartenwerfer (1989), for longitudinal and cross �ows. Their results showed that the

virtual plane is located higher (closer to tip of corrugations) for �ows normal to the

corrugations than for �ows parallel to corrugations. This is interpreted, for riblet-

mounted �ows, as secondary cross �ows experiencing a greater retardation. The

authors pointed out that while the origin itself may be arbitrarily chosen for di�erent

cases, the di�erence in the protrusion heights is not arbitrary, and hence served as a
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reliable measure to quantify boundary layer �ows.

Sarkar and Prosperetti (1996) solved the Laplace equation for stochastic roughness,

modelled by randomly distributed bosses on a smooth surface. Despite the qualitative

di�erence in the surface corrugations from the previous work, they also concluded that

for certain forms of roughness, the �ow su�ciently far from the wall can be obtained

simply by considering a smooth surface displaced into the �ow from the location of

the rough wall. For other classes of roughness, however, they found that a shifted

virtual plane was not su�cient. Surface corrugations could also produce a spanwise

force, even when uniformly distributed, provided the pro�les of corrugations were

asymmetric. They presented a model to substitute the rough wall with (localized)

slip boundary conditions on a smooth wall.

Luchini (2013) computed linearized boundary conditions for roughness elements

of di�erent pro�les and aspect ratios, both in isolation and in periodic arrays. Charts

were provided for two non-dimensional coe�cients- the protrusion coe�cient de-

�ned above, and a proximity coe�cient to account for interference with surrounding

elements- for pro�les considered, along with estimates of the in�uence of aspect ratio

on the accuracy of linearized boundary conditions.

Mohammadi and Floryan (2013) used sinusoidal grooves as a �rst-order approxi-

mation for roughness; they found that sinusoidal grooves adequately represent other

periodic groove-shapes as well. Three groove con�gurations are identi�ed: the gen-

eral case of oblique grooves (grooves not aligned with the mean pressure gradient),

and special cases of longitudinal and transverse grooves. The transverse and oblique

cases lead to �ow separation within the grooves, and for high depth-to-length aspect

ratio of the grooves, a �lift-up� of the streamlines is observed so that the �ow can be

considered to be constricted to a channel or a reduced height; this is not unlike the

protrusion height of Bechert and Bartenwerfer (1989); Luchini et al. (1991). Oblique

grooves also produce spanwise currents due to the asymmetrical alignment, and these

currents are greatest when the grooves are aligned at an angle of ≈ 42 deg with the

mean pressure gradient.
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Islam et al. (2015) computed full non-linear laminar solutions for axisymmetric

pipe �ow with periodically varying diameter, for di�erent pro�les of diametric varia-

tion. Onset of separation was noted for di�erent pro�les, along with the appearance

of a second recirculation vortex for large diametric variations. However, only a limited

range of parameters was explored in the work.

Laminar �ow in channels with streamwise corrugations (furrows) has two routes to

turbulence that are directly in�uenced by the near-wall �ow (Nishimura et al. (1990);

Gschwind et al. (1995); Blancher et al. (2015):

1. Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of the shear layer formed in the separated �ow

inside furrows. The �ow remains 2-D during the initial growth of disturbances.

2. Centrifugal instability on concave surfaces, resulting in Taylor-Goertler vortices

(Saric, 1994). This instability makes the �ow 3-D. Gschwind et al. (1995) indi-

cated that this instability enhanced mixing and heat-transfer for small pressure-

drop �ows where turbulence could not be completely sustained.

There is signi�cant interest in understanding the stability of laminar solutions

of riblet-mounted �ows, because of the drag reduction reported in the literature for

turbulent �ows in such geometries. Chu and Karniadakis (1993) performed DNS to

compute solutions for riblet �ows in the laminar, transitional, and turbulent regimes.

They reported no drag reduction for the laminar case, but reported about 6% drag

reduction for the turbulent case. However, Moradi and Floryan (2014) reported drag

reduction for the laminar case as well, when the wavelength of the (sinusoidal) riblets

was large enough compared to channel half-height. This is explained as a result of

increased local mass �ux in streamtubes in wider sections of the channels compared

to the mean.

Moradi and Floryan (2014) also performed a linear stability analysis of their lam-

inar solutions. They used the appearance of linear instability as an indicator for an

increase in drag. Riblet-geometries with critical Reynolds number greater than that

for smooth channels were considered to be drag-reducing. For riblets with wavenum-
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bers less than 4.22 (non-dimensionalized by channel half-height), the critical Reynolds

number was found to increase with increasing groove-amplitude . Kasliwal et al. (2012)

used a similar geometry, with similar motivations, and reported a reduction in wall

shear stress; however, if the total drag decreases when integrated over the surface area

of the riblet is not clear.

1.6 Concluding remarks

For smooth-walled �ows, the vortex-streak structures that are ever-present in tur-

bulent �ow have a special relation to the NSE; they resemble exact invariant solutions.

We can expect exact invariant solutions of the NSE in rough-walled geometries to con-

tain structures that are dynamically important to rough-walled turbulence. Finding

such structures is not a trivial task.

In fact, �nding exact invariant solutions of the NSE in rough-walled geometries is a

natural extension to the literature, considering the increasing success of the dynamical

systems approach to turbulence. The primary obstacle to �nding exact invariant

solutions stems from the instability of most of these solutions in �ows of interest.

Iterative schemes for solving non-linear systems such as the Newton-Raphson method

need good initial guesses to achieve convergence. Fortunately, a large database of

exact invariant solutions is available for smooth-walled �ows. Presumably, a major

hurdle has already been overcome.

The vast set of possible roughness geometries means that the solutions of one

class of geometries may not provide a reliable description of the near-wall dynamics of

another class. A good starting point to systematically investigate the e�ect of surface-

roughness is the simple case of longitudinal grooves (riblets). The observed drag

reduction due to riblets provides additional motivation to undertake this study. Earlier

work indicates that the drag reduction in such geometries is due to a displacement

of the vortex-streak structure out of the grooves. It will be interesting to see if this

displacement can be captured in the continuation of exact invariant solutions from

smooth-walled �ows to �ows with longitudinal grooves (riblets).
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It is in this context that the present author has found it appealing to develop

a solver to compute exact invariant solutions for grooved plane shear �ows. As a

�rst step, the even simpler case of laminar solutions for grooved channel �ows are

computed, and then we move on to non-laminar equilibria of grooved plane Couette

�ow.

1.7 Outline of the thesis

The numerical method used in this thesis to compute exact invariant solutions for

plane shear �ows with grooved walls is described in chapter 2. The steady state Navier-

Stokes equations are solved, with the divergence-free constraint, using a domain trans-

formation method for a particular class of grooved walls � �in-phase grooves� � and

an exact Newton method using full-rank inversion for solving the linear equation. A

brief discussion of the symmetries of plane Couette �ow is included. This method is

illustrated for the case of laminar solutions in channels with transverse grooves. All

of the related exact invariant solutions found in the literature have been computed

using a time-stepping DNS solver, as opposed to the steady-state solver used in this

thesis. The reasons for using the steady-state solver are given at the end of the chap-

ter, along with a brief discussion of the failure of matrix-free methods when used with

the steady-state solver. Convergence properties of the numerical method for laminar

�ows are brie�y discussed in appendix A.

Appendix C, is included in the appendix to discuss DNS solvers and matrix-free

methods. A signi�cant part of the chapter is devoted to a discussion of �Channel

Flow� by Gibson (2014), an open-source solver for �nding these solutions in Couette

and channel �ows. This appended chapter complements the review of the literature

on ECS and provides context to the discussion on the limitations of the steady-state

solver described in the thesis.

Chapter 3 presents solutions for laminar �ows in grooved channels, including an-

alytical solutions obtained for long wavenumber grooves under the Stokes �ow ap-

proximation. These solutions complement those available in the literature for grooved
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channel �ows. In particular, the analytical solution is accurate to second order in the

wavenumber, as opposed to the �rst order accuracy that is common in such solutions.

The steady-state solver can also compute at high Reynolds numbers (∼ 5000) where

the laminar solution is unstable, which could be used to produce base �ows for studies

of transition.

Three-dimensional exact invariant solutions for plane Couette �ow with longitu-

dinal grooves are discussed in chapter 4. Owing to the computational expense of the

matrix-based method, the number of solutions that could be found was rather low.

However, the few solutions that were continued demonstrate a drag reduction associ-

ated with grooves smaller than the characteristic size of the vortex-streak structure,

and a symmetry based anchoring of the structure.

The �nal chapter, chapter 5, summarizes the main conclusions of the present work,

includes pointers to more grooved �ow cases that could be run with the present solver,

and highlights some of the important questions raised in this thesis. The author also

indulges in some speculation regarding drag reduction in geometries that could not

be investigated in the present work.



Chapter 2

Methodology � Grooved plane shear

�ows

In judging policies, we should consider the results that

have been achieved through them, rather than the

means by which they have been executed.

Niccoló Machiavelli

Plane shear �ows are often used to investigate the dynamics of turbulence and

transition to turbulence; this is because of their lower computational expense which

springs from their compatibility with spectral methods. The non-homogeneity pro-

duced by grooved (and rough) walls precludes direct application of the Fourier spectral

method for discretization in the streamwise and spanwise directions. The present work

employs a domain transformation method to map the grooved plane shear �ow geom-

etry to a smooth-walled geometry, so that the Fourier spectral method can be used

to discretize the mapped domain.

This thesis deals with two classes of steady-state solutions, investigated in the next

two chapters. The �rst, termed �laminar solution� in this thesis, is the highly symmet-

ric quasi-1d steady solution: U(x, y, z) = 1−y2 for channel �ow, and U(x, y, z) = y for

Couette �ow (assuming appropriate non-dimensionalization and coordinate frame).

This solution is sometimes called the �base �ow�. Continuation of this solution to

45
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grooved channel �ow is the subject of chapter 3. In channels with longitudinal grooves,

the velocity �eld for this solution has the form [u, v, w] = [u(y, z), 0, 0]. In channels

with transverse grooves, the velocity �eld takes the form [u, v, w] = [u(x, y), v(x, y), 0].

The laminar solution is identi�ed as the one with the most number of symmetries, and

as the one continuing from the smooth-walled laminar solutions mentioned earlier.

The second class of solutions is the more complex 3-dimensional equilibria dis-

cussed in � 1.3. These solutions are also laminar because of the �smoothness� of the

velocity �eld (and the fact that they are not actually turbulent). However, to avoid

confusing these with the quasi-1d or quasi-2d laminar solutions mentioned above,

these 3d steady solutions are exclusively referred to as �equilibria�.

The aim of the present work is to see if existing exact invariant solutions can be

continued from smooth to rough walled �ows. The most direct way to explore this

question is to solve the steady-state NSE, using the Newton method to allow continu-

ation of solutions. One could be sceptical about the numerical stability and feasibility

of such an approach. The symmetries and smoothness of the laminar solution, and

the associated low dimensionality of state-space, makes laminar �ows a good choice

for exploring such questions.

2.0.1 Overview

This chapter is organized as follows. The basics of computing exact invariant

solutions for smooth-walled plane shear �ows is outlined in � 2.1; the discussion on

DNS solvers and matrix-free methods is pushed to appendix C. The symmetries of

plane Couette �ow (PCoF) are important to computing and interpreting equilibria of

PCoF; these are discussed in � 2.2 for smooth PCoF. Geometries for grooved channel

�ows and grooved PCoF investigated in this thesis are described in � 2.3. The domain

transformation method and the accompanying spectral discretization are also outlined

in this section. In � 2.4, modi�cations to each of the terms in the governing equations

due to the domain transformation are shown, and in � 2.5, the discretized system

along with the iterative scheme are described. To keep the equations short, they are
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presented for only the special case of laminar solution in channels with transverse

grooves.

The modi�cations to be made to the numerical method to compute laminar so-

lutions for oblique grooves are outlined in � 2.6. Similarly, the changes needed to

accommodate the equilibria of grooved PCoF are described in � 2.7. Details of the

iterative scheme such as parametric continuation and convergence criteria are given

in � 2.8.

Exact invariant solutions for smooth-walled plane shear �ows known in the litera-

ture have all been found using a DNS engine (Kawahara et al. (2012)) that produced

a time-t map of initial conditions as de�ned in � 2.1.1. These methods are brie�y

discussed in appendix C. The solver used in the present work is a steady-state solver,

and involves storing and inverting the Jacobians. The reasons for using such a solver,

and its limitations, are presented in � 2.9.

An alternative to the domain transformation method, which is used in this thesis,

is the immersed boundary method (IBM). In IBM, a larger �ow domain that extends

beyond the contours of the wall is de�ned so that the full domain resembles that of

smooth-walled plane shear �ows. The boundary conditions of eq. (2.3.4) are imposed

by modifying the boundary conditions at the edges of the enclosing domain. The

present work does not contrast between the e�ciency of the two methods for solving

grooved plane shear �ows; see Mohammadi and Floryan (2013) for comments on the

suitability of each method to grooved plane shear �ows.
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2.1 Smooth-walled plane shear �ows

2.1.1 Types of ECS

Several types of exact coherent states (ECS) are discussed in the literature. To

de�ne these, we �rst de�ne the evolution of the �ow in terms of time-t map, f t(u)

(following the notation of Gibson et al. (2008)) as

f t(u) = u +

∫ t

0

F(u) dτ, where F(u) :=
∂u

∂t
, (2.1.1)

and u is the state-vector (discretized velocity �eld).

Di�erent types of ECS can be de�ned for these maps.

1. Equilibria: F(uEQ) = 0, or f t(uEQ) = uEQ for all time, t ∈ R.

2. Travelling wave (or relative equilibria) propagating at a phase velocity of c =

(cx, 0, cz): F(uTW ) = (−c · ∇)uTW , or f t(uTW ) = τ(cxt, czt)uTW for all time,

t ∈ R.

3. Periodic orbit with period Tp: f
Tp(up) = up.

4. Periodic orbit with period Tp and shift τp = (lx, lz): f
Tp(up) = τpup.

The time-t map, f t, is often generated through a DNS solver. In this thesis, we do

not generate time-tmaps. Instead, a steady-state solver is used, and the instantaneous

time derivative is used as the criterion for identifying equilibria (or laminar solutions).

So far, we have used two terms, exact invariant solutions and exact coherent states.

The former is often used in the literature to refer to equilibria and travelling wave

solutions to highlight their time-invariance of their evolution. The latter refers to any

solution of the NSE that contains a coherent structure (the vortex-streak structure in

all known solutions); the most prominent solution of the NSE for wall-bounded shear

�ows that is not considered an ECS is the laminar solution.
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2.1.2 Governing equations

The plane shear �ows investigated in this thesis are restricted to low-speed Newto-

nian �ows with no temperature gradients. For such �ows, the Navier-Stokes equations,

along with the continuity equation, can be written in Cartesian coordinates in non-

dimensional form, using ∂s to represent partial derivatives with respect to a scalar s,

as

∂tu
j + (uk∂xk)u

j = − dP
dx1

δ1j − ∂xjp+
1

Re
∆uj, j = 1, 2, 3

∂xku
k = 0,

(2.1.2)

using Einstein summation notation, with (x1, x2, x3) = (x, y, z), the streamwise, wall-

normal, and spanwise coordinates, and (u1, u2, u3) = (u, v, w), the streamwise, wall-

normal, and spanwise velocity components respectively. The origin is located on a

plane located half-way between the two walls. The mean pressure gradient, dP
dx

is

explicitly accounted for so that the �uctuating pressure, p, remains homogeneous for

�ows with a mean pressure gradient. The factor δ1j in the mean pressure gradient

term represents the Kronecker delta. The lengths, velocities, and pressure are non-

dimensionalized as

uk =
ûk

ˆUCL
, xk =

x̂k

ĥ
,p =

p̂

ρ̂Û2
CL

, t =
t̂ÛCL

ĥ
, (2.1.3)

where hatted symbols represent dimensional quantities; ĥ is half the distance between

the walls in channel and Couette �ows; ÛCL is the centerline velocity in channel �ows,

and half the relative speed of the walls in Couette �ows; ρ̂ is the density of the �ow.

The Reynolds number Re in eq. (2.1.2) is de�ned as

Re =
ÛCLĥ

ν̂
, (2.1.4)

where ν̂ is the kinematic viscosity of the �uid.
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z

Figure 2.1: Plane Couette �ow: �uid �ow between two in�nite parallel walls moving
in-plane in opposite directions. The coordinate frame is chosen such that the (non-
dimensional) speed of the walls is ±1 in the x-axis, and the walls are at y = ±1.

The boundary conditions are

u(y = ±1) =


0, channel �ow,

±1, Couette �ow,

v(y = ±1) = 0

w(y = ±1) = 0, ∇ · u(y = ±1) = 0

(2.1.5)
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2.2 Flow symmetries

2.2.1 Continuous symmetries

The present work is focused on �nding equilibria in plane Couette �ows (PCoF)

with longitudinal grooves. The continuous symmetries discussed here apply to both

Couette �ows and channel �ows, while the discrete symmetries discussed later apply

only to Couette �ows; however, similar symmetry transformations can be identi�ed for

channel �ows too. Smooth-walled plane Couette �ow (illustrated in �g. 2.1) involves

in�nite, parallel plates moving in opposite directions. This allows for solutions that are

invariant under certain symmetry transformations; we follow the notation of Gibson

et al. (2009) to represent these symmetries. Homogeneity in the streamwise and

spanwise directions leads to admission of solutions that are invariant under continuous

translation in the x − z plane; the symmetry transformations for these translations

become the continuous two-parameter group SO(2)x × SO(2)z, denoted by

τ(lx, lz)[u, v, w](x, y, z) = [u, v, w](x+ lx, y, z + lz). (2.2.1)

This homogeneity also means that spatially periodic solutions can be sought, so

that computations can be carried out over small domain sizes using the Fourier spectral

method for discretization. Di�erent box sizes produce di�erent solutions; however,

provided that the box-sizes are within certain ranges � of the order of the channel

half-height � these solutions all seem to contain the vortex-streak structure.

While the homogeneity allows for relatively inexpensive, spatially periodic solu-

tions, it also produces vast families of solutions that are dynamically similar. That

is, every solution �eld [u∗, v∗, w∗] is part of a continuous family of solutions spanned

by τ(lx, lz)[u
∗, v∗, w∗] for arbitrary lx, lz. Presence of such families could obscure our

view of turbulent �ows. Willis et al. (2013) developed a projection method called the

�method of slices� to identify families of dynamically similar solutions with one repre-
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sentative solution for each family, thus reducing the number of solutions that would

have to be considered, say, when developing low-order models for control. Speci�cally,

smooth-walled plane shear �ows admit travelling wave solutions and relative periodic

orbits, and the method of slices relates such solutions to dynamically similar equilibria

and periodic orbits by projecting the former onto a hyperplane using a pre-de�ned

template. Grooved �ows, however, are inhomogeneous in the direction transverse to

the grooves. We explore the consequences of this loss of homogeneity in � 4.2.

2.2.2 Discretization

Owing to the existence of spatially periodic solutions for channel �ows and PCoF,

the �ow�eld can be discretized using the Fourier spectral method in the wall-parallel

directions. A periodic �eld φ(x, y, z, t) for a periodic box of streamwise and spanwise

lengths Lx and Lz is written as a sum of Fourier modes,

φ(x, y, z, t) =
∑
k∈Z

∑
l∈Z

∑
m∈Z

φ̂k,l,m(y, t)ei(lαx+mβz), (2.2.2)

where α, β = 2π/Lx, 2π/Lz. The Fourier modes are truncated to some |l| ≤ L and

|m| ≤M to obtain a �nite-dimensional representation of the �eld variable in x and z.

Henceforth, we drop the hats on the coe�cients of Fourier modes for convenience, with

the understanding that integer-subscripted symbols represent Fourier coe�cients.

The Fourier coe�cients are functions of the wall-normal coordinate and time. An

appropriate basis for the wall-bounded wall-normal direction is the set of Cheby-

shev polynomials � orthogonal polynomials of increasing order, whose roots are the

Chebyshev nodes � which can also be truncated to obtain a �nite-dimensional rep-

resentation in the wall-normal direction. A collocation method for the Chebyshev

spectral method can also be used so that state-vectors contain entries for values taken

by the �eld variables at the Chebyshev nodes instead of the coe�cients of Cheby-

shev polynomials. In the present work, the collocation method is used, but the two

methods are equivalent in terms of their accuracy. The time dependence is usually
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accounted for by marching forward from an initial condition; but in the steady-state

solver used in this work, this dependence is dropped.

2.2.3 Discrete symmetries

Smooth PCoF also admits discrete symmetries, which are restricted by the counter-

moving walls to re�ection across x − y planes (σz), rotation about the z-axis (σx),

and point-wise inversion about the origin (σxz), which is the product of the re�ection

and rotation. These symmetry transformations generate a discrete dihedral group

D1 ×D1 = {e, σx, σz, σxz}, where

σx[u, v, w](x, y, z) = [−u,−v, w](−x,−y, z),

σz[u, v, w](x, y, z) = [u, v,−w](x, y,−z),

σxz[u, v, w](x, y, z) = [−u,−v,−w](−x,−y,−z),

(2.2.3)

and e is the identity transformation. The equations of smooth PCoF are invariant

under the group Γ = D1,xnSO(2)x×D1,znSO(2)z, where n stands for a semi-direct

product, x subscripts indicate translations along x and sign changes in x and y, and

y subscripts indicate translations along z and sign changes in z.

The laminar solution for the smooth PCoF system is invariant under every sym-

metry transformation in Γ. Equilibria, such as those of Nagata (1990), are invariant

under fewer symmetries. Streamwise travelling waves cannot exist when σx is im-

posed, spanwise travelling waves cannot exist when σz is imposed, and neither can

exist when σxz is imposed. More complex solutions appear as these symmetries are

relaxed, with the fully turbulent state unlikely to satisfy any of the symmetries in Γ

(although discrete translational symmetries are imposed in simulations in the form

of periodic boxes). The reader is referred to Gibson et al. (2009); Halcrow (2008)

for a comprehensive treatment of invariance under discrete symmetry groups. They

identify one particular order-4 group, S = {e, s1, s2, s3}, to be important to �nding
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equilibria of smooth PCoF, where

s1 = τ(Lx/2, 0)σz,

s2 = τ(Lx/2, Lz/2)σx,

s3 = τ(0, Lz/2)σxz,

(2.2.4)

are products of half-cell shifts and the discrete symmetries of D1,x × D1,z. All the

solutions used in the present work are invariant under the symmetries of S, while a

few highly symmetric solutions are invariant under an order-8 group, S × {e, τxz}.

Due to the high-dimensionality of the state-space of smooth PCoF, and �uid �ows

in general, a large number of exact invariant solutions exist; in fact, an in�nite number

of solutions exist due to the continuous translational invariance of the governing equa-

tions. A small set of dynamically important solutions has to be identi�ed in order to

realistically describe and predict turbulence. The symmetry groups S, S × {e, σxz},

and other speci�c subgroups of Γ o�er one way of reducing the in�nite stationary

points of the NSE to a small set, while the method of slices described earlier o�ers a

complementary way to constraining continuous symmetries.
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2.3 Flow geometry and domain transformation

The governing equations laid out earlier for smooth-walled plane shear �ows are

now extended to the case of grooved plane shear �ows, using non-dimensional coordi-

nates (x, y, z) along the streamwise, wall-normal, and spanwise directions respectively,

non-dimensionalized by half of the distance between the walls. A general case of wall

roughness periodic in (Lx, Lz) = (2π/α, 2π/β), where Lx is the streamwise size of the

periodic box and Lz is its spanwise size, can be represented by

ytop = 1+
∑
l,m

Atl,m
2
ei(lαx+mβz+φtl,m), ybottom = −1+

∑
l,m

Abl,m
2
ei(lαx+mβz+φbl,m), l,m ∈ Z,

(2.3.1)

with the constraints

Al,m = A−l,−m, φl,m = −φ−l,−m, (2.3.2)

so that the sum of the two modes produces Al,m cos(lαx + mβz + φl,m). A/2 is used

instead of A in eq. (2.3.1) so that the amplitude of each sinusoidal mode of the wall

is A instead of 2A.

This geometry may be mapped to a �at-walled geometry using a domain transfor-

mation,

Y = −1 + 2(y − ybottom)/(ytop − ybottom). (2.3.3)

Domain transformation is a common method used to discretize �ow geometries; for

usage involving sinusoidal walls, see, for instance, Kasliwal et al. (2012); Moradi and

Floryan (2013). A consequence of this transformation is that the boundary conditions

become

u(Y = ±1) = 0 (channel), u(Y = ±1) = ±1 (Couette),

v(Y = ±1) = 0, w(Y = ±1) = 0, ∇ · u(Y = ±1) = 0

(2.3.4)

The motivation for this domain transformation is that the Fourier spectral method
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of the domain transformation: �g. 2.2a- the grooved channel
geometry, and �g. 2.2b- the transformed domain

is easily applied in the transformed domain; the boundary conditions are that all

Fourier mode coe�cients of all velocity components and divergence take a value of

zero at the walls (except for the (0, 0) mode for u in the case of Couette �ow). However,

mapping partial derivatives from the transformed domain to the physical domain of

eq. (2.3.1) is rather cumbersome. However, when Atl,m = Abl,m and φtl,m = φbl,m, i.e.,

when the width between the top and bottom walls remains constant, the required

domain transformation is

Y = y −
∑
l,m

Al,me
i(lαx+mβz+φl,m), (2.3.5)

which produces simpler relations between the partial derivatives in the physical do-

main of eq. (2.3.1) and the transformed domain. This is illustrated in �g. 2.2.

The additional simpli�cation of φm = 0, and A|m|6=1 = 0 is used here for laminar

solutions, while the second constraint is relaxed to include multiple groove-modes

when computing grooved PCoF equilibria. The walls for this simple class of grooved

channels are given by

ywalls = ±1 + A cos(αx+ βz). (2.3.6)

Such geometries can be distinguished into three classes: 1) Longitudinal grooves: α =

0, 2) Transverse grooves: β = 0, and 3) Oblique grooves: αβ 6= 0; they are illustrated

in �g. 2.3. This classi�cation is important because of distinctive �ow features of

each class; longitudinal grooves admit solutions with zero wall-normal and spanwise

velocity and produce no �ow separation; transverse grooves produce �ow separation

but still have zero spanwise velocity; and oblique grooves may produce �ow separation

as well as currents in the spanwise direction (and along the homogeneous direction of
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(a) Transverse grooves: β = 0
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(b) Longitudinal grooves: α = 0
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(c) Oblique grooves: αβ 6= 0

Figure 2.3: Grooved channel �ow illustrating (a) Transverse, (b) Longitudinal, and
(c) Oblique grooves.

the grooves).

The domain transformation method is now outlined for the case of transverse

grooves, whose geometry is given by

ywalls = ±1 +
A

2
cos(αx), (2.3.7)

and the grooved geometry is mapped to a smooth geometry as

X = x, Y = T (x, y) = y − A

2
cos(αx), Z = z. (2.3.8)

The partial derivatives in the two domains relate as

∂x = ∂X + Tx∂Y = ∂X − iα
A

2
(eiαx − e−iαx)∂Y ,

∂y = ∂Y , (2.3.9)
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∂z = ∂Z .

The original x− y− z coordinate system is henceforth referred to as the �physical

system� or �physical domain�, while the X−Y −Z coordinate system is referred to as

the �transformed system� or �transformed domain�. For laminar �ow in a channel with

transverse grooves, a solution with zero spanwise derivatives and zero spanwise velocity

is sought. The numerical method is now outlined for this case; the modi�cations for

longitudinal and oblique grooves in channels are discussed towards the end.

2.3.1 Discretization in the transformed domain

In the smooth-walled transformed domain, the �ow can be discretized using the

Fourier spectral method in the streamwise direction the Chebyshev pseudo-spectral

method (Chebyshev collocation method) in the wall-normal direction as

[
u, v, p

]
(X, Y ) =

∑
l∈R

[
ul(Y ), vl(Y ), pl(Y )

]
eilαdiscrX . (2.3.10)

The fundamental discretization wavenumber, αdiscr, of the periodic domain is set to

be equal to the wavenumber α of the transverse grooves, so that exactly one groove

is included in each periodic domain. This condition is relaxed later when studying

equilibria, but for now, the two wavenumbers are not distinguished.

Conventionally, Fourier coe�cients of a �eld are distinguished from the �eld using

a tilde or a hat. In this thesis, no such distinction is made, with the understanding

that �eld-symbols with subscripts represent Fourier coe�cients of the corresponding

�eld.

In the equations to follow, the streamwise Fourier transform of a spanwise-homogeneous

�eld f(X, Y ) is denoted by

{f}k(Y ) = Fl{f}(Y ) =
α

2π

2π/α∫
0

f(X, Y )e−ilαX dX. (2.3.11)
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2.3.2 Inter-modal interaction

The grooves, and the accompanying domain transformation, introduce a coupling

between Fourier modes even for linear terms, which is absent in smooth-walled plane

shear �ows. This can be seen from the Fourier coe�cients of the partial derivatives

of the streamwise velocity, u. For a general, three-dimensional, periodic �eld in a

periodic box of size (Lx = 2π/α, Lz = 2π/β), the derivatives in y and z,

Fl,m(∂yu) = ∂yFl,m(u),

Fl,m(∂zu) = imβFl,m(u),

(2.3.12)

remain decoupled amongst Fourier modes, as they do for smooth-walled geometries.

Mode coupling appears in the x-derivative,

Fl,m(∂xu) = ilαFl,m(u)− iαA
2

{
∂YFl−1,m(u)− ∂YFl+1,m(u)

}
, (2.3.13)

where modes (l ± 1,m) contribute to the x-derivative of mode (l,m). The last two

terms on the right hand side are zero whenever A or α are zero, and the usual equations

for the smooth-walled channel are recovered.
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2.4 Governing equations for transverse grooves

The governing equations (steady-state NSE) in the Cartesian coordinate system

of x− y − z are, using index notation,

(uk∂xk)u
j = − dP

dx1

δ1j − ∂xjp+
1

Re
∆uj, j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3}

∂xku
k = 0.

(2.4.1)

For laminar �ow in channels with transverse grooves, u3 = ∂x3u
k = 0,∀k ∈ {1, 2, 3}.

The discretization (in the transformed domain) of eq. (2.3.10) introduces streamwise-

varying coe�cients to the equations. Two new quantities are de�ned: the semi-

amplitude ε = A/2, and the semi-slope g = Aα/2. Aα is the absolute value of the

slope of the sinusoidal grooves at αx = (2k + 1)π/2, k ∈ Z, and also quanti�es the

depth-to-height aspect ratio (AR) of the grooves, AR = Aα/π. The semi-slope and

semi-amplitude appear more often in the equations than the slope or the amplitude.

Fourier coe�cients for each term in the governing equations are now presented.

2.4.1 Pressure gradient

The pressure term is written P + p, where P = dP
dx
x is due to the mean pressure

gradient, and p is the �uctuating pressure.

{∂x(P + p)}l = {(∂X + Tx∂Y )(P + p)}l =
dP

dx
δl,0 + ilαpl − εiα(

dpl−1

dY
− dpl+1

dY
)

{∂y(P + p)}l = {∂Y p}l =
dpl
dY

Re-arranging the terms,

{∂xp}l = {−igD}pl−1 + {ilα}pl + {igD}pl+1 +
dP

dx
δl,0,

{∂yp}l = {D}pl,
(2.4.2)
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where D is a linear operator representing di�erentiation with respect to Y . The dis-

cretization along the wall-normal direction allows the linear operator D to be replaced

by a matrix.

2.4.2 Di�usion

The Fourier coe�cients of the Laplacian of the velocity can similarly be expressed

in terms of Fourier coe�cients of the velocity �eld. The di�usion term is 1
Re

∆ui; the

Fourier coe�cients of the Laplacian are

{∂xjxjui}l ={−g2D2}uil−2 + {gα(2k − 1)D}uil−1

+{(−l2α2 + 2g2D2 +D2}uil

+{gα(−2k − 1)D}uil+1 + {−g2D2}uil+2.

(2.4.3)

2.4.3 Advection

The advection term is non-linear. In this thesis, the velocity is not decomposed

into a base-�ow and �uctuations. The Fourier coe�cients of the advection term are

expressed using sums of products of Fourier coe�cients of the velocity �eld as

{uj∂xjui}l =
∑
n

{inαul−n − ig(ul−n−1 − ul−n+1)
d

dY
}uin

+
∑
n

{vl−n
d

dY
}uin}uin

(2.4.4)

When discretized in the transformed domain (X−Y ), the advection term produces

additional terms in the �triadic interaction� where interactions between modes are

restricted to triads of the form (lα, l′α, (l + l′)α).

2.4.4 Continuity equation

0 = {∂xiui}l =(−igD)ul−1 + ilαul + (igD)ul+1 +Dvl (2.4.5)
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2.4.5 Boundary conditions

In the transformed system, the walls are at Y = ±1. Zero Dirichlet conditions are

imposed on each Fourier coe�cient for u and v as

ul(Y = ±1) = 0, vl(Y = ±1) = 0,
[{
∂xu
}
l
+Dvl

]
(Y = ±1) = 0. (2.4.6)

2.5 Discretized system for transverse grooves

The governing equations of eq. (2.4.1) are discretized using the Fourier spectral

method in the streamwise direction and the Chebyshev collocation method in the

wall-normal direction (for the spanwise-homogeneous case of transverse grooves) to

produce a discretized form of the steady-state equations as

F (χ) := Lχ+ N (χ)− f = 0, (2.5.1)

where χ is the state-vector containing the Fourier coe�cients of u, v, and p, L is a

matrix representing the action of the linear terms, N (χ) represents the non-linear

term (advection term), and f represents a forcing.

The state-vector χ is built as

χ =



χ−L

χ−L+1

...

χ−1

χ0

...

χL



, where, χl =


ul(Y )

vl(Y )

pl(Y )

 , (2.5.2)

where L is a positive integer representing the streamwise resolution, and χl is used to

represent the coe�cients for a particular Fourier mode.
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2.5.1 Iterative scheme

The matrix L and a simple matrix representation of N (χ) are presented shortly.

The discretized equation is solved using the exact Newton method, which iteratively

re�nes a given estimate χ0 of an exact solution χ∗ as

χm+1 = χm −
{
F ′(χm)

}−1
F (χm)

= χm −
{
L+ G(χm)

}−1
F (χm).

(2.5.3)

until a convergence criterion is satis�ed. Here, F ′ denotes the Jacobian of F and

the state-dependent matrix G(χ) is the Jacobian of the non-linear term N (χ); G(χ)

relates to the non-linear term as

N (χ) =
1

2
G(χ)χ, (2.5.4)

as shall be shown soon. The superscript m on χ relates to iterations of the numerical

method, while subscripts in eq. (2.5.2) represent Fourier coe�cients of the �elds at a

particular iteration.

To improve convergence of the Newton iterations, a line search method is used

at the end of each iteration (see appendix C.2.3). If δχ+ = −F ′−1(χ)F (χ) is the

solution to the matrix equation, then an optimal correction, δχ∗ along δχ+, is found

using a binary search over df as

δχ∗ = {argmin
df∈R

||F (χ+ + dfδχ
+)||} δχ+, with δχ+ = −{F ′}−1F (χ). (2.5.5)

The convergence criterion used in this thesis is that the residual norm (see � 2.8.1

for more details),

r =

√√√√ L∑
l=−L

1

2

∫ 1

Y=−1

|∂tul|2 + |∂tvl|2 + |(∇ · u)|2l dY (2.5.6)

goes below a prescribed tolerance (usually 10−12). To ensure that the steady solutions
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are grid-independent, an accuracy (r2x) is de�ned as the residual obtained when the

state-vector is interpolated to a grid of twice the number of nodes(/modes) in each

coordinate direction.

2.5.2 Matrix representing linear terms

From Eq. 2.4.2, 2.4.3, and 2.4.5, it may be seen that, although the grooves in-

troduce a coupling among di�erent Fourier modes, the interaction still remains linear

in Fourier coe�cients. These three equations are represented by a single matrix in

the current formulation L, while the non-linear advection terms are represented as a

matrix operator N (χ). The mean pressure gradient in Eq. 2.4.2 is a constant, and is

accounted for separately as a forcing term (f in Eq. 2.5.1).

The linear interactions due to the pressure-gradient and di�usion, and the conti-

nuity equation, are all represented by matrices of the form g|k|Λl
k, where l represents

the wavenumber for which the equation is solved, k represents modes neighbouring

mode l, and g = εα is the semi-slope of the grooves. For sinusoidal walls, k is limited

to the set {-2,-1,0,1,2}, i.e., linear interaction among modes is restricted to just two

modes each on either side.

The interactions contributing to the advection term, on the other hand, are not

limited to just a few on either side, but span the entire set of integers (although all

but a few are neglected following the discretization). The treatment for this term is

described in � 2.5.3.

From Eq. 2.4.2, 2.4.3, and 2.4.5, matrices Λl
k are de�ned as :

g2Λ−2 =


g2

Re
D2 Z Z

Z g2

Re
D2 Z

Z Z Z



gΛl
−1 =


−gα
Re

(2l − 1)D Z −igD

Z −gα
Re

(2l − 1)D Z

−igD Z Z
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Λl
0 =


1
Re

(l2α2 −D2 − 2ε2α2D2) Z ilαI

Z 1
Re

(l2α2 −D2 − 2ε2α2D2) D

ilαI D Z

 (2.5.7)

gΛl
1 =


gα
Re

(2l + 1)D Z igD

Z gα
Re

(2l + 1)D Z

igD Z Z



g2Λ2 =


g2

Re
D2 Z Z

Z g2

Re
D2 Z

Z Z Z


where Z is a zero matrix of size N×N , N being the number of Chebyshev collocation

nodes for wall-normal resolution, and I is an identity matrix of the same size. The

�rst row-block in each of the matrices corresponds to the (linear part of the) stream-

wise momentum equation, the second row corresponds to the wall-normal momentum

equation, and the third row to the continuity equation.

The matrix equation for the lth mode is:

[
g2Λ−2 gΛl

−1 Λl
0 gΛl

1 g2Λ2

]
3N×15N



χl−2

χl−1

χl

χl+1

χl+2


15N×1

+{N (χ)l}3N×1 =


|dP
dx
|δl,0

ZN×1

ZN×1


3N×1

The complete matrix L is organized into 3N × 3N sub-matrices, Ll,l+k as

L =



L−L,−L L−L,−L+1 · · · L−L,L

L−L+1,−L L−L+1,−L+1 · · · L−L+1,L

...
. . . . . .

...

LL,−L LL,−L+1 · · · LL,L


. (2.5.8)
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The sub-matrices Ll,l+k relate to Λl
k as

Ll,k = g|l−k|Λl
k−l,

where, m /∈ {−2,−1, 0, 1, 2} =⇒ Λk
m = Z3N×3N .

(2.5.9)

2.5.3 Matrix operator for non-linear terms

As shall shortly be shown, the vector function representing the non-linear terms,

N (χ) can be expressed as a product of its Jacobian G(χ) = N ′() and the state-vector

χ (times half). In this section, the advection term for the ith momentum at the kth

Fourier mode is denoted by φik. From Eq. 2.4.4

φik = {uj∂x̃jui}k =
∑
n

{inαuk−n − ig(uk−n−1 − uk−n+1)D}uin

+
∑
n

{vk−nD}uin
(2.5.10)

The non-linear function N (χ) in Eq. 2.5.1 has entries ordered as

N (χ) =



φ1
−n(χ)

φ2
−n(χ)

0

...

φ1
0

φ2
0

0

...

φ2
n

0



(2.5.11)

where the zeros that take the place of φ3
k follow from the absence of non-linear terms

in the continuity equation.
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Its Jacobian G(χ) is de�ned as

G(χ) =



∂φ1−n
∂u1−n

∂φ1−n
∂u2−n

∂φ1−n
∂p−n

∂φ1−n
∂u1−n+1

· · · ∂φ1−n
∂u10

∂φ1−n
∂u20

· · · ∂φ1−n
∂u2n

∂φ1−n
∂pn

∂φ2−n
∂u1−n

∂φ2−n
∂u2−n

∂φ2−n
∂p−n

∂φ2−n
∂u1−n+1

· · · ∂φ2−n
∂u10

∂φ2−n
∂u20

· · · ∂φ2−n
∂u2n

∂φ2−n
∂pn

0 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0 0

∂φ1−n+1

∂u1−n

∂φ1−n+1

∂u2−n

∂φ1−n+1

∂p−n

∂φ1−n+1

∂u1−n+1
· · · ∂φ1−n+1

∂u10

∂φ1−n+1

∂u20
· · · ∂φ1−n+1

∂u2n

∂φ1−n+1

∂pn

...
...

...
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

...
...

∂φ10
∂u1−n

∂φ10
∂u2−n

∂φ10
∂p−n

∂φ10
∂u1−n+1

· · · ∂φ10
∂u10

∂φ10
∂u20

· · · ∂φ10
∂u2n

∂φ10
∂pn

...
...

...
...

. . .
...

...
. . .

...
...

∂φ2n
∂u1−n

∂φ2n
∂u2−n

∂φ2n
∂p−n

∂φ2n
∂u1−n+1

· · · ∂φ2n
∂u10

∂φ2n
∂u20

· · · ∂φ2n
∂u2n

∂φ2n
∂pn

0 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0 0


(2.5.12)

where, it must be noted,
∂φik
∂pl

is zero for any k, l (i ∈ {1, 2}).

The entries of the Jacobian G(χ) can be calculated from Eq. 2.5.10. The way

the derivatives in Eq. 2.5.12 are expressed in the context of discretized domains is

now brie�y discussed. When calculating the partial derivative of φik (for some k) with

respect to uil, only those terms in the expansion of φik that contain either uil or u
′i
l

need to be considered (where u′il denotes the wall-normal derivative of uil). The partial

derivatives
∂φik
∂uil

must be N × N matrices that multiply a vector uil of size N × 1 to

give a vector of size N × 1, where N is the number of collocation nodes used for

wall-normal resolution.

ujl can appear in several kinds of terms. The treatment for each of these kinds

is given below. The partial derivatives are N × Nmatrices. diag(uik) represents a

diagonal matrix with the elements of the vector uik on its principal diagonal, D is a

dense N×N matrix that represents the wall-normal derivative operator, (i, k) 6= (j, l),

and repeated indices do not represent summation over the indices:

∂

∂ujl
(Cuiku

j
l ) = Cdiag(uik)

∂

∂ujl
(Cuiku

′j
l ) = Cdiag(uik)D
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∂

∂ujl
(Cu′iku

j
l ) = Cdiag(Duik) (2.5.13)

∂

∂ujl
(Cujlu

j
l ) = Cdiag(ujl ) + Cdiag(ujl )

∂

∂ujl
(Cu′jl u

j
l ) = Cdiag(Dujl ) + Cdiag(ujlD)

For instance, all the terms in which ul appears in φ
1
k are

ilαuk−lul + i(k − l)αuluk−l + vk−lDul + vlDuk−l

−ig{uk−l−1Dul + ulDuk−l−1 − uk−l+1Dul − ulDuk−l+1}

The Jacobian G(χ) can be constructed by collecting the terms as above from φ1
k, φ

2
k

for u1
l , u

2
l and then adding up the matrices corresponding to the partial derivatives of

each term as given in Eq. 2.5.13: (here, diag() is truncated to d())

∂

∂ul
(φ1

k) =
∂

∂ul
[ilαuk−lul + i(k − l)αuluk−l + vk−lDul + vlDuk−l

− ig{uk−l−1Dul + ulDuk−l−1 − uk−l+1Dul − ulDuk−l+1}]

=ikαd(uk−l)− ig{d(uk−l−1)D + d(Duk−l−1)}

+ ig{d(uk−l+1)D + d(Duk−l+1)}+ d(vk−l)D

∂

∂ul
(φ2

k) =
∂

∂ul
[i(k − l)αulvk−l − igulDvk−l−1 + igulDvk−l+1]

=i(k − l)αd(vk−l)− igd(Dvk−l−1) + igd(Dvk−l+1)

∂

∂vl
(φ1

k) =
∂

∂vl
[vlDuk−l] (2.5.14)

=d(Duk−l)

∂

∂vl
(φ2

k) =
∂

∂vl
[ilαuk−lvl − iguk−l−1Dvl + iguk−l+1Dvl + vk−lDvl + vlDvk−l]

=ilαd(uk−l)− igd(uk−l−1)D + igd(uk−l+1)D + d(vk−l)D + d(Dvk−l)

From Eq. 2.5.12 and Eq. 2.5.14, it can be seen that

G is linear in χ (2.5.15)
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It has been remarked earlier that the elements of N (χ) can be calculated from

G(χ). Or speci�cally, we have

N (χ) = 0.5G(χ)χ (2.5.16)

This is shown by again considering the �ve forms of terms in Eq. 2.5.13:

Cuiku
j
l = 0.5{Cdiag(uik)u

j
l + Cdiag(ujl )u

i
k)} = 0.5{∂(Cuiku

j
l )

∂ujl
ujl +

∂(Cuiku
j
l )

∂ujl
uik}

Cuiku
′j
l = 0.5{Cdiag(uik)D(ujl ) + Cdiag(Dujl )u

i
k} = 0.5{∂(Cuiku

′j
l )

∂ujl
ujl +

∂(Cuiku
′j
l )

∂ujl
uik}

Cu′iku
j
l = 0.5{Cdiag(Duik)u

j
l + Cdiag(ujl )Du

i
k} = 0.5{∂(Cu′iku

j
l )

∂ujl
ujl +

∂(Cu′iku
j
l )

∂ujl
uik}

Cujlu
j
l = Cdiag(ujl )u

j
l = 0.5

∂(Cujlu
j
l )

∂ujl
ujl

Cujlu
′j
l = 0.5{Cdiag(ujl )D(ujl ) + Cdiag(Dujl )u

j
l } = 0.5

∂(Cujlu
′j
l )

∂ujl
ujl

Since φik is made up of sums of terms of the kind on the left hand side, and G(χ)χ

contains sums of the kind on the right hand side, it may be concluded that Eq. 2.5.16

is valid.

2.5.4 Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions in the transformed domain are

u = v = 0, at Y = ±1 (2.5.17)

When the velocities are Fourier-decomposed, the same zero-Dirichlet-conditions

apply on each Fourier mode. The conditions are imposed by including the velocities

at the walls in the state-vectors, and including a pair of equations for each velocity

that sets the wall-velocities to zero. With the way that the variables are ordered

(eq. (2.5.2)), for N Chebyshev nodes used in discretizing the domain, the boundary

conditions for the kth Fourier mode are imposed through rows
{

(k + n)3N + 1, (k +
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n)3N +N, (k+n)3N +N + 1, (k+n)3N + 2N
}
of the matrix L+N(), corresponding

to the four conditions in eq. (2.5.17). To impose the boundary conditions, all elements

except the ones on the principal diagonal are set to zero in these rows. Consequently,

the equations formed by these rows would be

uik(Y = ±1) = f ik(Y = ±1), for i = 1, 2

The zero Dirichlet conditions are then imposed by setting the corresponding elements

in the forcing vector to zero.

There are other ways to impose boundary conditions. Some schemes solve for the

�ow only on internal nodes (nodes except the ones at the wall), and use di�erentiation

matrices that implicitly account for boundary conditions. The approach used in the

present work is easily imposed and is versatile, i.e., it allows for speci�cation of a wider

variety of boundary conditions without having to modify the di�erentiation matrices.

However, it follows from the inclusion of wall nodes in the equations that 6 additional

singular values and vectors (2 each for u, v, p) appear as compared to an SVD of

a matrix de�ned only over the internal nodes. Preliminary runs showed that these

additional singular vectors result in spikes at the walls for all the other modes. The

two approaches, the one involving wall-nodes and the one without wall-nodes in the

equations, have been compared for linear stability analysis of smooth-walled laminar

channel �ow. Both approaches produce identical results in terms of the dominant

eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The present formulation also works without issue for

continuing solutions to grooved �ows. There are other approaches that use ghost cells

that extend outside the domain of the �ow, but these have not been considered.

A more relevant question is in relation to the treatment of pressure. Pressure

appears in the governing equations only in terms of its gradients. eq. (2.4.2):

{∂x̃p}k = {−igD}pk−1 + {ikα}pk + {igD}pk+1 +
dP

dx
δk,0

{∂ỹp}k = {D}pk
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The coe�cients p0(y) and K + p0(y) produce the same pressure gradient terms for

any constant K. The same cannot be said of other wavenumbers because of the ikαpk

term (which is zero for k = 0). It follows that a unique solution does not exist for

the governing equations and that they must be rank de�cient by at least 1, i.e., the

matrix L+N() is not invertible. Resolving this would involve modifying the pressure

gradient term such that only a unique solution for p0(y) exists. Two ways of dealing

with this have been considered:

� A pseudo-inverse is used instead of an inverse of L + N (); to be precise, the

singular values and vectors corresponding to a constant pressure for the zeroth

Fourier mode are dropped.

� A boundary condition p0 = 0 is imposed, replacing the continuity equation at

one of the walls.

Both approaches have produced identical results.

Thus far, a Poisson equation for pressure has not been discussed. This is because

the divergence-free condition is used directly as an equation in F (χ) = 0, and the

iterations converge without issue. Since the algorithm does not involve time-marching,

the present author believes there is no reason to use a pressure Poisson equation

instead of the divergence equation for velocity.
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2.6 Modi�cations for oblique grooves

For geometries with oblique grooves, a periodic solution is sought with homogeneity

along the homogeneous direction of the grooves with the discretization

[
u, v, w, p

]
(X, Y, Z) =

∑
k∈R

[
uk(Y ), vk(Y ), wk(Y ), pk(Y )

]
eik(αX+βZ). (2.6.1)

For longitudinal grooves, α is set to zero. The formulation for oblique grooves is

similar to that described in �� 2.4 and 2.5, except that the velocity �eld must now

include the spanwise component w, and the derivatives of the domain transformation

function are non-zero for both x and z:

X = x, Y = T (x, y, z) = y − A

2
cos(αx+ βz), Z = z. (2.6.2)

∂x = ∂X − iα
A

2
(ei(αx+βz) − e−i(αx+βz))∂Y ,

∂y = ∂Y ,

∂z = ∂Z − iβ
A

2
(ei(αx+βz) − e−i(αx+βz))∂Y .

(2.6.3)

The discretized equations remain much the same as the transverse groove case; the

state-vector now contains Fourier coe�cients for modes (kα, kβ) instead of (kα, 0).

2.7 Non-laminar equilibria for grooved Couette �ows

Plane Couette �ow has been chosen because of its simplicity and the historical

interest in PCoF in relation to �nding non-laminar equilibria. Henceforth, we shall

use �equilibria� to exclusively refer to non-laminar equilibria. The top and bottom

walls of the grooved PCoF geometry are given by

ywalls = ±1 + A cos(βz). (2.7.1)
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x z

y

Figure 2.4: Couette �ow between in�nite plates with longitudinal grooves. The
grooves are arranged �in-phase� so that the distance between the plates remains con-
stant.

This geometry is illustrated in �g. 4.1. The grooved PCoF is mapped to a smooth

PCoF geometry as

X = x, Y = T (y, z) = y − A cos(βz), Z = z. (2.7.2)

The partial derivatives in the two domains relate as

∂x = ∂X , ∂y = ∂Y , ∂z = ∂Z −
{
iβ
A

2
(eiβz − e−iβz)

}
∂Y . (2.7.3)

This domain transformation produces a mode coupling in the z-derivative,

Fl,m(∂zu) = Fl,m(u)− iβ
{∑

m′

m′
A|m′|

2
∂YFl,m−m′(u)

}
, (2.7.4)

where mode (l,m ± 1) contributes to the z-derivative of mode (l,m). This is how

the topology of the roughness enters the formulation. The consequences of this mode

coupling is discussed later in this chapter, as well as in chapter 5 with regards to

developing a DNS engine for grooved plane shear �ows. This formulation is extended

to multiple grooves per box later in this chapter.
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2.7.1 Computational memory requirements

The laminar solution for smooth channel �ow is
[
u, v, w

]
=
[
1 − y2, 0, 0

]
. These

solutions, when extended to grooved �ows, are homogeneous along the homogeneous

direction of the grooves. Even for the case of oblique grooves, the �ow �eld variables

could be expanded in a Fourier basis as

[
u, v, w, p

]
(X, Y, Z) =

[
uk(Y ), vk(Y ), wk(Y ), pk(Y )

]
eik(αX+βZ)

for oblique grooves given by ywalls = ±1 + A cos(αx+ βz).

However, known equilibria for smooth channel and Couette �ows vary in both

the streamwise and spanwise directions (or along any pair of orthogonal vectors in

the wall-parallel plane). The consequence of this 3-dimensionality is that a Fourier

expansion for the velocity and pressure �elds must incorporate two orthogonal axes,

[
u, v, w, p

]
(X, Y, Z) =

[
ul,m(Y ), vl,m(Y ), wl,m(Y ), pl,m(Y )

]
ei(lαX+mβZ), (2.7.5)

for a solution periodic in a box of streamwise length Lx = 2π/α and spanwise length

Lz = 2π/β. The discretization of the NSE and matrix-formulation of the Newton

iteration step remain similar to what was done for the laminar case, except that the

matrices are signi�cantly larger. Henceforth, we refer to the Fourier mode ei(lαX+mβZ)

simply as the mode (l,m).

The large size of the state-vector, and the Jacobian in eq. (2.5.3), make computa-

tion of equilibria rather expensive. The storage required for these problems is easily

estimated. The equilibria used in the present work are taken from the online database

provided at www.channel�ow.org. The nominal resolution used for these solutions is

L = 16, M = 16, and N = 35, where the Fourier modes used in the streamwise

and spanwise directions are |l| ≤ L and |m| ≤ M , and N is the number of Cheby-

shev polynomials (number of Chebyshev nodes for the collocation method). For this

resolution, with a naive implementation that does not exploit the symmetries of the
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problem, the state-vector has 152,460 complex elements. Using double precision, the

size of the Jacobian matrix comes to about 350 Gigabytes. This is without considering

the memory needed to solve the iteration step of eq. (2.5.3). If this is also taken into

account, the required memory would be about 600 Gigabytes (for the algorithm used

in the present work to solve the iterative step). Clearly, such computations are not

practical.

The alternatives to carrying out such computations are, 1) to use a matrix-free

method for the steady-state equations, or 2) to use a matrix-free method with a

DNS engine as has been done in all earlier works. These are not easy tasks, and the

associated challenges are listed in a later chapter. In the present work, the equations

are instead solved by exploiting the symmetries of the �ow where possible, or solving

them at lower resolutions to achieve what insight we can from the limited resolution.

The computations have been limited to run on a computational node with 64GB of

RAM without using any additional swap space.

Imposing real-valuedness

The variables, [u, v, w, p], are all real-valued �elds. While their Fourier coe�cients

are complex-valued, the real-valuedness means that the following constraint applies:

[
u−l,−m, v−l,−m, w−l,−m, p−l,−m

]
=
[
ul,m, vl,m, wl,m, pl,m

]
. (2.7.6)

This can be shown by taking a complex conjugate of the Fourier transform, illustrated

below for the streamwise velocity:

ul,m(Y ) = CC

{
α

2π

β

2π

2π/α∫
0

2π/β∫
0

u(X, Y, Z)e−i(lαX+mβZ) dX dZ

}

=
α

2π

β

2π

2π/α∫
0

2π/β∫
0

u(X, Y, Z)ei(lαX+mβZ) dX dZ

= u−l,−m(Y ),

(2.7.7)
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where CC{} and the overline represent complex conjugates. Since half of the Fourier

coe�cients are complex conjugates of the other half, the �ow�eld is completely de-

termined from the Fourier coe�cients of just one half of the modes. Hence, in the

Newton correction step (Jδχ = −F (χ)), we discard equations (i.e, rows of J and

F ) that correspond to a half of the modes, l > 0. Similarly, we drop the Fourier

coe�cients for modes l > 0 from the state-vector as well. However, equations for

modes l ≤ 0 contain terms involving coe�cients of modes l > 0 (arising from the

triadic interactions of the advection term). Since the l > 0 coe�cients are dropped

from the state-vector, these terms must be computed from their complex conjugate

counterparts. This is done by splitting the Fourier coe�cients for l ≤ 0 into real and

imaginary parts as follows.

We consider an equation that has both ul,m and u−l,−m. We abuse notation yet

again to represent these two coe�cients simply as u and ū, collecting all terms in any

speci�c equation as

Au+Bū.

Each factor in each term can be split into its real and imaginary parts,

Au+Bū = (Ar + iAi)(ur + iui) + (Br + iBi)(ur − iui)

= Arur − Aiui +Brur +Biui + i{Aiur + Arui +Brur −Brui}

= (Ar +Br)ur + (Bi − Ai)ui + i{(Ai +Br)ur + (Ar −Br)ui}

Thus, two complex-valued coe�cients, u(Y ), ū(Y ), can be replaced by two real-

valued coe�cients, ur(Y ), ui(Y ). In the full state-vector containing complex-valued

Fourier coe�cients for modes (l,m), |l| ≤ L, |m| ≤M , all coe�cients for modes with

l > 0 can be dropped in favour of real-valued coe�cients of their conjugate modes

with l ≤ 0. All equations are split into an equation for the real part and an equation

for the imaginary part. The factor matrices for ur, ui are also real. The number of

equations, and the number of elements in the state-vector, remain about the same.

However, all entries are now real-valued, thus halving the size of the Jacobian matrix
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(in memory).

Before moving to symmetry imposition, we revisit the governing equations to show

how the domain transformation can be used for geometries with multiple grooves

within the periodic domain.

2.7.2 Multiple Fourier modes to represent grooves

Since equilibria require �ner resolution than laminar solutions, it is possible to

include a few more Fourier modes into the grooves until the highest wavenumber of

the groove can be adequately resolved. The equation for the wall is extended to a

more general form as

ywalls = ±1 + S(z) = ±1 +
∑
q∈Z

Aq cos(qβz − φqπ). (2.7.8)

The phases, φqπ, provide a handle to break the discrete symmetries of PCoF outlined

in � 2.2.3. When φq are all zero, then all Fourier modes peak at z = 0.

The domain transformation involves the coordinate mapping

Y = T (y, z) = y − S(z) = y −
∑
q

Aq cos(qβz − φqπ) = y −
∑
q

εqe
i(qβz−φqπ), (2.7.9)

where φ−|q| = −φ|q| and ε−|q| = ε|q| = A|q|/2.

The partial derivatives in x, y, z are expressed in terms of partial derivatives in

X, Y, Z as

∂x = ∂X ,

∂y = ∂Y ,

∂z = ∂Z + Tz∂Y , (2.7.10)

∂xx = ∂XX ,
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∂yy = ∂Y Y ,

∂zz = ∂ZZ + Tzz∂Y + T 2
z ∂Y Y + 2Tz∂Y Z ,

and the governing equations in the transformed domain are

u∂Xu+ v(∂yT )∂Y u+w{(∂zT )∂Y + ∂Z}u = −∂Xp

+
∆̃(∂zzT )∂Y + (∂zT )2∂Y Y + 2(∂zT )∂Y Z

Re
u,

u∂Xv + v(∂yT )∂Y v+w{(∂zT )∂Y + ∂Z}v = −(∂yT )∂Y p

+
∆̃ + (∂zzT )∂Y + (∂zT )2∂Y Y + 2(∂zT )∂Y Z

Re
v,

u∂Xw + v(∂yT )∂Yw+w{(∂zT )∂Y + ∂Z}w = −{(∂zT )∂Y + ∂Z}p

+
∆̃ + (∂zzT )∂Y + (∂zT )2∂Y Y + 2(∂zT )∂Y Z

Re
w,

∂Xu+ (∂yT )∂Y v + {(∂zT )∂Y + ∂Z}w = 0,

(2.7.11)

where ∆̃ = ∂XX + (∂yT )2∂Y Y + ∂ZZ . The boundary conditions are those given in

eq. (2.3.4).

The partial derivatives of T with respect to z are z-dependent and can be calculated

as below. ∑
q

Tz,qe
qiβZ = Tz(Z) =

∑
q

−iqβεqei(qβz−φqπ)

=⇒ Tz,q = −iβqεqe−iφqπ∑
q

Tzz,qe
qiβZ = Tzz(Z) =

∑
q

−(iqβ)2εqe
i(qβz−φqπ)

=⇒ Tzz,q = β2q2εqe
−iφqπ

(2.7.12)

T 2
z,q is a tricky one since it involves a product. Writing an explicit expression gets

cumbersome; however, it is easily obtained by doing an inverse Fourier transform of

Tz,q to get Tz(z) on a grid of appropriate size, squaring it, and taking the Fourier

transform of the result.
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2.7.3 Reducing state-space dimensionality

Section 2.2 discussed the symmetries of PCoF, along with some remarks on their

signi�cance to studying turbulence dynamics. It was also mentioned that these sym-

metries can be exploited to reduce the dimensionality of state-space. We have already

used the wall-parallel homogeneity of the �ow to restrict solutions to periodic boxes,

allowing the usage of discrete Fourier modes. Now, we exploit a few more symmetries

to further reduce the number of Fourier and Chebyshev modes that need to be used.

The implementation in code of this reduction is fairly involved, and is omitted here

for the sake of brevity. The symmetry transformations mentioned in � 2.2.3 are now

described in terms of relations between Fourier coe�cients. These relations are �rst

obtained for generic translation, rotation, re�ection, and pointwise inversion, and then

composed to obtain the Fourier mode relations for the speci�c symmetries of s1, s2,

and s3.

Symmetry transformations are denoted as follows:

auξ,ζ Translation in X and Z by ξ and ζ respectively

Lζ Re�ection about the Z = ζ plane

Rξ Rotation by π about the Z axis at X = ξ

Pξ,ζ Point-wise inversion about (X,Z) = (ξ, ζ)

Translation

The translated �eld τξ,ζu relates to the original �eld u as

u(x− ξ, Y, z − ζ) = (τξ,ζu)(X, Y, Z).

Fourier coe�cients of the translated �eld, (τ)l,m(Y ), can be related to those of the

original �eld by expanding the functions as Fourier series, and matching coe�cients

for individual modes. This gives

(τξ,ζu)l,m(Y ) = e−i(lαξ+mβζ)ulm(Y ). (2.7.13)
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The coe�cients for variables v, w, and p also transform similarly.

If the �ow �eld is invariant under translations by (ξ, ζ), i.e. when τξ,ζu = u, then

the modes on the left hand side can be replaced by the original modes ul,m(Y ),

ul,m(Y ) = e−i(lαξ+mβζ)ulm(Y ).

The �ow �eld is invariant under τ2n1πα,2n2πβ for integers n1 and n2, which follows from

the assumed periodicity of the solution. The translation operator commutes with

itself.

The special cases that we are interested in are of half-cell shifts, i.e. τπ/α,0, τ0,π/β, τπ/α,π/β.

These induce a change in sign in some of the Fourier coe�cients. For instance,

[
τπ/α,π/βul,m, τπ/α,π/βvl,m, τπ/α,π/βwl,m, τπ/α,π/βpl,m

]
(Y ) = (−1)l+m

[
ul,m, vl,m, wl,m, pl,m

]
(Y ).

τξ,ζul,m refers to
(
τξ,ζu

)
l,m

, the Fourier coe�cients of the transformed �eld. The braces

are dropped for convenience here and in later expressions.

Re�ections about Z = ζ planes, Lζ

A re�ection about any Z = ζ plane can be decomposed in terms of translations as

Lζ = τ0,ζL0τ0,−ζ , where the transformations are applied from right to left. Hence, it is

su�cient to describe L0, and re�ections about all other planes follow. (L0u), relates

to the original �eld as

(
L0

[
u, v, w, p

])
(X, Y, Z) =

[
u, v,−w, p

]
(X, Y,−Z).

Expanding the �elds in a Fourier series and matching coe�cients for individual

modes produces

[
L0ul,m,L0vl,m,L0wl,m,L0pl,m

]
(Y ) =

[
ul,−m, vl,−m,−wl,−m, pl,−m

]
(Y ). (2.7.14)
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Unlike the translational case where the shift resulted in an extra factor, the re�ection

simply maps one Fourier mode (l,m) to another mode (l,-m), with a −1 factor for the

spanwise velocity.

Rotations about X = ξ axes, Rξ

Similar to the re�ections about di�erent Z = ζ planes, rotations about X = ξ axes

can be decomposed in terms of translations as Rξ = τξ,0R0τ−ξ,0. Rotations about the

x-axis are given by the transformation

(
R0

[
u, v, w, p

])
(X, Y, Z) =

[
− u,−v, w, p

]
(−X,−Y, Z),

and the Fourier coe�cients of (R0u) relate to those of the original �eld as

[
R0ul,m,R0vl,m,R0wl,m,R0pl,m

]
(Y ) =

[
− u−l,m,−v−l,m, w−l,m, p−l,m

]
(−Y ). (2.7.15)

Note the change in sign of the parameter Y for each Fourier coe�cient.

Pointwise inversion, Pξ,ζ

Pointwise inversion about any point (ξ, ζ) can also be decomposed into translations

and pointwise inversion about the origin as Pξ,ζ = τξ,ζP0τ−ξ,−ζ . Pointwise inversion

about the origin,

(
P0,0

[
u, v, w, p

])
(X, Y, Z) =

[
−u,−v,−w, p

]
(−X,−Y,−Z) = (R0L0

[
u, v, w, p

]
)(X, Y, Z),

is a composition of the rotation and re�ection about the x-axis and the z = 0 plane

respectively. The transformation of individual Fourier coe�cients due to pointwise

inversion can then be written as

[
P0,0ul,m,P0,0vl,m,P0,0wl,m,P0,0pl,m

]
(Y ) =

[
−u−l,−m,−v−l,−m,−w−l,−m, p−l,−m

]
(−Y ).

(2.7.16)
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We note here that L0,R0, and P0 are the same as σz, σx, and σxz from � 2.2.3 respec-

tively.

The symmetries s1, s2, and s3 from � 2.2.3 can now be written in terms of how

they transform Fourier coe�cients. It must be noted that, in this section, we have

deviated from the notation used in � 2.2.3 to accommodate an expansive de�nition

for the discrete symmetries. In the notation used in this section, these symmetries

are decomposed as s1 = τπ/α,0L0, s2 = τπ/α,π/βR0, and s3 = τ0,π/βP0. The symmetry

s3 is a product of s1 and s2.

[
s1ul,m, s1vl,m, s1wl,m, s1pl,m

]
(Y ) = (−1)l

[
ul,−m, vl,−m,−wl,−m, pl,−m

]
(Y )[

s2ul,m, s2vl,m, s2wl,m, s2pl,m
]
(Y ) = (−1)l+m

[
− u−l,m,−v−l,m, w−l,m, p−l,m

]
(−Y )[

s3ul,m, s3vl,m, s3wl,m, s3pl,m
]
(Y ) = (−1)m

[
− u−l,−m,−v−l,−m,−w−l,−m, p−l,−m

]
(−Y )

(2.7.17)

Memory requirements with symmetries imposed

We now return to the estimate for the size of the Jacobian given in � 2.7.1. This

estimate was based on a complex-valued state-vector with
[
ul,m, vl,m, wl,m, pl,m

]
(Y ) for

Fourier modes −16 ≤ l ≤ 16 and −16 ≤ m ≤ 16, and for 35 wall-normal Chebyshev

nodes. Imposing the real-valuedness trims streamwise Fourier modes to −16 ≤ l ≤ 0

and replaces the complex-valued entries of the state-vector and the Jacobian with

real-valued entries; however, the Fourier coe�cient for each mode (l,m) now has 70

entries due to the real and imaginary parts of ul,m. This brings down the required

memory for storing the Jacobian to about 184 GB. Imposing s1-invariance allows

trimming spanwise Fourier modes to −16 ≤ m ≤ 0, and brings down the required

memory to 50 GB. Finally, imposing s3 in addition to s1 allows dropping all Y > 0

nodes, reducing the number of Chebyshev nodes to 18. This brings down the required

memory to 13 GB. If the memory needed to solve the linear equation in the iteration

step is also accounted for, the total memory needed is still likely to remain under 32

GB, which can be handled by high performance computers.
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It is important to note that the state-space dimensionality can be reduced as

above only when seeking solutions that are invariant under these symmetries. In

grooved PCoF, however, the geometry may not admit solutions that are invariant

under these symmetries in some cases, or admit only a subset or superset of these

symmetries. Even when the geometry admits any/all of these symmetries, they can

only be exploited when we seek symmetric solutions. In � 4.2, we look at continuation

of smooth-walled solutions that are shifted along the spanwise direction with respect

to the grooves, so that the planes of (shift-)re�ectional symmetry of the grooves do

not coincide with those planes of the initial iterate. For these cases, the above dimen-

sionality reduction is not possible.
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2.8 Numerical continuation

2.8.1 Convergence criteria

Two quantities are de�ned to ascertain stationarity and grid independence of so-

lutions, the residual norm (||r|| = ||F(χ)||) and the spatial accuracy (||F (χ2×)||), as

follows.

||r|| =
[ ∫ 2π/α

x=0

∫ 2π/β

z=0

∫ ytop

y=ybottom

(u̇2 + v̇2 + ẇ2 + (∇ · u)2dydzdx

]1/2

. (2.8.1)

The divergence term is included in the de�nition of the residual norm to re�ect the

inclusion of the divergence-free condition as an equation in the solver. In practice,

any non-zero divergence introduced into the initial iterate (due to the domain trans-

formation) is corrected in the �rst Newton iteration. This follows from the linearity

of the divergence-free condition and the full-rank inversion of the Jacobian. Thus,

the residual norm (squared) for all subsequent iterates is essentially an integral of the

instantaneous time derivative over the periodic domain.

The spatial accuracy, (||F (χ2×)||), is the same as the residual norm except with

the state-vector χ interpolated to a grid of twice the resolution along each direction.

This interpolation is done by padding the state-vector with L and M additional, zero

Fourier modes in X and Z respectively. In Y , the collocation over N Chebyshev

nodes is interpolated to 2N Chebyshev nodes. The spatial accuracy is obtained sim-

ply by evaluating the NSE for padded and interpolated state-vector; no additional

computations are performed.

In this thesis, solutions are deemed to have converged when the residual norm goes

below 10−12 and the spatial accuracy is below 10−4.

2.8.2 Initial iterate

Appendix A outlines a proof of convergence for the Newton iteration of eq. (2.5.3)

for laminar channel �ow with transverse grooves, along with an upper bound on a
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continuation parameter (g := Aα/2) which ensures super-linear convergence (i.e., the

ratio of successive errors em+1 and em approaches zero as m increases). In practice,

the iterative scheme shows convergence whenever the resolution is adequate and the

initial iterate is �reasonably� close to the solution. In fact, the numerical continuation

that is used in the present work does not involve any form of arc-length continuation;

instead, an existing smooth-wall solution is used as the initial iterate even when the

amplitudes of the grooves are as high as 20%. This is because the residual norm

decreases fast enough in the �rst few iterations so that usage of continuation methods

does not provide any computational advantage.

The initial iterate for obtaining laminar solutions in grooved channels, for all

grooved geometries, is

ul,m = (1− Y 2)δl,0δm,0, vl,m = 0, wl,m = 0, pl,m = 0. (2.8.2)

For 3d equilibria in PCoF, solutions from the online database of www.channel�ow.org

are used; the solver hosted on the website includes a utility to solve for the pressure

�eld for the velocity �elds provided in the database. These solutions are introduced

into the transformed domain of (X, Y, Z) coordinates. The phase of the solutions

with respect to the grooves is set such that the discrete symmetries of the �ow can

be exploited. This may be achieved by setting the origin of the solutions from the

database to coincide with the origin of the grooved geometry. For some geometries,

multiple, dissimilar con�gurations are possible that allow symmetry exploitation. In

� 4.2, the di�erences between these symmetry preserving con�gurations, as well as the

consequences of breaking these symmetries is addressed in detail.

2.8.3 Code veri�cation

The numerical method, and the code for its implementation, has two components:

the evaluator for the steady-state NSE, F(χ)), and the iterative scheme that mini-

mizes F(χ). For validation, only the evaluator is considered. While the properties

www.channelflow.org
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of the iterative scheme are important from a computational standpoint, it is only

the �nal result � the converged solution � that is important to the present work.

The �ow �eld of interest is only the steady-state solution, and not the intermediate

iterates. As such, as long as we are con�dent that the evaluation of the steady-state

NSE, that is su�cient to establish the validity of the numerical method. Its e�ciency

is a secondary issue that is not pursued in this thesis.

Method of Manufactured Solutions (MMS)

The Method of Manufactured Solutions (MMS) uses analytical solutions to verify

the accuracy of CFD codes (Roache (2002)). The basic principle is to use evaluate

the governing equations for an appropriate analytical �eld which is simple enough to

be evaluated, while complex enough to re�ect the physical problem. The residual is

then introduced as a source term to the governing equations. The modi�ed governing

equations are then solved using the code in question, with the analytical solution used

to generate the source terms as input. The error (residual for the modi�ed equations)

produced by this computation must, if the code is accurate, then be of the same order

as the discretization error due to the scheme used.

The code used in the present work is veri�ed in two steps. First, the accuracy

of the evaluator of the steady-state NSE is established for smooth-walled geometries.

This is done by setting the amplitude of the grooves to zero for any wavenumber

pair (α, β), and verifying that laminar solutions (quadratic streamwise velocity for

channel �ow and linear streamwise velocity for PCoF) evaluate to zero. In addition,

a set of solutions from the online database of smooth PCoF equilibria hosted at

www.channel�ow.org are evaluated with the present code. The residual norm for these

solutions are ∼ 10−6, which is considered to be adequate considering the di�erence

in the de�nition of the residuals; the solutions given in the database are obtained

using a time-stepping algorithm, while we directly evaluate the steady-state NSE.

This veri�es the accuracy of the code for zero groove amplitude cases.

The second step is to verify the accuracy of the evaluator when the groove ampli-

www.channelflow.org
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tude is non-zero. This is done by evaluating the NSE for trial �elds of the following

kind

ul,m =
1

(l2 + 1)(m2 + 1)
(1− Y 2),

vl,m =
A

2

1

(l2 + 1)(m4 + 1)
(1− Y 4),

wl,m =
A

2

1

(l2 + 2)(m2 + 2)
(1− Y 6),

for di�erent grid sizes and amplitudes. All of the partial derivatives are easily cal-

culated for the above trial �ow �elds, and so are the individual terms of the NSE.

The partial derivatives, individual terms, and the full NSE evaluated from the code

for the trial �ow �elds are compared to the expressions obtained analytically for dif-

ferent Fourier coe�cients; the error in these terms is close to the precision of double

�oats (. 10−15). This is also repeated with some higher order polynomials (greater

than the number of collocation nodes used along the wall-normal direction) added

to the Fourier coe�cients, and the error re�ects the amplitude of the higher order

polynomials.

2.8.4 Grid convergence

Peformance of the solver for di�erent grid resolutions is now illustrated for the

simple case of laminar solutions in channel �ows with longitudinal grooves. The groove

amplitude chosen here is 1% and the wavenumber is 4; the solution is independent

of Re. Figure 2.5 shows the spatial accuracy and the error in the converged solution

plotted against the number of wall-normal nodesN for a set of spanwise grid points nz.

The �nest resolution used is (nz,N) = (30, 70). Since a true solution that is devoid

of discretization errors is not available, the error in the converged solution obtained

at a resolution (nz,N) is de�ned as the norm of the di�erence in the velocity �elds of

the solution at the �nest resolution, (nz = 30, N = 70), and the solution at any other

(nz,N) interpolated to (nz = 30, N = 70).

For the geometry used in this illustration, (A, β) = (0.01, 4), the spatial accuracy

rapidly decreases as N increases from 10 and saturates at N = 15 for the nz = 6 case,
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Figure 2.5: Spatial accuracy (left) and error in the converged solution (right) for
longitudinal grooves with A = 1% and β = 4. The resolution is represented by N , the
number of wall-normal nodes, and nz the number of spanwise grid points. The error
in the solution is computed as the norm of the di�erence from the solution with the
largest resolution.

and at N = 25 for the greater nz cases. The spatial accuracy faithfully represents the

error in the solution. Clearly, a resolution of (nz,N) = (12, 25) is adequate for the

present case, where spatial accuracy goes below ∼ 10−9. Geometries with larger (A, β)

cannot go to such low spatial accuracies at such resolutions. In present computations,

iterations are initiated with coarse grids (decided based on iterations for cases at lower

groove slopes), and the resolution is increased whenever the spatial accuracy is greater

than 10−4.
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2.9 Limitations of the steady-state solver

2.9.1 Failure of matrix-free methods

Matrix equations such as the correction step of the Newton method, eq. (2.5.3),

are often solved using matrix-free methods such as GMRES or LGMRES. This was

attempted in the present work using �nite di�erences of the residual F (χ) to estimate

the action of the Jacobian on trial vectors; the residual function F (χ) can be evalu-

ated without building the Jacobian matrices by looping over Fourier coe�cients for

the linear terms, and using the convolution theorem for the non-linear term. How-

ever, convergence could not be achieved unless GMRES proceeded to build a basis

incorporating the full rank of the Jacobian, as discussed below.

We now investigate the convergence of GMRES for the present solver for a smooth

channel and a transverse-grooved channel (amplitude and slope of 2% and 0.2 respec-

tively). The Jacobian, J = F ′(χ), has contributions from the linear and non-linear

parts of the NSE, and is a matrix-valued function of the state-vector χ. For the

grooved case, the Jacobian is de�ned based on the laminar velocity for the smooth

channel, [u, v, w] = [1−Y 2, 0, 0]. For the smooth case, the same velocity �eld is used,

except with a perturbation introduced so that the state-vector is not a solution. The

perturbed �ow�eld used in this case is [u, v, w] = [0.998(1 − y2), 2 cos(αx){0.01(1 −

y2)+0.001(1−y4)}, 0]; their is no speci�c reason for using this particular velocity �eld

except that it satis�es the velocity boundary conditions and is close to the laminar

solution.

Convergence of GMRES-like methods depends on the spread of eigenvalues of

the matrix A in Ax = b. If they are clustured close to some non-zero value, then

a polynomial that goes to zero near this clustured value would rapidly reduce the

residual. If the eigenvalues have a wide-spread, then convergence is harder since

higher order polynomials (i.e., greater n, where n is the number of Arnoldi vectors)

would be needed to have zeros at each of these eigenvalues. The eigenvalue spectra for

the Jacobian matrices for the smooth and grooved channel �ows are shown in �g. 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Eigenvalues of the Jacobian without a preconditioner for a �at and grooved
channel
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Figure 2.7: Residual norm (||r||) with iteration number (n) for GMRES (no restarting)
without preconditioning. The Jacobian is based on the initial iterate

[
u, v, w, p

]
=[

1− Y 2, 0, 0, 0
]
.

The eigenvalues have a large spread in the complex plane. Matrices with eigenvalue

spectra such as these are not suitable for use with Arnoldi-based methods such as

GMRES.

Indeed, when a GMRES is used to solve the Newton correction step, Jδχ =

−F (χ), the convergence is very slow. This is seen from �g. 2.7, where the residual in

the linear equation is plotted against the size of the subspace constructed in GMRES.

Preconditioners are often used to improve convergence of matrix-free methods. A

preconditioner is some matrix P , which must be easily invertible, so that P−1Ax =

P−1b is cheaper to solve than the original system Ax = b. For dense matrix solvers

such as LU decomposition or QR decomposition based solvers, the requirement is for

the condition number of P−1A to be signi�cantly smaller than the condition number

of A. For matrix-free solvers such as GMRES, the eigenvalue spectrum of P−1A must
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Figure 2.8: Eigenvalues of the Jacobian with a preconditioner based on the linear
operator for a �at and grooved channel

have more eigenvalues near zero and/or more eigenvalues that are clustered at fewer

points in complex space than the eigenvalue spectrum of A.

Figure 2.8 shows the eigenvalue spectrum for the Jacobian (left-)multiplied with a

preconditioner; the preconditioner here is the inverse of the linear operator (reference).

While the eigenvalues are now closer than without the preconditioner, they are still

spread out in the complex plane, and very few eigenvalues are near zero. This is true

for the smooth and the grooved cases. A look at the convergence of GMRES in �g. 2.9b

shows that including the preconditioner does not provide adequate improvement in

convergence.
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Figure 2.9: Residual norm (||r||) with iteration number (n) for GMRES (no restarting)
with linear operator based preconditioning. The Jacobian is based on the initial iterate[
u, v, w, p

]
=
[
1− Y 2, 0, 0, 0

]
.

The poor performance of GMRES must be related to the Jacobian matrix being

dense. Matrix-free methods work best for sparse matrices in which the number of

non-zero elements scale as O(N logN), where N is the number of rows or columns,
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while the Jacobian from the steady-state NSE has about ∼ 0.7N2 non-zero elements

due to the non-linear interactions and the dense wall-normal di�erentiation matrices.

Indeed, there is no reason to believe that such a dense matrix would perform well with

matrix-free methods. Variants of the Newton method employing trust-region method,

using implementations in Scipy (Python library for computing), have also been used to

see if other matrix-free methods could help obtain solutions based on the steady-state

NSE. Unsurprisingly, such methods also have a slow rate of convergence, signi�cantly

slower than the full-rank inversion that has been used to obtain the results in this

thesis. The slow convergence for the smooth channel case suggests that the slow

convergence is not related to the grooves, but is caused by the steady-state solver

itself.

2.9.2 Considerations for building a DNS code

Minimization of the residual from the steady-state NSE is unsuitable for matrix-

free methods because of the Jacobian matrix being dense; this formulation can be

extended to periodic orbits by using temporal Fourier modes, but the problem of

dense matrices persists. The DNS-based solver of Gibson (2014) shows a good rate

of convergence to equilibria, suggesting that time-t maps produce a sparse Jacobian.

The challenges with extending the DNS engine of this solver to grooved geometries

employing the domain transformation method are now outlined.

Spectral DNS codes for plane shear �ows in periodic boxes are computationally

cheap because the Fourier spectral method produces modes that are decoupled. As

outlined in � C.0.1, this allows the time-marching step

[
1

∆t
− 1

2
L
]
un+1 +

1

2
∇pn+1 =[

1

∆t
+

1

2
L
]
un − 1

2
∇pn+1 +

3

2
N (un)− 1

2
N (un−1) + f ,

(2.9.1)
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to be decomposed into equations for each Fourier coe�cient as

c1u
′′n+1
l,m + c2u

n+1
l,m + c3∇pn+1

l,m = gl,m,

ilαul,m + v′l,m + imβwl,m = 0, (2.9.2)

(ul,m − U) = vl,m = wl,m = v′l,m = 0 at y = ± 1,

where u′l,m =
dul,m
dy

and u′′l,m =
d2ul,m
dy2

For grooved PCoF, when the domain transformation is used to obtain the equations

in eq. (2.7.11), Z-dependent coe�cients appear as factors for the linear terms. The

decoupling of Fourier modes is now replaced by interactions with adjacent Fourier

modes, i.e. z-derivatives of the coe�cient ul,m now involve ul,m+q for each Fourier

mode q that has a non-zero amplitude in the Fourier expansion of the groove geometry

in eq. (2.7.9). If the linear term, Lu, is to be treated implicitly, then collections

of Fourier coe�cients, (l,−M ≤ m ≤ M) have to be solved simultaneously. This

becomes rather expensive, especially when several hundreds or thousands of time-

steps are needed to produce the time-t map for each trial velocity �eld.

An in�uence matrix technique is described in appendix C.0.1 to account for the

coupling between wall-normal velocity and pressure for each Fourier coe�cient; this is

brie�y outlined now. This technique is used to tackle the issue of unknown boundary

conditions for pressure when solving the pressure Poisson equation when advancing

the �ow�eld in time; the boundary condition on the pressure Poisson equation is

the divergence-free condition, which is v′l,m = 0 for �at walls. In this technique,

the pressure Poisson equation and the equation for the wall-normal velocity for each

Fourier coe�cient are solved by splittin the solution into three parts. The �rst part

is for the �forced� equations with zero Dirichlet boundary conditions on pressure and

wall-normal velocity. The second pair is for equations with zero forcing and zero

Dirichlet boundary conditions on wall-normal velocity, but with pressure being 0 at

the bottom wall and 1 at the top wall for one solution, and being 1 at the bottom

wall and zero at the top wall for the other. This pair of solutions, which produce
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v′l,m 6= 0 at the walls, are then scaled and added to the �rst solution such that the

sum of v′ for the �rst part and the second pair becomes zero at both walls.

Even if one were to solve for a set of modes (l,−M ≤ m ≤ M) simultaneously,

application of the in�uence matrix technique is not so straight-forward. While the A

problem described in appendix C.0.1 is easily solved, if at a signi�cant computational

expense (in terms of memory usage), framing the B-problem is not as simple. This

is because the problem now involves a set of Fourier modes; instead of two problems,

B+ and B− where the pressure BCs are alternated, a large number of permutations of

di�erent pl,m have to be incorporated to adequately solve this system. Furthermore,

the divergence of the velocity at the walls, ∇·u(Y = ±1), is not equal to v′(Y = ±1)

because
{
∂zw

}
(Y = ±1) 6= 0 at most locations on the wall. This leads to additional

coupling with the spanwise velocity in the in�uence matrix method.

A fully implicit scheme for the linear terms becomes rather cumbersome. One

might envisage using a semi-implicit scheme for discretizing the linear terms in eq. (2.9.1),

where contributions to F(Lu)l,m, a Fourier coe�cient of the linear term, due to all

adjacent modes is treated explicitly. However, if such a scheme will be stable is not

known for this domain transformation method, and has hence not been pursued in

the present work.



Chapter 3

Laminar solutions for grooved channel

�ows

The di�cult problems in life always start o� being

simple. Great a�airs always start o� being small.

Lao Tzu

Laminar solutions are useful in learning the e�ectiveness of the present approach

to continuing exact invariant solutions, because of the relatively small dimensionality

of the laminar solution. Channel �ows are investigated here because a steady laminar

solution can be found for longitudinal, transverse, and oblique grooves in channel

�ows; in Couette �ows, the streamwise motion of streamwise-inhomogeneous walls

leads to the disappearance of steady solutions when the grooves are not longitudinal.

The most relevant work in the literature for our laminar investigations is the one

by Mohammadi and Floryan (2013), where they investigated channel geometries with

a �at wall at the top and a grooved wall at the bottom, unlike the ones in this thesis

with two grooved walls. They used an immersed boundary method (IBM) to com-

pute solutions for laminar �ows in channels with transverse, longitudinal, and oblique

grooves (on the bottom wall), focusing on the relative contributions to the total drag

from the pressure drag and the shear stresses at the wall. A stream lift-up is reported

for channel �ows with transverse grooves when the depth-to-wavelength aspect ratio is

95
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su�ciently high (& 1); this is consistent with the �protrusion height� used previously

by Bechert and Bartenwerfer (1989); Luchini et al. (1991), and relates to separation

of �ow within the grooves. Flow turning is observed for oblique grooves due to the

spanwise asymmetry, and the bulk spanwise velocity depends on the orientation angle

of the grooves.

These phenomena are related to in this thesis for the channel �ow geometry with

two grooved walls, as opposed to the geometries of Mohammadi and Floryan (2013)

which involve a �at wall and a grooved wall. The grooved walls are arranged in-

phase to allow for a simple domain transformation method, as outlined in � 2.3. This

can be contrasted to the out-of-phase arrangement of longitudinal grooves in Moradi

and Floryan (2014), who report a drag reduction for low wavenumbers (/ 1) due to

the disproportional lowering of shear stress in locations of the largest channel height

(compared to locations of the smallest channel height). The in-phase arrangement of

grooves produces a constant channel height at every (x, z), and, as we shall see later

in this chapter, does not produce any drag reduction for the laminar solution.

The chapter is organized as follows. In � 3.1, analytical solutions are presented

for longitudinal, transverse, and oblique grooves for the long wavelength asymptote;

Stokes-�ow approximation is used for the cases of transverse and oblique grooves to

reduce the NSE to a linear equation. Numerical results are discussed for each class

of groove geometries � longitudinal grooves in � 3.2, transverse grooves in � 3.3, and

oblique grooves in � 3.4.

For longitudinal grooves, numerical solutions are compared against analytical so-

lutions for low and high wavenumber asymptotes. As in the methodology chapter

(chapter 2), the discussion of numerical results is mostly focused on the case of trans-

verse grooves. Section 3.3.1 compares numerical results to low and high wavenum-

ber asymptotes, � 3.3.2 identi�es three �ow regimes based on �ow separation in the

grooves: attached �ow, weakly separated �ow, and strongly separated �ow, and � 3.3.3

discusses changes in the bulk velocity and friction factor with changing groove ampli-

tude and slope. For oblique grooves, we look only at �ow turning due to the breaking
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of spanwise symmetry.

3.1 Stokes-�ow approximation for long wavelength

grooves

The simplest case of grooved channel �ows is that of long wavelength sinusoidal

grooves. Analytical solutions can be derived for such cases. The laminar solution

is identi�ed as the solution that satis�es the largest number of symmetries. This

is re�ected in the derivations where we assume homogeneity of the �ow along the

homogeneous direction of the grooves.

3.1.1 Analytical solution: Longitudinal grooves

For the case of longitudinal grooves, long wavelength or not, a laminar solution can

be sought with zero wall-normal and spanwise velocities and streamwise-homogeneous

streamwise velocity, reducing the (non-dimensionalized) streamwise momentum equa-

tion in eq. (2.1.2) to the linear equation

∆u = −2, (3.1.1)

with boundary conditions

u
(
y = ±1 + 2ε cos(βz)

)
= 0, (3.1.2)

where ε = A/2 is half the amplitude of the groove. Such a solution does exist:

u(Y, Z) = (1− 2ε2β2)(1− Y 2)

+
2εβ2

3
(Y 3 − Y ) cos(βZ) + 2ε2β2(1− Y 2) cos(2βZ).

(3.1.3)

The derivation is shown in appendix B. Similar laminar solutions for streamwise ho-

mogeneous �ows are known in the literature (see Mohammadi and Floryan, 2013, for

a similar derivation). Traditionally, such solutions are derived by expanding the �ow
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�eld variables about a base state and ignoring terms of order 2 and higher in the

quantity about which the expansion is sought. The present derivation in appendix B

does not use such an expansion, but instead, makes some weak assumptions regarding

the smoothness of the solution. The solution is also accurate to O(β2), unlike similar

solutions that are often only accurate to O(β). This is possible because of the in-phase

arrangement of the top and bottom walls of the channel.

3.1.2 Analytical Stokes-�ow solution: Transverse grooves

Transverse grooves produce a non-zero streamwise derivative for the streamwise

velocity, which forces the wall-normal velocity to be non-zero to impose incompress-

ibility. Due to the spanwise homogeneity, solutions can still be sought with zero

spanwise velocity. Unlike the longitudinal case, the non-linear terms are not zero.

However, the non-linear terms may be considered to be negligible when the Reynolds

number is small enough; the analytical solution is later compared to a numerical so-

lution without this restriction to �nd the limit for which this assumption is valid. A

discrete symmetry of the �ow due to the grooves has to be used to obtain the solution,

which suggests that other, less symmetric solutions may exist. However, this is not

explored in the present work.

The Stokes-�ow equations are solved. In the physical system of x− y coordinates,

these are

−∂xp̃+ ∆u = −2,

−∂yp̃+ ∆v = 0,

∂xu+ ∂yv = 0,

(3.1.4)

with boundary conditions

u
(
y = ±1 + 2ε cos(αx)

)
= 0,

v
(
y = ±1 + 2ε cos(αx)

)
= 0,

(∂xu+ ∂yv)
(
y = ±1 + 2ε cos(αx)

)
= 0.

(3.1.5)

The pressure p̃ above includes the Reynolds number Re: p̃ = pRe. The Reynolds
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number, Re, is de�ned based on the driving mean pressure gradient; this way, a

smooth-walled channel �ow is driven by the same pressure gradient as a grooved

channel �ow, and the di�erence in the velocity is due to the geometries only.

The solution in the X − Y coordinates, accurate to O(α2), is

u(X, Y ) = (1− 4ε2α2)(1− Y 2) +
4εα2

3
(Y 3 − Y ) cos(αX),

v(X, Y ) = −2εα(1− Y 2) sin(αX),

p̃(X, Y ) = 4εαY sin(αX) + 4ε2α sin(2αX).

(3.1.6)

The pressure drag, as a fraction of total drag, is expressed in terms of the Fourier

coe�cients of the �uctuating pressure at the wall as

Dpres

Dtotal

= −εαIm(p−1,bw)Re. (3.1.7)

See appendix B.4 for derivation. Here, Im(p−1,bw) is the imaginary part of the Fourier

coe�cient of mode −1 at the bottom wall. The above expression involves the pressure

p and not p̃ = pRe, and is not subject to the assumptions of Stokes �ow or the

long wavelength asymptote. For the analytical solution of eq. (B.2.24) with p−1,bw =

−2iεα/Re, this reduces to

Dpres

Dtotal

= 2ε2α2. (3.1.8)

3.1.3 Analytical Stokes-�ow solution: Oblique grooves

Under the Stokes-�ow approximation, the �ow due to oblique grooves can be de-

composed into a �ow along the homogeneous direction of the grooves and the �ow nor-

mal to this direction (in the wall-parallel plane). The driving mean pressure gradient

is split amongst the two directions. A detailed derivation employing this decomposi-

tion is shown in appendix B.3; this derivation uses the solutions from the longitudinal
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and transverse groove cases given earlier. The solution for the oblique groove case is

u = (1− 2ε2(α2 + γ2))(1− Y 2) +
2ε(α2 + γ2)

3
(Y 3 − Y ) cos(γξ) + 2ε2β2(1− Y 2) cos(2γξ),

v = −2εα(1− Y 2) sin(γξ),

w = −2ε2αβ(1− Y 2) +
2εαβ

3
(Y 3 − Y ) cos(γξ)− 2ε2αβ(1− Y 2) cos(2γξ),

p̃ = 4εαY sin(γξ) + 4ε2α sin(2γξ).

(3.1.9)

where γξ = αx+ βz, and γ =
√
α2 + β2.

For the present case of γ � 1, Re � 1, the pressure drag along x and z as a

fraction of the driving force (due to the mean pressure gradient is

Fp,x
Fdriving

= 2ε2α2,

Fp,z
Fdriving

= 2ε2αβ.

(3.1.10)

During the derivation, velocity components uξ and uη are de�ned, with ξ and η

being the coordinates along the directions

êξ =
α

γ
êx +

β

γ
êz,

êη =
−β
γ
êx +

α

γ
êz,

(3.1.11)

so that η is the homogeneous direction of the grooves, and ξ is the direction normal

to η. The velocities along these directions are

uξ = (
α

γ
− 4ε2αγ)(1− Y 2) +

4εαγ

3
(Y 3 − Y ) cos(γξ),

uη = −(
β

γ
− 2ε2βγ)(1− Y 2) +

−2εβγ

3
(Y 3 − Y ) cos(γξ)− 2ε2βγ(1− Y 2) cos(2γξ).

(3.1.12)

The non-zero uη is what distinguishes the oblique groove case from transverse case.
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(a) Sz = 3.0 (b) Sz = 1.5 (c) Sz = 0.5

Figure 3.1: Streamwise velocity contours on the x = 0 section for channel �ows with
longitudinal grooves at an amplitude and Re of 0.1 and 100 respectively, with spanwise
slopes (Sz := Aβ) of 3.0, 1.5, and 0.5. Wall-normal and spanwise velocities are zero
everywhere for these �ows.

3.2 Longitudinal grooves

For laminar �ows in channels with longitudinal grooves, we expect laminar solu-

tions with zero spanwise and wall-normal velocities, and with streamwise-homogeneous

streamwise velocity. The advection term is zero everywhere in the �ow, which is a

consequence of the conditions

∂xu = 0, ∂xp = 0, v = 0, w = 0.

The velocity �elds are then independent of Re, and the Stokes approximation we

earlier used for the low wavenumber asymptote of furrowed channels is valid for all

Re for grooved channels. The exact governing equation is

∆u(y, z) = −2. (3.2.1)

The −2 term represents the mean pressure gradient.

Numerical solutions have been computed without imposing zero spanwise and wall-

normal velocities; only streamwise homogeneity and spanwise periodicity are imposed.

When the Newton iterations are initialized with the smooth channel laminar solution

(u(Y ) = 1−Y 2) under these restrictions, they converge to �elds with zero wall-normal
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and oblique velocities.

We now compare these numerical solutions to the analytical solutions given in

� 3.1 to �nd out the upper limits for Re and groove amplitude and slope where the

analytical solutions are no longer valid.

3.2.1 Low wavenumber asymptote

An asymptotic solution for low wavenumbers, β � 1, has been derived accurate

to O(β2) as

u(Y, Z) = (1− S2
z

2
)(1− Y 2) +

Szβ

3
(Y 3 − Y ) cos(βZ) +

S2
z

2
(1− Y 2) cos(2βZ), (3.2.2)

where Sz is the maximum slope of the longitudinal grooves, de�ned as Sz = Aβ. The

bulk velocity for this asymptotic solution is

Ubulk =
2

3
(1− S2

z

2
). (3.2.3)

The bulk velocity itself does not change signi�cantly from �at channels to grooved

channels. To compare the analytical approximation with computational results, a

relative de�cit in bulk velocity (relative to the �at channel case) as

ψ = 1− Ubulk,wavy
Ubulk,flat

= 1− 3

2
Ubulk,wavy. (3.2.4)

From eq. (3.2.3), ψanalytical = S2
z/2. We compare this with the relative de�cit from

computational results (ψcomputational) by de�ning a relative error in ψ as

ψrel−err =
ψanalytical

ψcomputational
− 1 =

S2
z

2ψcomputational
− 1. (3.2.5)

Figure 3.2 shows ψ and ψrel−err for several amplitudes plotted for β up to 100.

The bulk velocity from the analytical and computational solutions match up to β =

1. Although we assumed that β � 1 when deriving the analytical solution, the
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(b) Relative error in ψ for the asymptotic

solution

Figure 3.2: Relative de�cit in bulk velocity, ψ, and its relative error, ψrel−err, for the
low wavenumber asymptote compared to computational results at β up to 100.

asymptotic limit seems to predict the bulk velocity even for β / 1, with a relative

error in ψ of 10% at β = 1 for amplitudes up to 15%. At higher wavenumbers, the

asymptotic solution is invalid because higher order terms in β become much larger

than β, β2 terms.

3.2.2 High wavenumber asymptote

For large slopes S → ∞, we speculate that the grooves are narrow enough for

them to in�uence the �ow as if their crests (points closest to the core of the �ow)

form a continuous surface. Figure 3.3 illustrates this for a �nite but large slope; the

dashed lines show the continuous surface formed by the crests of the grooves. With

this assumption, we can calculate the bulk velocity of the grooved channel �ow as the

bulk velocity of a virtual �at channel �ow with a reduced half-height, hadjusted = 1−A.

Mohammadi and Floryan (2013) refer to this as a `stream lift-up', and to the reduced

half-height as an equivalent channel half-height.

Figure 3.3: Illustration of a grooved channel with a large wavenumber for grooves.
Dashed line indicates the walls for the �at channel that gives an approximation for
the grooved channel �ow
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We now obtain the bulk velocity for this virtual �at channel �ow, which we shall

henceforth refer to as the width-adjusted �at channel. The dimensional volumetric

�ow rate (per unit spanwise length) for this �at channel �ow is 4ĤÛCL/3, where

Ĥ and ÛCL are the dimensional channel height and dimensional centerline velocity

respectively. Since we use the half-height of the grooved channel (and not the virtual

�at channel) for non-dimensionalization, the non-dimensional bulk velocity for the

virtual �at channel with a reduced (non-dimensional) half-height of 1− A becomes

Ubulk =
2

3
(1− A)3. (3.2.6)

0 5 10 15 20
Sz

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

U
b

Flat
A=0.1

A=0.2

A=0.1, S→∞
A=0.2, S→∞

Figure 3.4: Variation of bulk velocity with slope at amplitudes of 10% and 20 %,
along with bulk velocities for a �at channel and width-adjusted �at channels for both
amplitudes.

Figure 3.4 shows contours of bulk velocity with increasing slopes of up to Sz = 20

for two di�erent amplitudes. The bulk velocities asymptote to the limit of eq. (3.2.6).

3.3 Transverse grooves

The residual norm for the solutions presented here is below 10−12, with an accuracy

of 10−4 or better (see � 4.0.1 for de�nitions); for cases with large �slopes�, de�ned as

the product of the wavenumber and amplitude, higher resolution is needed to achieve

this accuracy. Low slope (/ 0.4) cases have a nominal grid of 16x50 (streamwise

Fourier modes from -7 to 8, and 50 wall-normal collocation nodes), while high slope

(≈ 2.5) cases require grids of 60x100 nodes to achieve an accuracy of 10−4.
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Laminar �ow in grooved channels has been comprehensively studied in Moham-

madi and Floryan (2013). Their channel geometry has a �at top wall and a grooved

bottom wall, so a direct comparison of the present results with theirs is not possi-

ble. However, our results show good qualitative agreement with those reported in the

paper. This chapter presents some of the results computed with the present solver.

3.3.1 Asymptotes

Low wavenumber approximation

For transverse grooves with low wavenumbers, α � 1, under the Stokes-�ow ap-

proximation, the following analytical solution (accurate to α2)can be obtained:

u(X, Y ) = (1− S2)(1− Y 2) +
2Sα

3
(Y 3 − Y ) cos(αX),

v(X, Y ) = −S(1− Y 2) sin(αX),

p̃(X, Y ) = 2SY sin(αX) + AS sin(2αX),

(3.3.1)

where p̃ = pRe, and S = Aα is the maximum slope of the grooves.

The bulk velocity for this solution is

Ubulk =
2

3
(1− S2). (3.3.2)

The relative de�cit in bulk velocity, ψ = 1− ψgrooved
ψsmooth

, for this pro�le is ψ(S) = S2.

Figure 3.5 shows a comparison of the analytical solution to numerical solutions.

The data points show ψ for A ranging from 2.5% to 15% for 0.01 ≤ α ≤ 10 at Re ∈

{0.1, 100}, while the dashed line represents the analytical pro�le, ψ(S) = S2. The

exact computational solutions deviate from the analytical approximation at higher

slopes (> 0.2 in the �gure).

For better comparison, we plot the relative error in ψ, de�ned as ψrel−error =

(ψanalytical − ψcomputational)/ψcomputational. The relative error in ψ is plotted in �g. 3.6

against the wavenumber α (instead of the slope, which was used for the previous
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Figure 3.5: Relative de�cit in bulk velocity compared to �at channel, ψ = (Ub,flat −
Ub,grooved)/Ub,flat. . Markers show ψ from computations, dashed line plots the analyt-
ical result of ψanalytical = S2
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Figure 3.6: Relative error in ψanalytical, ψrel−err = (ψanalytical −
ψcomputational)/ψcomputational
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plots). At Re = 0.1, the relative error remains within 10% for α / 1, and beyond

α = 1, the error increases sharply for larger amplitudes of the grooves. At Re = 100,

the relative error goes above 10% for lower wavenumbers. This is to be expected,

because the Stokes-�ow approximation made in the derivation is no longer valid at

this Re. The agreement at lower α is a consequence of weaker streamwise gradients in

the �ow, which make the advection term smaller compared to the high α cases. The

asymptotic solution over-predicts the relative velocity de�cit, which is not surprising

since eq. (3.3.2) says that the bulk velocity decreases without bound as the slope

increases; in reality, the bulk velocity asymptotes to a positive value (Ubulk = 2(1 −

A)3/3) for S →∞ as we see later in this section.

A second scalar that we shall use for comparison is the pressure drag, which is

calculated by integrating the x-component of the pressure force acting on the walls.

The pressure drag, as a fraction of the total drag (which must equal the driving force

due to the mean pressure gradient) is given in eq. (B.2.26) as

Dpres

Dtotal

= 2ε2α2 =
S2

2
. (3.3.3)

Consequently, drag due to the shear stress, as a fraction of the total drag, is

Dskin

Dtotal

= 1− S2

2
. (3.3.4)

As with ψ, we plot relative error in the pressure drag (as a fraction of total drag)

to compare the approximate analytical solutions to exact computational solutions.

Figure 3.7 shows the pressure drag plotted against groove slope for several amplitudes

at two di�erent Reynolds numbers in log-log scale; the dashed curve shows the drag

from the analytical solution, Dpres/Dtotal = S2/2. Figure 3.8 shows the relative error

for the analytical solution. As expected, the error increases with increasing wavenum-

ber and is greater for Re = 100 than it is for Re = 0.1. The relative error seems to go

as α2, but remaining below the curve for Re = 0.1. At Re = 100, the relative error
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Figure 3.7: Pressure drag as a fraction of the total drag. Markers are used to distin-
guish groove amplitude. The dashed curve shows the pressure drag from the analytical
solution.
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Figure 3.8: Relative error in Dpressure/Dtotal for the same data show in �g. 3.7. The
dashed curve, α2, is shown to highlight the trend in the error.

also seems to start o� similarly, but then goes beyond the α2 curve.

High wavenumber asymptote

As we have done for channels with longitudinal grooves, we suppose that as Sz →

∞, the �ow in the channel outside the grooves becomes identical to the �ow in a �at

channel with an adjusted half-height 1−A. The bulk velocity for the width-adjusted

�at channel is, as before,

Ubulk =
2

3
(1− A)3. (3.3.5)

Figure 3.9 shows the bulk velocity for slopes up to 3.0 at Re = 100 and two di�erent

amplitudes. The bulk velocity for a �at channel and the width-adjusted channels for
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the two amplitudes (given by eq. (3.2.6)) are plotted for reference. The maximum

slope is limited to 3.0 because resolving the �ne structures of the separated region

in the grooves becomes expensive as the slope is increased further. Mohammadi and

Floryan (2013) encounter the same problem, but they compute solutions up to a slope

of 5.0. The plot is indicative of a high-slope asymptote close to eq. (3.2.6), but it does

not conclusively show if the limit is exactly given by this equation.
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Figure 3.9: Variation of bulk velocity with slope at amplitudes of 10% and 20% and
Re of 100. The expected upper and lower limits (width-adjusted �at channel) for the
bulk velocity are also shown.

3.3.2 Flow regimes based on separation

Laminar solutions for three di�erent cases are now presented to illustrate three

regimes of laminar �ows that can be identi�ed in channels with transverse grooves.

Figure 3.10 shows velocity contours for three grooved channels with transverse

grooves; the three geometries represent three �ow regimes. The three geometries

have the same amplitude and Reynolds number, (A,Re) = (0.2, 100), and have slopes

(S := Aα) of 2.4, 0.8, and 0.3. At low slopes (S = Aα / 0.5), we see meandering �ows,

where the core-�ow is not parallel. Geometries with moderate slopes (0.5 / S / 1)

have a separation bubble whose size increases with increasing slope. For slopes beyond

S = 1, separation bubbles almost completely �ll the furrows so that further increase in

slope does not signi�cantly a�ect the �ow. Velocity contours for the same geometries

are plotted in �g. 3.11. The lower slope case has higher streamwise velocity in the

core region, but it also has stronger wall-normal velocity contours that extend farther
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(a) S = 2.4 (b) S = 0.8

(c) S = 0.3

Figure 3.10: Streamlines illustrating three di�erent �ow regimes for channels with
transverse grooves, with slopes, S = Aα, of 2.4, 0.8, and 0.3. The S = 2.4 (strongly
separated) and S = 0.8 (weakly separated) cases have near-parallel core �ow along
with separation bubbles. The meandering �ow case of S = 0.3 shows no separation,
and the core �ow is not parallel. All three cases are at (A,Re) = (0.2, 100).

into the core from the walls. The higher slope cases have weaker penetration of wall-

normal velocity contours into the core, however, they lead to greater reduction in the

streamwise velocity.

3.3.3 Re-dependence of Ubulk

Figure 3.12 shows variation in bulk velocity with Re for several slopes at two

amplitudes. Reynolds number is plotted in log scale to show the trend over three

orders of magnitude. The upper and lower limits for bulk velocity for each amplitude

are also shown, the upper limit being the bulk velocity for a �at channel, and the

lower limit the bulk velocity for a width-adjusted �at channel representing S → ∞.

The convex (upward) appearance of the curves is only an artefact of the log scale used

for Re; a linear Re-scale produces concave (upward) curves. Lower slope cases, i.e.

meandering and weakly separated �ows, show signi�cant variation with Re for bulk
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Figure 3.11: Velocity contours illustrating three di�erent �ow regimes: Strongly sep-
arated �ow at slope (S) = 2.4, weakly separated �ow at S = 0.8, and meandering
�ow at S = 0.3. All three cases are for an amplitude (A) of 0.2 and Reynolds number
(Re) of 100. Filled contours (red and blue) show wall-normal velocity, with dashed
line contours indicating negative velocities; the solid line contours are for streamwise
velocity, and are plotted for four levels: 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7.

velocity.

Bulk velocity plotted in �g. 3.12 is non-dimensionalized by the centerline velocity in

a �at channel (Ûref ) arising from the same mean pressure gradient. While this helps

in comparing �ows for di�erent corrugation geometries, the in�uence of Reynolds

number on drag for a particular geometry is not easily expressed by plots of Ubulk. A

better way to interpret the Re-dependence of bulk velocity is in terms of the friction

factor (λ).
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Figure 3.12: Re-dependence of bulk velocity for amplitudes of 5% and 15% at 6
di�erent slopes, along with upper and lower limits at each amplitude.

Friction factor

For channel �ows, (the Darcy-Weisbach) friction factor is de�ned as

λ =
P̂x̂(4ĥ)
ρ̂Û2

bulk

2

. (3.3.6)

The 4ĥ factor corresponds to the hydraulic diameter (Dhydraulic) of the channel. The

above equation can be rewritten in terms of Re and non-dimensional bulk velocity as

λ =
16

ReU2
bulk

=
16

RebulkUbulk
. (3.3.7)

For �at channels, Ubulk = 2/3, which produces λ = 24
Rebulk

.

For the low wavenumber asymptote, the friction factor is (from eqs. (3.3.2) and (3.3.6))

λ =
24(1 + S2)

Rebulk
. (3.3.8)

And for the high wavenumber asymptote, it is (from eq. (3.2.6))

λ =
24

Rebulk(1− A)3
. (3.3.9)

Figure 3.13 shows the variation of friction factor with bulk Reynolds number.

Figure 3.13 shows curves for the friction factor plotted against Rebulk for several
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Figure 3.13: Log-log plots of friction factor against bulk Reynolds number for am-
plitudes of 5% and 15% at 6 di�erent slopes, along with upper and lower limits for
S →∞ and S = 0 at each amplitude.

slopes, shown in log-log scale to highlight the inverse relation between λ and Rebulk.

The upper and lower bounds due to the �at channel for S = 0 and the width-adjusted

�at channel for S → ∞ are included. These bounds have a constant slope of −1,

with y-axis intercepts of log10(24) and log10(24/(1 − A)3) for S = 0 and S → ∞

respectively.

3.4 Oblique grooves

The general case of grooved channels involves grooves aligned at an angle 0 < θ <

π/2 to the mean pressure gradient. The walls for these cases are given by

ywalls = ±1 + A cos(αx+ βz), (3.4.1)

where (α, β) is the streamwise-spanwise wavenumber vector of the sinusoidal grooves.

We also de�ne a second set of coordinates

ξ =
α

γ
x+

β

γ
z; ζ = −α

γ
x+

β

γ
z, (3.4.2)

where γ2 = α2 + β2. The walls of the channel can then be written as

ywalls = ±1 + A cos(γξ). (3.4.3)
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We de�ne streamwise and spanwise slopes, Sx = Aα and Sz = Aβ, and an `alignment

angle' θ as the angle of the wavenumber vector (α, β) relative to the streamwise

direction,

θ = tan−1

(
β

α

)
. (3.4.4)

For channels with transverse grooves, the alignment angle is zero, while for chan-

nels with longitudinal grooves, the alignment angle is π/2. For channels with any

alignment angle, 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2, we seek solutions that are periodic along eξ and homo-

geneous along eζ . For transverse grooves, eξ coincides with ex, and for longitudinal

grooves, it coincides with ez. The velocities and pressure (�uctuating) are written as

Fourier series of the form
∑
k∈Z

fk(Y )eikγξ (where Y is the wall-normal coordinate in the

transformed domain).
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Figure 3.14: Wall-parallel velocity contours on the z = 0 section for oblique grooves
with alignment angle θ = π/6 at Re = 100 and A = 0.1 for three di�erent streamwise
slopes. Filled contours show spanwise velocity, and line contours show streamwise
velocity. Wall-normal velocity is omitted.

Figures 3.14 and 3.15 show velocity contours (streamwise and spanwise) for two

alignment angles, π/3 and π/6, and three di�erent streamwise slopes Sx ∈ {0.6, 1.2, 2.6}

with A = 0.1 and Re = 100. The contours are plotted for the plane z = 0 from x = 0

to x = 2π/α. Streamwise velocity contours for oblique grooves look similar to those

for channels with grooves (as seen in �g. 3.11). Spanwise velocity is predominantly

negative in the channel for positive β. This is because the non-zero alignment forward

facing side of the grooves (the high pressure side) pushes the �ow in the negative z

direction. Interestingly, the low slope cases also produce a small positive spanwise
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Figure 3.15: Wall-parallel velocity contours on the z = 0 section for oblique grooves
with alignment angle θ = π/3 at Re = 100. Filled contours show spanwise velocity,
and line contours show streamwise velocity. Wall-normal velocity is omitted.

velocity region near the inner edge of the grooves. This is a consequence of the fact

that the direction along the wall-parallel vector αêx+βêz is the direction of the steep-

est descent of the corrugation, which o�ers least resistance to the �ow. Whether the

�ow actually moves along the positive z direction depends on the balance between the

decrease in resistance at the backward facing side, which turns the �ow towards +z,

and the increase in resistance at the forward facing side, which turns the �ow towards

−z. Our results show that the �ow turning due to the backward facing side is much

weaker and are only important at small slopes (large wavelengths). The lower θ cases

show stronger −z currents than the higher θ cases, as can be expected.

3.5 Summary

Three cases of grooves in channels are investigated: transverse, longitudinal, and

oblique. Longitudinal grooves are the simplest case, with the governing equations

being reduced to a Poisson equation for velocity. They do not produce any �ow

separation or spanwise currents. Transverse grooves produce �ow separation due to

the adverse pressure gradient created in the grooves. Oblique grooves, in addition to

�ow separation, also produce a spanwise current.

The in-phase arrangement of the grooves allows for a simple derivation of analytical

solutions for the long wavelength asymptote (low slopes); these derivations require
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the Stokes-�ow approximation for transverse and oblique grooves. These solutions

are valid, at low Reynolds numbers, even when the wavenumbers are close to 1.

From the computations, we see that as the (streamwise) slope increases from a low

value ≈ 0.1, a separation bubble �lls the grooves, resulting in a `lift-up' of the �ow out

of the grooves. A width-adjusted channel also seems to adequately describe the �ow

in channels with su�ciently low wavelengths; however, this could not be conclusively

shown because the resolution requirements make computations prohibitively expensive

for slopes beyond ≈ 5.

Finally, the steady-state solver described in this thesis can compute laminar solu-

tions at high Reynolds numbers, which could be interesting in the context of transition

to turbulence.

In conclusion, the investigations of this chapter serve two purposes. Firstly, con-

tinuation of laminar solutions serve as a testing ground for a similar continuation of

non-laminar equilibria to grooved plane shear �ows. The main takeaway is that the

domain transformation method, in conjunction with the full-rank inversion for the

Newton iterations, produces convergence. The laminar case is also used to test for

the suitability of Jacobian-free methods using the domain transformation method, as

outlined in � 2.9.1.

Secondly, the solutions found here complement the results of Mohammadi and

Floryan (2013), who used a combination of a �at wall and a grooved wall in their

channel geometry, as opposed to the two grooved wall con�guration used in this work.

While the physics of the �ow does not change signi�cantly, quantities such as bulk

velocity and pressure drag are sensitive to the con�guration; an extreme example is the

apparent drag reduction observed in Moradi and Floryan (2014) for channels with out-

of-phase longitudinal grooves. The analytical solution is particularly important in this

context, since it serves as a good approximation in the meandering �ow regime, and

is of much simpler form than that of Mohammadi and Floryan (2013). The present

con�guration of two in-phase grooved walls also allows an unambiguous choice of
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channel half-height, resolving one of the key issues associated with the con�gurations

of Mohammadi and Floryan (2013).

3.5.1 Grooves as low-order representation of roughness

Squire's theorem discusses the prominence of two-dimensional disturbances with

regards to linear stability. In the context of wall-roughness, Hamed et al. (2016) have

shown that 2-d roughness leads to earlier transition to turbulence than their 3-d coun-

terparts. In these cases, the disturbances and roughness are spanwise-homogeneous.

Another interesting case is that of drag reduction in boundary layer �ows due to

longitudinal riblets, which are streamwise-homogeneous. Mohammadi and Floryan

(2013) have investigated laminar �ows in (2-d) grooved channels with di�erent groove

geometries, and concluded that the leading projection on a Fourier basis � sinusoidal

grooves � adequately represents the �ow in sharp-edged grooves such as triangular,

trapezoidal, and rectangular grooves. In light of these observations, it is reasonable to

use geometries with sinusoidal grooves, either longitudinal or transverse, as a starting

point for understanding the dynamics of rough-walled �ows.



Chapter 4

Equilibria for grooved Couette �ows

The most exciting phrase to hear in science, the one

that heralds new discoveries, is not, �Eureka! I've

found it,� but, �That's funny!�

Isaac Asimov

The primary aim of this thesis is to investigate if exact invariant solutions of

smooth-walled plane Couette �ows can be extended to rough-walled plane Couette

�ows. If this is possible, the secondary goal is to elucidate the role of grooved-walls

in turbulence, with particular emphasis on explaining the drag reduction observed in

riblet-mounted boundary layers.

In the previous chapter, the grooves in the channel geometry were allowed to be

be longitudinal, transverse, or oblique. This chapter deals with equilibria of plane

Couette �ow, since a large set of these solutions are available for the �at walled

case. When continuing these solutions to grooved geometries, the alignment of the

grooves must be restricted to be longitudinal. For transverse or oblique geometries,

equilibria cannot exist because of the relative motion of the walls. The inadmissibility

of equilibria for transverse and oblique grooves can be argued for by noting that no

reference frame exists where the boundary conditions are independent of time; the

time dependence of boundary conditions inevitably leads to time-dependence of the

solution. In order to allow continuation of equilibria, the geometries investigated are

118
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z
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Figure 4.1: Cross-stream slice of grooved PCoF geometry; �One groove per box�:
A1 = 0.1

restricted to the case of longitudinal grooves, whose boundary conditions are time

invariant.

Equilibria of plane Couette �ow (PCoF) available in the literature for the smooth-

walled case are now extended to grooved PCoF (with longitudinal grooves) to answer

these questions. The top and bottom walls of the grooved PCoF are given by

ywalls = ±1 +
∑
m

Am cos(mβz). (4.0.1)

In the remainder of the chapter, geometries are often identi�ed as �k-grooves-per-box�

to refer to a case with walls given by

ywalls = ±1 +
Ak
5

cos(βz) + Ak cos(kβz). (4.0.2)

The small but signi�cant amplitude in the �rst Fourier mode is included to ensure

that the smallest spanwise length of the periodic box remains the same for geometries

with di�erent dominant groove wavelengths. The �one-groove-per-box� case is just

ywalls = ±1 + A1 cos(βz), and is illustrated in �g. 4.1.

4.0.1 Residual norm and spatial accuracy

The solver used in this work de�nes instantaneous time-derivatives of the velocity

�elds as the residual (r), and the residual norm is de�ned as the integral

||r|| =
[ ∫ 2π/α

x=0

∫ 2π/β

z=0

∫ ytop

y=ybottom

(u̇2 + v̇2 + ẇ2)dydzdx

]1/2

. (4.0.3)
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Solutions for grooved PCoF are computed with varying resolutions, depending on

the imposition of discrete symmetries of the �ow (see � 2.7.3) so that each �ow case

can run on a computational node with 64 Gigabytes of RAM. Grid-convergence of

a computation is quanti�ed by its spatial accuracy (following Gibson et al. (2009)),

de�ned as the residual norm of the solution when extrapolated on a grid with double

the number of modes along each direction.

Grooved PCoF solutions are computed to varying residual norms. Gibson et al.

(2009) report a residual norm of ∼ 10−14 for their EQ1 and EQ2 solutions, with a

spatial accuracy of ∼ 10−6 for EQ1 and ∼ 10−4 for EQ2. When these equilibria for

smooth PCoF are evaluated by the present solver, the residual norms are ∼ 10−7 for

EQ1 and ∼ 10−6 for EQ2, with accuracies of ∼ 10−6 for EQ1 and ∼ 10−4 for EQ2.

This discrepancy arises from the di�erence in the de�nitions of the residuals. The

present solver uses instantaneous time-derivatives as the residual, while the solver of

Gibson (2014) involves di�erences in velocity �elds over a �nite time-interval. When

EQ1 and EQ2 are re�ned with the present solver for smooth PCoF until the residual

norm went below 10−10, the re�ned solutions di�er from the original solutions by

. 10−12, and the spatial accuracy of the solutions does not change signi�cantly.

In the present work, any �ow �eld with a residual norm below 10−7 for grooved

PCoF is considered to have converged. Although this tolerance is not strictly of

the order of precision of the arithmetic used, the residual norm represents the (non-

dimensional) instantaneous time-derivative; for residual norms of 10−7, the �ow �eld

is presumed to be su�ciently close to an exact equilibrium and is designated in this

thesis as one.

4.1 Existence of solutions for grooved PCoF

Figure 4.2 shows velocity �elds on the cross-stream plane x = 0 for four �ow cases:

EQ1 and EQ2 of Nagata (1990) for smooth PCoF, taken from the online database

at www.channel�ow.org, and their continued counterparts for the one-groove-per-box

case at an amplitude A1 = 0.1. The wavelength of the grooves is set to coincide with
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(c) EQ1; grooved PCoF with A1 = 10%
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(d) EQ2; grooved PCoF with A1 = 10%

Figure 4.2: Velocity on a cross-stream plane (x = 0) for smooth PCoF (a-b) and
grooved PCoF (c-d). Contours show streamwise velocity and quiver arrows show
cross-stream velocities.

the spanwise periodic length of the original solutions, β = 2.5. The streamwise length

of the periodic box is also set according to the solutions to be continued, α = 1.14.

The solutions are for Re = 400, and are computed with (L,M,N) = (16, 16, 35) (a

grid of 32x35x32 points). The discrete symmetries s1 and s2 are exploited to allow this

resolution (see � 2.2.3); the phase of the smooth-walled solutions had to be restricted

such that the z = 0 plane of the solutions coincide with the z = 0 plane of the

grooves. EQ1 for grooved PCoF is computed to a residual norm and spatial accuracy

of ∼ 10−12 and ∼ 10−5 respectively, while for EQ2 they are ∼ 10−8 and ∼ 10−4.

Lower branch solutions such as EQ1 are streak-dominated. They have a larger

streamwise velocity �uctuation and a smaller wall-normal velocity �uctuation than

their vortex-dominated counterparts � the upper branch solutions such as EQ2

(Kawahara et al. (2012)). The lower branch solutions regulate transition to tur-
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bulence in the presence of a stable laminar �ow, while the upper branch solutions

produce coherent structures and velocity �uctuations comparable to the near-wall cy-

cle. Figure 4.2 shows that the nature of these solutions does not change when they

are continued to a grooved geometry with a signi�cant groove amplitude. In fact, the

structures seem very similar except for some large-scale distortion due to the geom-

etry of the wall; the �ow �elds for grooved PCoF solutions have ≈ 99% energy in

the smooth PCoF solution-structure when projected on the latter in the transformed

domain (X, Y, Z) (see eq. (2.7.9)).

Figure 4.3 illustrates the full vortex-streak structure of EQ1 and EQ2 in the peri-

odic domain. The meandering vortices based on the low-speed streak are characteristic

of all exact invariant solutions known for wall-bounded �ows (Kawahara et al. (2012)),

and this does not change for grooved PCoF. This is not surprising; the interaction

of streamwise streaks and vortices is known to be a hallmark of wall-turbulence and

has been shown to exist irrespective of the kind of wall-bounded �ow Wale�e (1997);

Blackburn et al. (2013). So, the action of the grooves on the structure of EQ1 and

EQ2 shown in �gs. 4.2a and 4.2b is to distort the cross-stream �ow. However, this

raises the question: how is the �ow �eld distorted when the wavelength of the grooves

does not coincide with the size of the periodic domain of the original solution? This

is addressed in � 4.3.

The mean velocity pro�les for EQ1 and EQ2 are shown in �g. 4.4; the mean

velocity for grooved cases is shown as a di�erence from the smooth case. The mean

velocity for grooved PCoF is de�ned as an average along the streamwise and spanwise

directions and is de�ned only for wall-normal locations outside the grooves; this is

why the di�erence, U −Usm, does not extend to the walls and does not go to zero for

the grooved cases. EQ1 and EQ2 show a velocity de�cit compared to the laminar case

� the magnitude of the mean velocity is smaller than it is for laminar � with EQ2

showing a greater de�cit. Increasing groove amplitude further increases this de�cit.

This also produces stronger shear stresses at the wall for grooved PCoF.
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(a) EQ1 (left) and EQ2 (right) at A = 0.1
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Figure 4.3: Lower (EQ1) and upper (EQ2) branch equilibria for grooved PCoF at
A = 0.1 showing isosurfaces for zero streamwise velocity (green) and streamwise
vortices for ωx = 0.7max(ωx) (red) and −0.7max(ωx) (blue).
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Figure 4.4: Mean velocity pro�les for EQ1 and EQ2 in grooved PCoF, shown as
di�erences from the smooth case. The laminar mean velocity, U = y, is included for
comparison.

Turb. Mean Laminar EQ1 (lower) EQ2 (upper)
E 0.087 0.1667 0.1363 0.0780
D 2.926 1 1.429 3.044

Table 4.1: Kinetic energy density (E) and bulk dissipation rate (D) for smooth PCoF.

4.1.1 Kinetic energy and dissipation rate

The kinetic energy density E, bulk dissipation rate D, and power input I of a

velocity �eld of plane Couette �ow are given as

E(t) =
1

V�

∫
Ω

1

2
|u|2dx,

D(t) =
1

V�

∫
Ω

|∇ × u|2dx,

I(t) =
1

2A

∫
A

(
∂u

∂y

∣∣∣∣
y=1

+
∂u

∂y

∣∣∣∣
y=−1

)
dxdζ,

(4.1.1)

where V� = 2LxLz is the volume of the periodic domain, dζ is an in�nitesimal arc-

length along the wall in the spanwise direction, and A is the wetted surface area of

each wall. These quantities are normalized so that E = D = 1 for laminar �ow in

smooth PCoF, and Ė = I −D. For equilibria, E, I, and D are not time-dependent,

and I = D.

The kinetic energy density and the bulk dissipation rate for smooth PCoF are

showin in table 4.1. The second row, Evw, shows the energy in the cross-strem velocity
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Figure 4.5: Change in kinetic energy density and bulk dissipation rate in grooved
PCoF for laminar �ow and upper and lower branch equilibria.

components; this is zero for the turbulent mean and the laminar �ow and negligible

for EQ1, but signi�cant for EQ2. The laminar case has the largest energy density

and the smallest dissipation rate; the upper branch solution, EQ2, has the smallest

energy density and the largest dissipation rate; and the lower branch solution, EQ1,

lies between the two.

The e�ect of groove-amplitude on these the energy density and dissipation rate is

shown in �g. 4.5. For laminar �ow, increasing groove amplitude results in an increase

in both the energy density and the dissipation rate. However, for EQ1 and EQ2, only

the dissipation rate increases, while the energy density decreases. It is not surprising

that EQ2 is more strongly a�ected than EQ1 by the grooves, because the streamwise

vortex is concentrated in the core region for EQ1, while it extends to the walls in

EQ2. For laminar �ows, the increase in power input (which equals dissipation rate)

accompanies an increase in energy density. For EQ1 and EQ2, however, increasing

groove-amplitude increases power input while reducing energy density (to maintain
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the same wall velocity). This can be considered to be a drag increasing tendency; a

drag coe�cient has not been used because the bulk velocity itself is zero.

4.2 Spanwise anchoring of the vortex-streak struc-

ture

The �ow �eld shown in �g. 4.2a is just one member of a continuous family of

solutions that arise due to spanwise homogeneity of smooth PCoF. Let this particular

member be called χ∗. A �ow �eld that is obtained by translating χ∗ along z by

some shift ζ is T0,ζχ
∗ (see � 2.7.3). The continuous family of �ow �elds obtained

by translating χ∗ along z is denoted as F̃(χ∗) = {T0,ζχ
∗ : ζ ∈ R}, and the discrete

family of �ow �elds obtained by translating χ∗ along z through integral multiples of

Lz/n as Fn(χ∗) = {T0,qLz/nχ
∗ : q ∈ Z}. The argument χ∗ for F is now dropped for

convenience. Every Fn is a subset of F̃ . The members of F1 are identical to each

other due to the periodicity of χ∗.

For smooth PCoF, because of its spanwise homogeneity, every member of F̃ is an

equilibrium of the NSE. Since the presence of grooves destroys spanwise homogeneity

in grooved PCoF, we expect the continuous family of solutions in smooth PCoF to

break down into discrete families in grooved PCoF. The remainder of this section

explores two questions to elucidate on this symmetry breakdown: 1) How sensitive

are solutions of grooved PCoF to spanwise translation? 2) Can every solution of

smooth PCoF in the continuous family F̃(χ∗) be continued to grooved PCoF (with a

speci�c phase with respect to χ∗)?

Answering these questions requires that a reference phase of the solutions with

respect to the grooves be identi�ed. In the earlier discussion on discrete symmetries

of PCoF in � 2.2.3, a shift-re�ect symmetry, s1, was identi�ed; the re�ection is about

the z = 0 plane. When the solution χ∗, which satis�es s1, is translated along z by ζ,

the plane(s) about which s1 holds is also translated by ζ. A plane(s) of re�ectional

symmetry can also be identi�ed for the geometry of grooved PCoF. Since the walls
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Figure 4.6: Residual norm when continued EQ1 (χ∗Ak) is translated along a grooved
PCoF. Smaller residual indicates proximity to an equilibrium for grooved PCoF.

are given as ywalls = ±1 +A1 cos(βz) +A2 cos(2βz) +A3 cos(3βz), they are invariant

under re�ections about the z = 0 plane (or any z = 2mπ/β plane for integral m).

The relative location of the planes of re�ectional symmetry are used to specify the

phase.

We use χ∗Ak to denote zero-phase solutions for grooved PCoF of amplitude Ak

obtained from continuation of χ∗, where k = 1, 2, 3 represent one, two, and three

groove cases respectively. The �elds in �g. 4.3 show χ∗A1=0.1. The �rst question, the

sensitivity of χ∗Ak to spanwise translations, is represented graphically in �g. 4.6b for

EQ1. The spanwise shift, δz, is with respect to the zero phase solution χ∗Ak , and this

is normalized by the spanwise size of the periodic box, Lz. No Newton-iterations are

performed to produce this plot. The zero-phase solutions, χ∗Ak are simply translated

along Z in the (X, Y, Z) domain, and the resulting residual norm is plotted. The

spanwise-varying part of EQ1 is concentrated in the core of the PCoF, and yet, we

see a signi�cant change in the residual norm for χ∗Ak under spanwise translation.

This suggests that solutions of non-zero phase, if they exist, would look signi�cantly

di�erent than χ∗Ak .

This brings us to the next question of continuing solutions of non-zero phase from

smooth PCoF (F̃(χ∗)) to grooved PCoF? We explore this by running the iterative

method with four di�erent initial iterates, χ∗, T0,0.01π/αχ
∗, T0,0.8π/αχ

∗, and T0,π/αχ
∗.

However, the spatial resolution that can be a�orded for these iterations is signi�cantly
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lower than what was used to produce the solutions discussed in the rest of this chapter.

This relates to exploiting discrete symmetries of PCoF.

EQ1 and EQ2 are invariant under the symmetry transformations s1, s2, and s3

described in � 2.2.3, and these can be exploited to reduce the dimensionality of state-

space as discussed in � 2.7.3. While the �one-groove-per-box� geometry admits all three

symmetries, the initial iterates T0,0.01π/αχ
∗ and T0,0.8π/αχ

∗ are not invariant under these

symmetries. They have re�ectional symmetries about di�erent constant-z planes than

the geometry; the discrete symmetries of PCoF cannot be exploited when continuing

T0,0.01π/αχ
∗ and T0,0.8π/αχ

∗. This means that the size of the Jacobian becomes too large

when run at a resolution of (L,M,N) = (16, 16, 35). In this case when symmetries

cannot be imposed, the iterations are run at a much lower resolution of (L,M,N) =

(7, 12, 30); �ner resolution is allowed in the spanwise direction than the streamwise

direction because EQ1 and EQ2 have greater energy in higher spanwise modes than

streamwise modes. To facilitate a fair comparison, all four initial �elds, χ∗, T0,0.01π/αχ
∗,

T0,0.8π/αχ
∗, and T0,π/αχ

∗, are run at the same resolution.

The residual norms and accuracies for three initial iterates, χ∗, T0,0.01π/αχ
∗, and

T0,0.8π/αχ
∗, are plotted in �g. 4.7 after each Newton iteration. This is done for EQ1,

EQ2, EQ7, and EQ8 of Gibson et al. (2008). The translated versions quickly saturate

at a relatively high residual norm, while the original versions which have re�ectional

symmetry about z = 0 go down at least a few orders of magnitude for the same

number of iterations. Due to the low resolutions, the residual norm does not go

much lower. This allows us to speculate that the continuous families, F̃(χ), spanned

by symmetrical solutions such as EQ1 cannot all continue to grooved PCoF. Only

a subset, F2(χ), can continue to grooved PCoF with one groove per box. While

these iterations have not been repeated for cases of multiple grooves per box, we can

speculate that continuous families of symmetrical solutions may be con�ned to their

discrete subsets by these geometries too; there is also the possibility that the entire

family fails to continue if the symmetries of the solution are not admitted by the

geometry.
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Figure 4.7: Convergence of translated versions of EQ1, EQ2, EQ7, and EQ8 in grooved
PCoF. Residual norm (||F (χ)||) and spatial accuracy (||F (χ2x)||) are plotted against
Newton iteration number. : EQ1; : EQ2; : EQ7; : EQ8. 4: A = −0.05;
©: A = 0.01; �: A = 0.05; +: A = 0.1.
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It is worth noting here that although discrete symmetries are not imposed in the

above computations, the solutions from continuation of χ∗ remain invariant under s1,

s2, and s3. They also reach close to the solutions obtained at �ner resolutions by

exploiting the symmetries.

Bifurcation

F2 has two distinct members, χ∗ and T0,Lz/2(χ∗), denoted χ+. Their continued

solutions at some amplitude A are denoted χ∗A and χ+
A respectively. It is found that

χ+
A 6= SLz/2(χ∗A); the members of F2(χ∗) bifurcate into two distinct families of solutions

in grooved PCoF: F1(χ∗A) and F1(χ+
A), with distinct values for scalars such as kinetic

energy density and bulk dissipation rate. The di�erence arises because, while grooved

PCoF has re�ectional symmetry about both z = 0 and z = π/β, the walls at z = 0 are

displaced along +y and the walls at z = π/β are displaced along −y. This bifurcation

can also be interpreted in terms of continuing χ∗ along positive and negative groove

amplitudes.

4.2.1 Signi�cance to turbulence

Willis et al. (2013) argue that the presence of continuous families of solutions could

obscure our description of turbulent �ow and describe a method of slices to system-

atically reduce a family of similar solutions to one representative solution; with this

approach, travelling wave solutions reduce to equilibria, and relative periodic orbits to

periodic orbits. Grooved PCoF achieves this reduction by physically disrupting some

of these symmetries. Spatially localized equilibria have also been found in smooth

PCoF (Gibson and Brand (2014); Chantry and Kerswell (2015)). Based on our re-

sults for global solutions, we can expect that any symmetric localized solutions, when

extended to grooved PCoF, would also be phase-restricted by the grooves.

In smooth PCoF turbulence, any of the solutions in a family F̃ could be visited;

no member of a family is special. As a result, turbulence statistics would only show

spatial averages over an entire family of solutions. The phase-restriction of solutions
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in grooved PCoF, however, implies that turbulence statistics should re�ect the spatial

structure of the solutions.

Riblets

Certain geometries of riblets in boundary layer �ows produce a reduction in drag

(Tani (1988); Walsh (1990); Dean and Bhushan (2010)). The drag reduction in such

�ows is explained as due to streamwise vortices that sit on top of riblets, sustaining

low-speed streaks within riblet-valleys which produce lower drag (by ∼ 8% − 16%)

than in smooth-walled �ows Dean and Bhushan (2010). The reduction of continuous

families of solutions to discrete families by grooved PCoF due to symmetry preser-

vation supports this description of riblet-mounted �ows. We can reasonably suppose

that, in addition to anchoring exact coherent structures spatially, grooves also �lter

out near-wall coherent structures whose size does not match that of the grooves.

4.3 Wavelength dependence

Figure 4.8 illustrates continuation of EQ1 to three di�erent geometries � one,

two, and three grooves per box � at a dominant groove amplitude of 10%. EQ2 is

plotted for the same cases in �g. 4.9. The two groove per box geometry does not

satisfy the shift-rotate symmetry s2 or the shift-invert symmetry s3; these cases were

run at a resolution of 20x35x32 grid points ((L,M,N) = (10, 16, 35)) to converge to

residual norms ∼ 10−7 and accuracies ∼ 10−5 for EQ1 and ∼ 10−3 for EQ2. The three

groove per box satis�es s1, s2, and s3, and these cases were run with 32x35x32 grid

points ((L,M,N) = (16, 16, 35)) like the one groove per box case, and have residual

norms similar to the one groove per box case.

The vortex-streak structure remains the same for the two and three grooves per

box cases as well. However, the large scale distortion seen in the one groove per box

case is not as pronounced in the other two cases. This suggests that the solutions are

strongly a�ected when the wavelength of the grooves is of about the same size as the

vortex-streak structure.
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(b) Grooved PCoF with A1 = 10%
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(c) Grooved PCoF with A2 = 10%
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(d) Grooved PCoF with A3 = 10%

Figure 4.8: Velocity on a cross-stream plane (x = 0) for smooth PCoF (a) and grooved
PCoF for one, two, and three grooves per box (b-d) for the lower branch solution EQ1.
Contours show streamwise velocity and quiver arrows show cross-stream velocities.
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(b) Grooved PCoF with A1 = 10%
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(c) Grooved PCoF with A2 = 10%
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(d) Grooved PCoF with A3 = 10%

Figure 4.9: Velocity on a cross-stream plane (x = 0) for smooth PCoF (a) and grooved
PCoF for one, two, and three grooves per box (b-d) for the upper branch solution EQ2.
Contours show streamwise velocity and quiver arrows show cross-stream velocities.
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4.3.1 Mean velocity

The mean velocity pro�les for all three wavenumber cases are shown in �g. 4.10,

with the pro�les for grooved PCoF shown as a di�erence from the mean velocity

for smooth PCoF. In the pro�les of the one groove per box cases, the de�cit in the

mean velocity (compared to U = y) is increased by increasing groove-amplitude. In

contrast, the pro�les of the two and three groove per box cases bridge the velocity

de�cit in the mean velocity of both EQ1 and EQ2, and the mean velocity grows closer

to the U = y pro�le as the amplitude increases. The di�erence in mean velocity for

EQ2 for the two groove per box is not zero at the centerline; this is because of the

loss of the shift-rotate symmetry s2 (see � 2.2.3) for the two groove per box case.

The bridging of the velocity de�cit is stronger for the EQ2 than EQ1, although

the velocity de�cit for EQ2 is much higher than that for EQ1 in the �rst place. This

e�ect is also stronger for the three grooves per box case than it is for the two grooves

per box case. This decrease in velocity de�cit also leads to the shear stress at the wall

for grooved PCoF becoming closer to that for the laminar �ow in smooth PCoF. The

one groove per box case increases the shear stress at the wall compared to the smooth

wall case, while the two and three groves per box cases reduce the shear stress at the

wall. While this hints at a drag reducing tendancy for the two and three grooves per

box cases, the pro�les plotted in �g. 4.10 extend only until the tips of the grooves.

They do not show the actual stresses at the wall. An exact quanti�cation of the drag

is provided in the next subsection.

4.3.2 Energy density and dissipation rate

We now look at the kinetic energy density (E) and bulk dissipation rate (D) for

the three geometries for groove amplitudes of up to 10%. During continuation, the

wall speed based Re is held constant.

A drag coe�cient is de�ned as the the force exerted to keep the walls in uniform

motion non-dimensionalized by the product of the density of the �uid, square of the
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(b) EQ2; one groove per box
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(c) EQ1; two grooves per box
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(d) EQ2; two grooves per box
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(e) EQ1; three grooves per box
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(f) EQ2; three grooves per box

Figure 4.10: Mean velocity pro�les for EQ1 and EQ2 in grooved PCoF with one, two,
and three grooves per periodic box, shown as di�erences from the smooth case. The
laminar mean velocity, U = y, is included for comparison.
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wall speed, and the planform area under consideration for the force calculation. The

force used in this calculation is due to the streamwise shear stress at the walls, and

the magnitudes at the two walls is added since they act in opposite directions at the

top and bottom walls. For equilibria, this drag coe�cient (CD) can be related to the

bulk dissipation rate (D) as

CD =
Average stress at walls

density× (wall speed)2
=

2

Re
D. (4.3.1)

For the constant-Re continuation discussed in this chapter, the drag coe�cient di�ers

from the bulk dissipation rate by a constant factor of 2/Re; so, it is su�cient to

plot one of either the drag coe�cient or bulk dissipation rate. In keeping with the

literature, bulk dissipation rates are shown.

The kinetic energy density and bulk dissipation rate for the three wavenumber

cases are shown in �g. 4.11 for the laminar solution and the equilibria, EQ1 and EQ2.

The plots for the one groove per box case are reproduced to facilitate comparison.

The curves for the laminar solution are discussed �rst to serve as a base case.

The kinetic energy density and the dissipation rate increase with increasing groove-

amplitude, and this increase is stronger for the lower wavelength cases. The increase

in kinetic energy is easily understood in terms of the increase in wetted surface area

(per unit planform area). The sharper increase in kinetic energy for the three grooves

case also follows from the increase in wetted surface area. Bulk dissipation rate, in the

laminar case, is mostly due to the wall-normal derivative of the streamwise velocity.

Increasing groove amplitude brings high speed regions (of opposite directions) closer,

which in turn produces stronger shear and larger dissipation rates.

We now turn our attention to the kinetic energy density for EQ1 and EQ2 for the

three geometries. For the two and three groove cases, the energy density increases,

and we can expect this to be for the same reason as the laminar case. Indeed, in

�gs. 4.8 and 4.9, the sizes of the high speed regions (blue at the bottom wall and red

at the top wall) do increase as they �ll up the area within the grooves.
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Figure 4.11: Change in kinetic energy density and bulk dissipation rate in grooved
PCoF for laminar �ow and upper and lower branch equilibria with one, two, and three
grooves per box.
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The anamolous case is the one groove case, where the energy density decreases with

increasing amplitude. This can be explained in terms of the vortex-streak structure

�eating into� the high speed regions near the wall. The vortex-streak structure is based

around the u = 0 critical layer (it is a critical layer because the equilibria travel with

a phase speed of zero). The critical layer moving closer to the wall is accompanied

by a shrinkage of the high speed regions, which leads to reduced energy density. It is

worth noting that the decrease in energy density for smooth PCoF from laminar to

EQ1 to EQ2 is also linked to the critical layer growing closer to the wall.

This mechanism for reduction in energy density is most clearly observed by com-

paring the smooth PCoF and one groove cases for EQ2 in �g. 4.9. At z ≈ 0 at the

bottom wall and z ≈ 1.25 at the top wall, the critical layer for the one groove case is

much closer to the wall than it is for smooth PCoF. Consequently, there is a signi�-

cantly smaller high speed region at either locations in the one groove case. In the two

and three grooves cases, although the critical layer comes very close to the tips of the

grooves, multiple high speed regions exist within the grooves.

We have observed two phenomena that a�ect kinetic energy density: 1) Increasing

wetted surface area leading to increased energy density, and 2) Increased proximity

of the critical layer to the walls leading to reduced energy density. Laminar �ows

in grooved PCoF are dominated by the former e�ect since the critical layer is far

from the walls. The one groove case seems to be dominated by the latter e�ect as

the vortex-streak structure penetrates into the grooves. In the two and three grooves

cases, the latter e�ect is not very pronounced as the structure can only reach up to the

tips of the grooves, and the increased wetted surface area leads to an overall increase

in energy density.

We also note the increase in kinetic energy density for laminar �ows to be signi�-

cantly smaller than that in EQ1 and EQ2 (for two and three grooves per box). This

is an artefact of the plotting; the increase in kinetic energy density is normalized by

the kinetic energy density of smooth PCoF, and the kinetic energy density is largest

for the laminar case.
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The trends in the bulk dissipation rate can also be explained in terms of the two

competing phenomena. Their actions are as follows: 1) Increasing wetted surface area

leads to an increase in dissipation rate, and 2) Increasing the proximity of the critical

layer to the wall increases the dissipation rate. In laminar �ow, as with energy density,

the trend in dissipation rate is also dominated by the wetted surface area.

For EQ2, the critical layer is very close the walls. We expect the trends in dissi-

pation rate to be dominated by the location of the critical layer. For the one groove

per box case, increasing amplitude brings the critical layer closer to the walls, leading

to increased dissipation rate (as well as power input and drag coe�cient). For the

three grooves case, increasing amplitude pushes the critical layer outside the tip of the

grooves, leading to reduced dissipation rate. For the two grooves case, with increasing

amplitude, the dissipation rate �rst increases and then decreases. However, the dissi-

pation rate for the two grooves case remains lower than that for the one groove case

at all amplitudes. This suggests that for the two grooves case, at low amplitudes, the

critical layer might penetrate into the grooves.

For EQ1, the critical layer is far from the walls. The one groove case sees increasing

dissipation rate with increasing amplitude as expected. The two and three grooves

cases also see an increase in dissipation rate with increasing amplitude, suggesting

that the squeezing out of the critical layer from the grooves is either insigni�cant or

absent.

This mechanism for �drag reduction� is consistent with the one discussed in the

literature (for instance, see �g. 7 in Lee and Lee (2001)). A Reynolds number depen-

dent optimal spacing of the riblets exists for drag reduction; however, drag reduction

is seen for riblet spacing smaller than 25 wall units (Dean and Bhushan (2010)). The

near-wall cycle of turbulence also has a spanwise scale of ∼ 100 wall-units (for exam-

ple, Jiménez and Moin (1991); Hamilton et al. (1995)). This suggests that the greatest

drag reduction involves riblets whose wavelength is a quarter of the characteristic size

of the vortex streak structure.
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The present results show a drag decreasing tendency (for EQ2, which is represen-

tative of the near-wall cycle of turbulence) for grooves whose wavelength is a half and

a third of the characteristic size of the structure. And indeed, the drag reduction is

greater when the riblet spacing is a third of the characteristic size than when it is a

half. The present solver does not allow computations with smaller wavelengths, but

we can reason towards the observed optimal spacing by considering the two compet-

ing phenomena described earlier. Decreasing the wavelength (at a �xed amplitude)

produces greater drag due to the increase in wetted surface area. So, the decrease

in wavelength is only bene�cial until the reduction in drag due to the squeezing out

of the critical layer o�sets the increase in drag due to the increase in wetted surface

area. Figure 4.9 shows that the critical layer is already outside the grooves for the

three grooves case (i.e., when the wavelength is a third of the characteristic size).

Presumably, when the wavelength is reduced beyond a fourth or a �fth of the char-

acteristic size, further decrease in wavelength would not have any signi�cant e�ect

on the critical layer. Beyond this point, reducing the wavelength would only see an

increase in drag due to the increase wetted surface area.

We conclude this chapter by looking at the groove spacing (wavelength) in terms

of inner units, λgroovesReτ , where λgrooves is the wavelength of the grooves (non-

dimensionalized by channel half-height) and Reτ is the friction Reynolds number.

For the one groove per box case, λgrooves = Lz = 0.4, and for the two and three

grooves cases, the groove spacing is 0.2 and 0.13 respectively. The friction Reynolds

number may be expressed explicitly in terms of the bulk dissipation rate as follows.

Reτ = Re

√
û2
τ

Û2
w

= Re

√
1

2Re

(
du

dy

∣∣∣∣
y=−1

+
du

dy

∣∣∣∣
y=1

)
=
√
IRe

=
√
DRe

(4.3.2)
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where ûτ is the dimensinoal friction velocity, Ûw is the speed of either walls, du
dy

∣∣
y=−1

is

the average (over plan area) of non-dimensional strain-rate at the bottom wall, du
dy

∣∣
y=1

is the average (over plan area) of non-dimensional strain-rate at the top wall, and I

and D are the power input and bulk dissipation rate respectively.

For EQ2, the dissipation rate for the di�erent cases lie roughly between 2.9 and

3.1, with the �at wall case having D = 3.04. Using a nominal dissipation rate of

3, and Re = 400, the friction Reynolds number is Reτ ≈ 35. Hence, in terms of

wall-units, the spacing of the grooves is 14 for the one groove case, 7 for the two

groove case, and 4.7 for the ghree groove case. These spacings seem to be inconsistent

with the observations in the literature, especially the drag increase at 14 inner units.

This apparent disparity is easily reconciled by taking into account the fact that the

characteristic spanwise size of the vortex-streak structure itself is 14 inner units, while

the characteristic spanwise size of the near-wall cycle in turbulence is about 100 inner

units.



Chapter 5

Conclusion and Outlook

To expect that the intricacies of science will be pierced

by a careless glance, or the eminences of fame

ascended without labour, is to expect a peculiar

privilege, a power denied to the rest of mankind; but to

suppose that the maze is inscrutable to diligence, or

the heights inaccessible to perseverance, is to submit

tamely to the tyranny of fancy, and enchain the mind

in voluntary shackles.

Samuel Johnson

Equilibria (EQ1 and EQ2) have been successfully continued for PCoF from the

smooth wall case to grooved walls. The solver used for this continuation is outlined in

chapter 2. Discrete symmetries of these equilibria, s1, s2, and s3, have been exploited

to allow computations on a 32x35x32 grid (streamwise, wall-normal, spanwise) for

geometries with one and three grooves per spanwise period of 2.51 channel half-heights.

The geometry with two grooves per spanwise period (or any even number of grooves

per period) does not admit s2 and s3, and this case has been run at a lower resolution

of 20x35x32 grid points. Geometries with more than three grooves per periodic box

have not been investigated since the resolution with each groove becomes worse with

increasing number of grooves.

142
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The spanwise inhomogeneity of grooved PCoF makes the relative spanwise posi-

tioning of solutions important. Two observations are made regarding this. Solutions

that are obtained from zero phase iterates of EQ1 (see � 4.2) produce residual norms

& 10−3 when translated along z, which is interpreted as solutions from iterates with

non-zero phase, if they exist, being signi�cantly di�erent from the former. Attempts

to compute solutions from iterates of non-zero phase show very slow convergence,

suggesting that such solutions may not even exist. Based on these observations, we

can speculate that symmetric solutions continued to symmetric geometries tend to get

spatially anchored about locations that preserve the discrete symmetries. The fate

of symmetric solutions when continued to asymmetric geometries remains an open

question.

Grooved PCoF with groove-wavelength of a half or a third of the vortex-streak

structure being captured have been found to exhibit a drag reducing tendency for

upper branch equilibria (EQ2 in the present work). This drag reduction is a result of

the squeezing out of the vortex-streak structure by the grooves. If the wavelength is

several times lower than this, we expect the drag to increase as the above e�ect sat-

urates and the wetted surface area becomes the dominating factor. Both phenomena

serve to increase the kinetic energy density.

Using the spacing of streamwise streaks in the near-wall cycle (≈ 100 wall-units) as

the relevant characteristic size, the present results are consistent with the observations

of an optimal streak spacing ≈ 25 wall units. This provides a strong motivation to

extend exact invariant solutions to geometries with greater number of grooves per

periodic box to �nd an optimal size for the grooves. However, the limitation imposed

by the present numerical method on the resolution stops us from undertaking such an

investigation. This author hopes that future studies involving more e�cient numerical

scheme for continuation of exact solutions can shed more light on the Reynolds number

dependence of optimal riblet spacing.

As a precursor to continuing non-laminar equilibria to grooved PCoF, laminar

solutions for grooved channel �ows were computed for transverse, longitudinal, and
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oblique grooves. In addition to the numerical results, analytical solutions were also

derived in the long-wavelength limit. For transverse and oblique grooves, the Stokes-

�ow approximation was used in the derivation. The in-phase arrangement of the

grooved walls allowed derivation of these solutions to be second-order accurate (in the

wavenumber). The analytical solutions are found to do well even for wavenumbers

approaching unity at Reynolds numbers close to 100. These results complement those

of Mohammadi and Floryan (2013), which were obtained for similar geometries, except

with one �at wall and one grooved wall, while the present work uses two grooved walls.

The large size of the Jacobian that must be stored and solved imposes serious

limitations on the matrix-based domain transformation scheme. A more e�cient solver

is needed, especially if periodic orbits are to be continued to rough-walled geometries.

In spite of the limitations, the present numerical method adequately serves its purpose

of computing equilibria and raising interesting questions for future investigations.

5.1 Outlook

We conclude with a brief review of some interesting questions raised in the present

work. Symmetrical solutions such as EQ1 and EQ2 bifurcate into two discrete families

in grooved PCoF with one groove per box, but the signi�cance of this bifurcation has

not been investigated. This bifurcation is a consequence of the geometry (one groove

per box) and the solutions (EQ1 and EQ2) each having two planes of re�ectional

symmetry at z = (2k)π/α and z = (2k + 1)π/α for any integer k.

The spanwise anchoring e�ect of grooved PCoF (see � 4.2) has been attributed

to the preservation of the re�ectional symmetry. However, the two groove per box

case breaks the shift-rotate symmetry, s2, and the shift-invert symmetry s3. EQ1 and

EQ2 can still be continued to the two grooves per box PCoF. With the de�nition

of eq. (4.0.2), any geometry with an even number of grooves per box breaks s2 and

s3. A more detailed study is needed to understand the signi�cance of these discrete

symmetries to localization of exact invariant solutions in grooved PCoF.
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The geometries explored presently are very limited even for the case of longitudinal

grooves in PCoF. The solver developed here does provide the basis for a much richer

class of longitudinal grooves to be explored, even approaching �longitudinal roughness�

if enough Fourier modes are accommodated in eq. (2.7.8). The relative size of the

original smooth PCoF solution to the wavelength of the grooves can also be altered;

presently, the spanwise wavelength of the grooves, Lg, has been limited to be Ls/k

for k ∈
{

1, 2, 3
}
, where Ls is the wavelength of the smooth PCoF solution. If the

higher spanwise resolutions are allowed through the use of Jacobian-free methods,

then a much larger range of relations between Lg and Ls can be explored to study the

size-based �ltering of the vortex-streak structure by the grooves.

The drag reduction mechanism for riblet-mounted �ows has been successfully iden-

ti�ed based on continuation of equilibria for grooved PCoF. It will be interesting to

extend this to groove channel �ows. For channel �ows, travelling wave solutions need

to be computed, and these involve one additional variable compared to the PCoF

(phase-speed of the travelling wave). One particularly interesting question, which has

been raised previously as well, is to see the competing e�ects of drag reduction and

drag increase due to decreasing groove-wavelength. It would also be interesting to see

if a simple model can be produced to predict these based on the change in the size of

the vortex-streak structure and the laminar solutions for grooved channels.



Appendix A

Convergence properties

A.1 Lipschitz continuity

Super-linear convergence of the Newton method requires that the JacobianF ′() be

Lipschitz continuous, with some Lipschitz constant γ. Lipschitz continuity is proven

by requiring that the phase-space for the iterations satisfy eq. (A.2.1) and eq. (A.2.2)

for some initial iterate su�ciently close to the solution (see � A.1).

Lipschitz continuity is de�ned by the existence of a γ such that for all x, y ∈ B(ζ),

B(ζ) being ball of radius ζ around the exact solution where iterations progress,

||F ′(x)−F ′(y)|| ≤ γ||x− y||

where the matrix norm should be compatible with the vector norm. It can simply be

taken as the �rst singular value under some weight which de�nes the vector norm.

For the current problem, since F ′() = L+ G(χ), this condition becomes

||{L+ G(χ1)} − {L+ G(χ2)}|| ≤ γ||χ1 − χ2||

=⇒ ||G(χ1)− G(χ2)|| ≤ γ||χ1 − χ2||

=⇒ ||G(χ1 − χ2)|| ≤ γ||χ1 − χ2||, ∵ G() is linear
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(the subscripts 1 and 2 do not necessarily denote the iteration number, but simply

identify two state-vectors in some subset X of RN×N)

δ(χ) is de�ned as δχ = χ1 − χ2 so that the above equation simpli�es to

||G(δχ)|| ≤ γ||δχ|| (A.1.1)

It can be seen that the domain of δχ is a bounded set containing the origin.

To demonstrate Lipschitz continuity, δχ is split as

δχ =



δχ−n

δχ−n+1

...

δχ0

δχ1

...

δχn



=



δχ−n

0

...

0

0

...

0



+



0

δχ−n+1

0

...

0

...

0



+ ...

Further, each δχk is split as

δχk =


δuk

δvk

δpk



The norm ||G(δχ)|| then compares as

||G(δχ)|| ≤ ||G(δu−n)||+ ||G(δv−n)||+ ||G(δp−n)||+ ||G(δu−n+1)||+ ||G(δv−n+1)||+ .....

(A.1.2)

where δuik represents either the ith velocity at wavenumber k, or the state-vector

δχ whose entries are all zero except for those that correspond to the ith velocity at

wavenumber k, depending on the context.
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The vector-norm may either be de�ned as either the kinetic energy, or as the sum

of the kinetic energy and the absolute value of the pressure. Either way, the vector

norm is de�ned such that

||δχ|| = ||δu−n||+||δv−n||+||δp−n||+||δu−n+1||+||δv−n+1||+||δp−n+1||+......... (A.1.3)

Then, if the following condition is satis�ed, F ′ is guaranteed to be Lipschitz con-

tinuous.

||G(δuik)|| ≤ γik||uik||, where {u1, u2, u3} = {u, v, p} (A.1.4)

and the γ for G(χ) is chosen as γ = maxi,k{γik}

The above equation is always satis�ed for pressure (δpk) since pressure does not

appear in the advection term- for all k, G(δpk) = 0, resulting in ||G(δpk)|| = 0 ≤ ||pk||

for any valid de�nition of the norm.

The Jacobian G(χ) contains the partial derivatives of the advection terms in its

blocks (Eq. eq. (2.5.12)), the (k′,m′)th block is given by:

Gk′,m′ =


∂φ1k
∂um

∂φ1k
∂vm

Z

∂φ2k
∂um

∂φ2k
∂vm

Z

Z Z Z

 (A.1.5)

where, k′ = k + n + 1,m′ = m + n + 1, and the wavenumbers considered in the

computation go from −n to n (so that when k = −n, it corresponds to k′ = 1. k′,m′

go from 1 to 2n+ 1), and Z is a zero matrix of the appropriate size.
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For an argument δul, the non-zero blocks of G() are:

Gk′,k′−l′−1(ul) =


−ig(U ′l + UlD) Z Z

Z −igUlD Z

Z Z Z



Gk′,k′−l′(ul) =


ikαUl U ′l Z

Z i(k − l)αUl Z

Z Z Z



Gk′,k′−l′+1(ul) =


ig(U ′l + UlD) Z Z

Z igUlD Z

Z Z Z

 = −G(k+2)′,(k+2)′−l′−1(Ul)

(A.1.6)

where, Ul and U
′
l are diagonal matrices with the velocity ul and the derivative of the

velocity u′l on the principal diagonal respectively.

For an argument δvl, the non-zero blocks of G() are:

Gk′,k′−l′−1(vl) =


Z Z Z

−igV ′l Z Z

Z Z Z



Gk′,k′−l′(vl) =


VlD Z Z

ilαVl (V ′l + VlD) Z

Z Z Z



Gk′,k′−l′+1(vl) =


Z Z Z

igV ′l Z Z

Z Z Z

 = −G(k+2)′,(k+2)′−l′−1(vl)

(A.1.7)
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Each of the representative blocks can be further split into three matrices:

Gk′,k′−l′−1(ul) = Ũl


Z Z Z

Z Z Z

Z Z Z

+ Ũ ′l


−igCk−2l−1I Z Z

Z Z Z

Z Z Z

+ Ũl


−igCk−2l−1I Z Z

Z −igI Z

Z Z Z

 D̃

Gk′,k′−l′(ul) = Ũl


ikαI Z Z

Z i(k − l)αI Z

Z Z Z

+ Ũ ′l


Z I Z

Z Z Z

Z Z Z

+ Ũl


Z Z Z

Z Z Z

Z Z Z

 D̃

Gk′,k′−l′+1(ul) = Ũl


Z Z Z

Z Z Z

Z Z Z

+ Ũ ′l


igI Z Z

Z Z Z

Z Z Z

+ Ũl


igI Z Z

Z igI Z

Z Z Z

 D̃

Gk′,k′−l′−1(vl) = Ṽl


Z Z Z

Z Z Z

Z Z Z

+ Ṽ ′l


Z Z Z

−igI Z Z

Z Z Z

+ Ṽl


Z Z Z

Z Z Z

Z Z Z

 D̃

Gk′,k′−l′(vl) = Ṽl


Z Z Z

ilαI Z Z

Z Z Z

+ Ṽ ′l


Z Z Z

Z I Z

Z Z Z

+ Ṽl


I Z Z

Z I Z

Z Z Z

 D̃

Gk′,k′−l′+1(vl) = Ṽl


Z Z Z

Z Z Z

Z Z Z

+ Ṽ ′l


Z Z Z

igI Z Z

Z Z Z

+ Ṽl


Z Z Z

Z Z Z

Z Z Z

 D̃

where, D̃ =


D Z Z

Z D Z

Z Z Z

 , Ũl =


Ul Z Z

Z Ul Z

Z Z Ul

 , Ṽl =


Vl Z Z

Z Vl Z

Z Z Vl



Ũ ′l =


U ′l Z Z

Z U ′l Z

Z Z U ′l

 , Ṽ ′l =


V ′l Z Z

Z V ′l Z

Z Z V ′l


(A.1.8)

To make further progress with evaluating the norms, some restrictions are imposed

on the set X, the domain of δχ, so that the following two conditions on the derivatives
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of velocities of any particular wavenumber holds:

∀l ∈ Z,∀δχ ∈ X, ∀y ∈ (−1, 1),∃q ∈ R+ : maxy{|
dδuil
dy

(y)|} ≤ q(maxy{|δuil(y)|})

∀l ∈ Z,∀δχ ∈ X, ∃r ∈ R+ : ||dδu
i
l

dy
|| ≤ r(||δuil||)

(A.1.9)

The rationale behind applying the above conditions involves the assumption that

the exact steady solution evolves smoothly in the boundary-deformation space (as

g = εα goes from 0 to the required value). This assumption is quite reasonable, as it

is always possible to choose in�nitesimal increments in g so that the di�erence in the

solutions is correspondingly small, and hence satis�es the above conditions.

The above conditions serve to impose upper bounds on the norms of the matrices

Ũ ′l , Ṽ
′
l , as well as the matrix D. These bounds follow from the properties of diagonal

matrices: the p-norm of a diagonal matrix is given by the largest absolute value of its

elements (the p-norm is considered here for simplicity, and if a discretization scheme

with uniform spacing is used, the L2 norm is an appropriate measure for the norm).

First, ||Ũl|| = ||Ul||, ||Ṽl|| = ||Vl||, ||Ũ ′l || = ||U ′l ||, ||Ṽ ′l || = ||V ′l ||. Since U ′l and V ′l are

diagonal matrices, their norm is given by the largest absolute value of the derivative

of the functions ul, vl. From the above condition, the norms are related as (from Eq.

eq. (A.1.9)):

||Ul||p = maxy{ul} ≤ ||ul||p

||Vl||p = maxy{vl} ≤ ||vl||p

||U ′l ||p = maxy{u′l} ≤ r.(maxy{ul}) ≤ r.||ul||p

||V ′l ||p = maxy{v′l} ≤ r.(maxy{vl}) ≤ r.||vl||p

(A.1.10)

The p-norm of the matrix D̃ is also bounded, for the following reason:

The norm of D̃ is simply the norm of D, since the set of singular values for block

diagonal matrices is simply the union of the sets of singular values for individual

blocks. Although the norm of D when de�ned over RN can be arbitrarily large, it

becomes bounded when de�ned over a more restrictive domain. For the vectors δul, δvl
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considered here, the norm evaluates as (from Eq. eq. (A.1.9))

||D|| = sup{||Dv||
||v||

: v ∈ X̂, v 6= 0} ≤ r (A.1.11)

where X̂ is the domain of δuil such that δχ ∈ X. This condition relates to the

smoothness of velocity gradients.

Hence, when the conditions in Eq. eq. (A.1.9) are imposed on X, the norms of

the matrices evaluate as:

||Ul|| ≤ ||ul||

||Vl|| ≤ ||vl||

||U ′l || ≤ r.||ul||

||V ′l || ≤ r.||vl||

||D|| ≤ r

(A.1.12)

With the above relations, the norms of the blocks of G() compare as

||Gk′,k′−l′−1(ul)|| ≤ [0 + qg||ul||+ rg||ul||] = (q + r)g||ul||

||Gk′,k′−l′(ul)|| ≤ [max{|k|, |k − l|}α||ul||+ q||ul||+ 0] = (q +max{|k|, |k − l|}α)||ul||

||Gk′,k′−l′+1(ul)|| ≤ [0 + qg||ul||+ rg||ul||] = (q + r)g||ul||

||Gk′,k′−l′−1(vl)|| ≤ [0 + qg||vl||+ 0] = qg||vl||

||Gk′,k′−l′(vl)|| ≤ [lα||vl||+ q||vl||+ r||vl||] = (lα + q + r)||vl||

||Gk′,k′−l′+1(vl)|| ≤ [0 + qg||vl||+ 0] = qg||vl||
(A.1.13)

The matrices G(ul),G(vl) can be split into sums of three block-diagonal matrices,

each with non-zero blocks on one of the three diagonals {k′, k′ − l′ − 1}, {k′, k′ −

l′}, {k′, k′ − l′ + 1} (not necessarily including the principal diagonal). The norm of

each block-diagonal matrix is given by the maximum norm of its non-zero blocks. The

norm of the sum of the three diagonal matrices is less than or equal to the sum of the

norms of the three diagonal matrices.
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Of the coe�cients of ||ul||, ||vl|| in Eq. eq. (A.1.13): q, r, g, α (and k, l), g and α are

�xed parameters, while q and r can be set through a proper choice of the increment

in g, δg, for successive solutions in the boundary-deformation space. Although the

equation suggests that the norm increases for higher wavenumbers considered (larger

k,l), this is a �ctitious result for the following reason: when the largest (absolute

value of a) diagonal element of a diagonal matrix is chosen as the norm, it is under

the assumption that the vector that corresponds to this singular value is present in

the domain. This is illustrated below:

For a diagonal matrix A:

A = diag(λ1, λ2, ..., λn)

supposing that |λp| is the largest magnitude of its elements,

v : vm =


1, if m = p

0, otherwise

gives the largest gain, λp

In the current case, although higher wavenumbers result in a larger ampli�cation,

their amplitudes are signi�cantly lower than the amplitudes of lower wavenumbers.

That is, for instance, ||δu3|| � ||δu1|| in δχ that are of interest. Consequently, the

norm ||3iαIδu3|| is much smaller than ||iαIδu1||, despite the factor 3 multiplying

the matrix iαI for k = 3. With this understanding, it can now be asserted that it is

su�cient to consider |k|, |k−l| to be less than 5 as far as the norm of G() is considered.

Then, we have:

||G(δul)|| ≤ {2(q + r)g + q + 5α}||δul|| = α{2ε(q + r) + q/α + 5}||δul||

||G(δvl)|| ≤ {2qg + q + r + 5α}||δvl|| = α{2εq + (q + r)/α + 5}||δvl||
(A.1.14)

Supposing that ε≪ 1, and that ||δuk 6=−1,0,1|| ∼ ε|k|−1||δu1||, ||δu1|| ∼ ||δu0|| (with
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similar scaling for δvl), we can write ||G()|| as:

||G(δχ)|| ≤ 6α{2ε(q+ r) + (q+ r)/α+ 5}||δu0|| ≤ 6α{2ε(q+ r) + (q+ r)/α+ 5}||δχ||

(A.1.15)

Hence, when de�ned on a domainX that satis�es the conditions in Eq. eq. (A.1.9),

the Jacobian of F(χ) is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant 6α{2ε(q + r) +

(q+r)/α+5}. The rate of convergence of Newton's method depends on the Lipschitz

constant. Moreover, the convergence itself is conditional on the existence of positive

real numbers q and r for the space spanning the error in the iterates. But as can be seen

from the above equation, as long as ε is small and α is large, q and r are allowed to be

correspondingly large. Supposing that a δg is chosen such that (q+r)ε, (q+r)/α ∼ 1,

the Lipschitz constant can be approximated as 50α. The factor multiplying α is only

approximate, but the observation to be made is that the convergence becomes slower

as α of the surface increases (since the Lipschitz constant increases).

A.2 Assumptions on smoothness

`Closeness to exact solution (χ∗)' is given in terms of the norm of the error (e). A

`Ball of radius ζ', B(ζ) is de�ned as follows:

e := χ− χ∗

B(ζ) := {χ : ||e|| < ζ}

De�ning a domain based solely on the norm is not a condition that is relevant to

the physical system being represented: for instance, an error e1 having most of its

energy in modes of wavenumbers -1,0, and 1 is more likely to correspond to a point in

phase space that will be visited than an error e2 that has most of its energy in modes

of wavenumbers, say, 10,15, and 20. Hence, another domain X(ζ, ε), that is expected

to span the change in iterates (δχ, is de�ned as follows:
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δχ ∈ {χ2 − χ1 : χ1,χ2 ∈ B(ζ)},

X := {δχ : Conditions eq. (A.2.1), eq. (A.2.2) are satis�ed}

The following conditions on substituent vectors of δχ- which are the streamwise

and wall-normal velocity (and the pressure, which does not show here) at wavenum-

bers lα - are required to be satis�ed ∀δχ ∈ X.

∀|l| > 1, i ∈ {1, 2}, ||δuil|| ∼ ε|l|−1||δui±1|| ∼ ε|l|−1||δui0||, (A.2.1)

which gives the relative scaling of the velocities at di�erent wavenumbers.

∀l ∈ {−n, .., 0, 1, .., n},∀δχ ∈ X, ∀y ∈ (−1, 1),

∃q ∈ R+ : maxy{|
dδuil
dy

(y)|} ≤ q(maxy{|δuil(y)|}),

∀l ∈ {−n, ..., 0, 1, n}, ∀δχ ∈ X, ∃r ∈ R+ : ||dδu
i
l

dy
|| ≤ r(||δuil||),

(A.2.2)

which is a weaker form of the stronger conditions in Eq. eq. (A.1.9), resulting from

the supposed relative scaling. n needs to be chosen based on ε. For very small ε

(∼ 10−4) , n=2 should be su�cient.

At this point, no attempts are made to suggest an iterative scheme that implicitly

accounts for the above conditions to be satis�ed. Instead, the validity of these con-

ditions will be checked after each iteration to ensure that the iterations proceed in a

vector-space that satis�es the conditions.

If iterations proceed such that the change in χ for successive iterations is restricted
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to X, then the Jacobian, F ′(χ), is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant γ:

γ ≤ 6α{2ε(q + r) + (q + r)/α + 5} = Mα (A.2.3)

A.3 Lemmas used for proof of convergence

The following Lemmas are used in demonstrating the convergence of the iterative

scheme Eq. eq. (2.5.3). Their proofs may be found in Kelley (1999).

Lemma A.3.1 For a function H(x) continuously di�erentiable in a domain D, the

following equation holds ∀x∗,x ∈ D:

H(x)−H(x∗) =

∫ t=1

t=0

H ′(x∗ + t(x− x∗))(x− x∗)dt (A.3.1)

where H ′(x) is the Jacobian of H().

This is simply the fundamental theorem of calculus expressed in terms of a parameter

t.

De�nition BN×N is an approximate inverse of AN×N if ||I −BA|| < 1.

Lemma A.3.2 If A and B are N ×N matrices and B is an approximate inverse of

A, then both A and B are both non-singular and

||B−1|| ≤ ||A||
1− ||I −BA||

, ||A−1|| ≤ ||B||
1− ||I −BA||

(A.3.2)

Lemma A.3.3 There exists ζ > 0 so that ∀x ∈ B(ζ)

||F ′(χ)−1|| ≤ 2||F ′(χ∗)−1|| (A.3.3)

This can be shown as a consequence of Lemma theorem A.3.2 if ζ is chosen such that

ζ <
||F ′(χ∗)−1||−1

2γ
(A.3.4)
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A.4 Proof of convergence

Here, it is sought to show that for an initial guess su�ciently close to the exact

solution, the error for successive iterations decreases at least linearly.

The iterative scheme is

χm+1 = χm −F ′(χm)−1F(χm)

The invertibility of F ′(χm) follows from Lemma theorem A.3.3 if the initial iterate is

su�ciently close to the solution (Eq. eq. (A.3.4)).

Subtracting the exact solution χ∗,

em+1 = em −F ′(χm)−1F(χm)

=⇒ em+1 = F ′(χm)−1F ′(χm)em −F ′(χm)−1F(χm)

=⇒ em+1 = F ′(χm)−1{F ′(χm)em −F(χm)}

From Lemma theorem A.3.1,

em+1 = F ′(χm)−1{F ′(χm)em −
∫ 1

0

F ′(χ∗ + t(χm − χ∗))(χm − χ∗)dt}

=⇒ em+1 = F ′(χm)−1{F ′(χm)em −
∫ 1

0

F ′(χ∗ + tem)emdt}

=⇒ em+1 = F ′(χm)−1

∫ 1

0

{F ′(χm)−F ′(χ∗ + tem)}emdt}

If the norm of the error is considered,

||em+1|| = ||F ′(χm)−1

∫ 1

0

{F ′(χm)−F ′(χ∗ + tem)}emdt}||

≤ ||F ′(χm)−1||||
∫ 1

0

{F ′(χm)−F ′(χ∗ + tem)}emdt}||

≤ ||F ′(χm)−1||
∫ 1

0

||F ′(χm)−F ′(χ∗ + tem)||||em||dt}

≤ ||F ′(χm)−1||
∫ 1

0

γ||χm − χ∗ − tem||||em||dt}
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= γ||F ′(χm)−1||
∫ 1

0

||em − tem||||em||dt

= γ||F ′(χm)−1||||em||2
∫ 1

0

(1− t)dt

=
γ

2
||F ′(χm)−1||||em||2

≤ γ||F ′(χ∗)−1||||em||2

Although the error in the (m+ 1)th step is quadratic in that in the preceding step,

it could still lead to divergence if the coe�cient, K = γ||F ′(χ∗)−1|| is large (or if

||em|| > 1). However, it is possible to show that the error decreases for successive

iterations by choosing an appropriate ζ so that ||em|| is small enough. If the ζ for

which Lemma theorem A.3.3 is guaranteed to hold is considered (Eq. eq. (A.3.4)),

||em+1|| ≤ γ||F ′(χ∗)−1||||em||2

≤ γ||F ′(χ∗)−1||ζ||em||

<
1

2
||em||

If the initial iterate, χ0 is chosen such that (it satis�es Eq. eq. (A.2.1) and

eq. (A.2.2) and) the error e0 has a norm

||e0|| ≤ ζ <
||F ′(χ∗)−1||−1

2γ
=
||F ′(χ∗)−1||−1

2Mα
(A.4.1)

then all successive iterates also lie in B(ζ). And if these iterates also satisfy conditions

Eq. eq. (A.2.1) and eq. (A.2.2), then convergence is guaranteed.

A.5 Increment in g

In this subsection, the approach to choosing increments in g is outlined.
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Given the exact solution χ∗g0 at some g0, an increment in g, δg needs to be chosen

such that Eq. eq. (A.4.1) is satis�ed. F(g,χ) may be expected to be a smooth

function of g and χ. Using a Taylor expansion for F(g,χ) about (g0,χ
∗
g0

), and using

e0 = F(g0 + δg,χ∗g0+δg)−F(g0,χ
∗
g0

), the norm of the error in the initial iterate can

be estimated as

F(g0 + δg,χ∗g0+δg) ≈ F(g0,χ
∗
g0

) +
∂F()

∂g
|g0,χ∗g0δg + F ′(g0,χ

∗
g0

)e0

=⇒ 0 ≈ 0 +
∂F()

∂g
|g0,χ∗g0δg + F ′(g0,χ

∗
g0

)e0

=⇒ ∂F()

∂g
|g0,χ∗g0δg ≈ −F

′(g0,χ
∗
g0

)e0

=⇒ e0 ≈ {−F ′(g0,χ
∗
g0

)}−1∂F()

∂g
|g0,χ∗g0δg

=⇒ ||e0|| ≈ ||{F ′(g0,χ
∗
g0

)}−1∂F()

∂g
|g0,χ∗g0 |||δg|

Eq. eq. (A.4.1) is (approximately) satis�ed if the right hand side of the above

(approximate) equation is less than the limit upper bound on ||e0|| speci�ed in Eq.

eq. (A.4.1). Then, an upper limit on |δg| that guarantees convergence can be given

as

|δg| / 1

||{F ′(g0,χ∗g0)}−1 ∂F()
∂g
|g0,χ∗g0 ||

||F ′(χ∗)−1||−1

2Mα
(A.5.1)

A.5.1 g-derivative of F

Eq. eq. (A.5.1) suggests an upper bound on the increment in δg for guaranteed

convergence (given some conditions). The expression for this upper bound involves

the norm of the derivative of F() with respect to the scalar g. In this subsection, the

blocks that make up this derivative matrix are calculated from the de�nition of F().

∂F
∂g

=
∂

∂g
(L(g)χ+ 0.5G(g,χ)χ− f) =

∂L
∂g
χ+ 0.5

∂G
∂g
χ

The g-derivatives of L(g) and G(g,χ) can be obtained from the de�nition of these
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matrix operators, or they can be obtained much more simply by noting that g appears

in these matrices only as coe�cients g, g2. So, the matrices can be split as follows:

L(g) =: L̃0 + gL̃1 + g2L̃2

G(g,χ) =: G̃0(χ) + gG̃1(χ)

From the de�nitions, it can be seen that

L̃0 = L(g = 0)

L̃1 =
1

2
{L(1)− L(−1)}

L̃2 =
1

2
{L(1) + L(−1)− 2L(0)}

G̃0(χ) = G(0,χ)

G̃1(χ) =
1

2
{G(1,χ)− G(−1,χ)}

(A.5.2)

Then, the g-derivatives of L and G are given as

∂L
∂g

= L(0) +
g

2
{L(1)− L(−1)}+

g2

2
{L(1) + L(−1)− 2L(0)}

∂G
∂g

= G(0,χ) +
g

2
{G(1,χ)− G(−1,χ)}

(A.5.3)



Appendix B

Analytical laminar solutions for long

wavelength grooves

B.1 Channel �ow with longitudinal grooves

We seek solutions that have zero wall-normal and spanwise velocities, and are

homogeneous in the streamwise direction. This simpli�es the governing equations to

the Poisson equation,

∆u = −2, (B.1.1)

with boundary conditions

u(y = ±1 + 2ε cos(βz)) = 0, (B.1.2)

where ε = A/2 is half the amplitude of the groove. The advection term is exactly zero,

and so is the streamwise derivative of the �uctuating pressure. The (non-dimensional)

solutions are also Re-invariant. The above equation can be written for each Fourier

mode in the transformed domain as

−ε2β2u′′k−2+(2k−1)εβ2u′k−1−k2β2uk+(1+2ε2β2)u′′k+(−2k−1)εβ2u′k+1−ε2β2u′′k+2 = −2δ0k,

(B.1.3)

161
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The term on the RHS represents the mean pressure gradient that drives the �ow, and

δ0k is the Kroenecker delta.

We make the following assumptions in the derivation:

∀k, u′k, u
′′
k ∼ uk,

∀k 6= 0, uk ∼ βm, with m ≥ 1.

(B.1.4)

These are reasonable assumptions for the smooth velocity pro�les of laminar �ows in

long wavelength grooves. We shall see that the solution enforces the validity of these

assumptions.

Solutions such as the present one are often derived to be �rst-order accurate (i.e.,

O(β) in this case). However, the in-phase arrangement of the top and bottom walls

allows use to derive solutions that are accurate to O(β2). We ignore all O(β3) terms

in the equation. For k = 0, this approximation leads to

(1 + 2ε2β2)u′′0 = −2.

Integrating along with the boundary conditions produces

u0 = (1− 2ε2β2)(1− Y 2). (B.1.5)

For k = 1, the approximated equation is

u′′1 = −εβ2u′0 ≈ 2εβ2Y,

which, on integration with the boundary conditions, gives

u1 =
εβ2

3
(Y 3 − Y ). (B.1.6)
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For k = 2, the Poisson equation is

u′′2 = ε2β2u′′0 ≈ −2ε2β2.

On integration, we get

u2 = ε2β2(1− Y 2). (B.1.7)

All higher modes are O(β3) or higher, so we ignore these modes.

The solution is

u0 = (1− 2ε2β2)(1− Y 2),

u1 =
εβ2

3
(Y 3 − Y ),

u2 = ε2β2(1− Y 2).

(B.1.8)

On summation, this gives

u(Y, Z) = (1− 2ε2β2)(1− Y 2) +
2εβ2

3
(Y 3 − Y ) cos(βZ) + 2ε2β2(1− Y 2) cos(2βZ).

(B.1.9)

The average shear strain-rate, averaged over spanwise length, on the bottom wall

can be calculated as

∂u

∂n
= (1 + 2ε2β2)u′0,W − εβ2<(u1,W )− ε2β2<(u′2,W ), (B.1.10)

where <(f) represents the real part of f .

For the current case of small wavenumbers β � 1, this becomes

∂u

∂n
= 2(1− 4ε4β4) + 2ε4β4 ≈ 2, (B.1.11)

which is the same as the average shear stress for a �at channel �ow. So, within the

accuracy of the solution (O(β2)), we see no di�erence in the average shear strain rate

(consequently the shear stress) for �at and grooved channel �ows when β � 1. This is

to be expected; grooved channels do not produce a pressure drag, so the driving force
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due to the mean pressure gradient has to be balanced by only the shear force. Since we

hold the mean pressure gradient to be constant for �at channels and grooved channels,

the average shear stress at the wall must also be constant for di�erent geometries.

B.2 Channel �ow with transverse grooves

We now derive an approximate solution for the case of small wavenumbers, under

the restriction of low Re so that the advection term can be neglected. As with the

rest of the work in the paper, we use a domain transformation method, and express

velocities and pressure as a Fourier series in the transformed domain. x, y are the

physical coordinates, and X, Y are the coordinates in the transformed domain. We

de�ne ε = A/2 to refer the semi-amplitude of the furrows. The walls are given by

ywalls = ±1 + 2ε cos(αx) = ±1 + ε(eiαx + e−iαx)

The governing equations in the physical system x− y are

−Re∂xp+ ∆u = −2,

−Re∂yp+ ∆v = 0,

∂xu+ ∂yv = 0,

(B.2.1)

with boundary conditions

u(y = ±1 + 2ε cos(αx)) = 0,

v(y = ±1 + 2ε cos(αx)) = 0,

(∂xu+ ∂yv)(y = ±1 + 2ε cos(αx)) = 0.

(B.2.2)
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B.2.1 Flow Symmetry

The governing equations in the transformed domain X − Y are

u∂Xu+ uTx∂Y u+ v∂Y u = −∂Xp− Tx∂Y p+
1

Re
(∂XX + 2Tx∂XY + Txx∂Y + T 2

x∂Y Y + ∂Y Y )u,

u∂Xv + uTx∂Y v + v∂Y v = −∂Y p+
1

Re
(∂XX + 2Tx∂XY + Txx∂Y + T 2

x∂Y Y + ∂Y Y )v,

∂Xu+ Tx∂Y u+ ∂Y v = 0,

where

Y = T (x, y) = y − ε(eiαx + e−iαx)

is the transformation function of the domain transformation of �g. 2.2, and Tx, Txx

are its partial derivatives along x.

We apply a shift along X and a inversion along Y to obtain new coordinates

(X ′, Y ′) as

X ′ = Sπ/α(X) = X +
π

α
, (Shift by π/α),

Y ′ = R0(Y ) = −Y (Invert across Y = 0).

(B.2.3)

Partial derivatives in the two coordinate systems relate as

∂X = ∂X′ ,

∂Y = −∂Y ′ ,

while derivatives of the transformation function T appearing in the governing equa-

tions relate as

∂xT (X, Y ) = −∂xT (X ′, Y ′),

∂xxT (X, Y ) = −∂xxT (X ′, Y ′),

(∂xT )2(X, Y ) = (∂xT )2(X ′, Y ′).

It can be seen that the governing equations are invariant under the shift-invert
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operation of eq. (B.2.3) when the �ow variables u, v, and p relate as

u(X ′, Y ′) = u(X, Y ),

v(X ′, Y ′) = −v(X, Y ),

p(X ′, Y ′) = p(X, Y ).

(B.2.4)

The boundary conditions in both systems are

u(Y = ±1) = 0, v(Y = ±1), ∇ · u(Y = ±1) = 0,

u(Y ′ = ±1) = 0, v(Y ′ = ±1), ∇ · u(Y ′ = ±1) = 0.

Hence, we expect the equations to admit solutions with the symmetry of eq. (B.2.4).

The laminar solution for �at-walled channel �ow trivially satis�es this symmetry.

We can see the consequence of this symmetry by reverting to X −Y coordinates,

u(X, Y ) = u(X + π/α,−Y ),

v(X, Y ) = −v(X + π/α,−Y ),

p(X, Y ) = p(X + π/α,−Y ),

(B.2.5)

and expanding the velocities as Fourier series,

∑
k∈Z

uk(Y )eikαX =
∑
k∈Z

uk(−Y )eikα(X+π/α)

=
∑
k∈Z

(−1)kuk(−Y )eikαX .

The above equation holds for all X, so the coe�cients of individual Fourier modes

can be matched. The coe�cients can be similarly matched for v and p, leading to

uk(Y ) = (−1)kuk(−Y ),

vk(Y ) = (−1)k+1vk(−Y ),

pk(Y ) = (−1)kpk(−Y ).

(B.2.6)
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The coe�cients u2k(Y ), v2k+1(Y ), p2k(Y ) are even functions in Y , and u2k+1, v2k(Y ), p2k+1(Y )

are odd. We use this result later to �x the values for pressure modes at the wall.

B.2.2 Exact governing equations for each Fourier mode

The governing equations, for each Fourier mode k, are

Continuity equation:

−iεαu′k−1 + ikαuk + iεαu′k+1 + v′k = 0

=⇒ iεαu′k−1 − ikαuk − iεαu′k+1 = v′k,

(B.2.7)

where f ′k denotes the Y-derivative of the k
th Fourier mode of the �eld f .

X-momentum equation:

− ε2α2u′′k−2 + εα2(2k − 1)u′k−1 − k2α2uk + (1 + 2ε2α2)u′′k

− ε2α2u′′k+2 + εα2(−2k − 1)u′k+1 = Re{−iεαp′k−1 + ikαpk + iεαp′k+1} − 2δ0k.

(B.2.8)

The last term in the RHS, −2δ0k, represents the mean pressure gradient that drives

the �ow, where δ0k is the Kroenecker delta.

Y-momentum equation:

− ε2α2v′′k−2 + εα2(2k − 1)v′k−1 − k2α2vk + (1 + 2ε2α2)v′′k

− ε2α2v′′k+2 + εα2(−2k − 1)v′k+1 = Rep′k.

(B.2.9)

The derivation shall proceed as follows: First, we express all wall-normal veloc-

ity modes in terms of streamwise velocity modes using the continuity equation. We

substitute these expressions for v in the wall-normal momentum equations, leading to

equations that relate derivatives of pressure to streamwise velocity modes. We then

substitute the pressure terms in streamwise momentum equations with the expres-

sions obtained in the previous step. We seek solutions that satisfy the symmetries

in eq. (B.2.6); the symmetries allow us to calculate the values of pressure modes
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at the wall. Finally, we introduce a few simplifying assumptions that enable us to

solve the equations. However, making all these substitutions produces equations that

are rather long, so we reduce the equations to approximate forms before making the

substitutions.

B.2.3 Approximate equations

We make the following two assumptions:

∀k, u′k ∼ uk,

∀k 6= 0, uk ∼ αm, with m ≥ 1.

(B.2.10)

The �rst assumption can be seen as a consequence of the smoothness of velocity

modes that we expect in a laminar �ow. This assumption is valid for the wall-normal

velocity too, but not for pressure, because pressure modes could have a non-zero

value at the walls. The second assumption can be justi�ed by considering all modes

uk 6=0 as perturbations about the solution for a �at channel �ow. It is reasonable to

suppose that these perturbations scale at least linearly (probably super-linearly) with

the wavenumber α. In fact, from the streamwise momentum equation, eq. (B.2.8), we

can see that all uk 6=0 scale as α
2 or higher.

We shall ignore all terms that are O(α3) and higher. Following the as-

sumption in eq. (B.2.10), we can ignore all α2uk, α
2u′k, α

2u′′k terms for k 6= 0. From

eq. (B.2.7), we can infer that all vk, v
′
k, v
′′
k also scale as α

m,m ≥ 1. All terms except one

in the LHS of eqs. (B.2.8) and (B.2.9) have an α2 factor, so they are ignored except

when the terms involve u0, u
′
0, or u

′′
0. With these simpli�cations, the y-momentum

equation eq. (B.2.9) can be approximated as

v′′k = Rep′k. (B.2.11)

We substitute eq. (B.2.7) in eq. (B.2.11) to obtain the (derivatives of) pressure
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modes in terms of streamwise velocities as

iεαu′′k−1 − ikαu′k − iεαu′′k+1 = Rep′k. (B.2.12)

Now, we work through eq. (B.2.8) for each k. All O(α3) terms are ignored. The

approximated equation for k = 0 is

(1 + 2ε2α2)u′′0 = Re{−iεαp′−1 + iεαp′1} − 2.

Substituting eq. (B.2.12), and ignoring O(α3) terms, we have

(1 + 2ε2α2)u′′0 = −2− iεα{(iεαu′′−2 + iαu′−1 − iεαu′′0)− (iεαu′′0 − iαu′1 − iεαu′′2)}

≈ −2− 2ε2α2u′′0.

Integrating the above equation with boundary conditions u0(Y = ±1) = 0, produces

u0 =
1

1 + 4ε2α2
(1− Y 2) ≈ (1− 4ε2α2)(1− Y 2). (B.2.13)

For k = 1, eq. (B.2.8) is approximated as

εα2u′0 + u′′1 = Re{−iεαp′0 + iαp1 + iεαp′2}

= iαRep1 − iεα(iεαu′′−1 − iεαu′′1 − iεαu′′1 + 2iαu′2 + iεαu′′3)

≈ iαRep1.

We shall write all pressure modes pk in terms of the pressure at the bottom wall

(Y = −1) as

pk = pk,W +

∫ Y

η=−1

p′k(η)dη.

pk,W is not known. We shall see that this does not pose a problem. Substituting the
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express for p1 in the approximate momentum equation, we get

εα2u′0 + u′′1 ≈ iαRep1,W + iα

∫ Y

η=−1

Rep′1(η)dη

= iαRep1,W + iα

∫ Y

η=−1

(iεαu′′0 − iαu′1 − iεαu′′2)dη

≈ iαRep1,W − εα2(u′0 − u′0,W )

=⇒ u′′1 = iαRep1,W + 4εα2(1− 4ε2α2)Y + 2εα2(1− 4ε2α2)

≈ iαRep1,W + 4εα2Y + 2εα2.

We de�ne C1 = iαRep1,W + 2εα2 to write

u′′1 = 4εα2Y + C1.

Integrating the above equation produces

u1 =
2εα2

3
Y 3 +

C1

2
Y 2 + C2Y + C3.

From eq. (B.2.6), u1(Y ) must be an odd function, implying that C1 and C3 should

be zero. The boundary conditions �x C2 to give

u1 =
2εα2

3
(Y 3 − Y ). (B.2.14)

From C1 being zero, we also get

Rep1,W = 2iεα. (B.2.15)

We shall return to this equation later when calculating the pressure drag.

The approximated streamwise momentum equation for k = 2 is

−ε2α2u′′0 + u′′2 = Re{−iεαp′1 + 2iαp2 + iεαp′3}.
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Equation (B.2.12) shows that Rep′2, Rep
′
3 are O(α3), while the leading term in p′1 has

αu′′0. However, the equation above contains p2 and not p′2. As before, we write the

pressure as a sum of its value at the wall and an integral from the wall as

p2(Y ) = p2,W +

∫ Y

η=−1

p′2(η)dη. (B.2.16)

The integral is ignored, because p′2 ∼ α3. Then, p2(Y ) ≈ p2,W . Substituting the

appropriate expressions for pressure modes,

−ε2α2u′′0 + u′′2 = −iεα(iεαu′′0 − iαu′1 − iεαu′′2) + 2iαRep2,W

=⇒ u′′2 ≈ 2ε2α2u′′0 + 2iαRep2,W

= (−4ε2α2)(1− 4ε2α2) + 2iαRep2,W

≈ −4ε2α2 + 2iαRep2,W .

We de�ne C4 = −4ε2α2 +2iαRep2,W , and integrate the equation along with boundary

conditions u2(Y = ±1) = 0 to get

u2 =
C4

2
(1− Y 2). (B.2.17)

To calculate C4, we consider the divergence-free condition for mode k = 2,

v′2 = iεαu′1 − 2iαu2 − iεαu′3.

Integrating the equation from the −1 to 1, we get

v2(1)− v2(−1) = iεα{u1(1)− u1(−1)} − iεα{u3(1)− u3(−1)} − 2iα

∫ 1

Y=−1

u2(Y )dY.
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All velocity modes are zero at the boundaries, so we have

∫ 1

Y=−1

u2(Y ) = 0

=⇒ C4

2

[
Y − Y 3

3

]1

−1

= 0

=⇒ C4

2

4

3
= 0

=⇒ C4 = 0.

This leads to

u2 = 0, (B.2.18)

and

p2,W =
−2iε2α

Re
. (B.2.19)

The approximated streamwise momentum equation for k = 3 is

u′′3 = Re(−iεαp′2 + 3iαp3 + iεαp′4).

αRep′2, αRep
′
3, and αRep

′
4 are all O(α3) or higher. So, the only term that needs to be

retained in the RHS is 3iαRep3,W , producing

u′′3 = 3iαRep3,W .

Integrating with the boundary conditions results in

u3 =
3iαRep3,W

2
(1− Y 2).

Referring to the symmetries again (eq. (B.2.6)), we see that u3 must be an odd function

in Y . The coe�cients of all even powers of Y must be zero. This leads to

u3 = 0, (B.2.20)

p3,W = 0. (B.2.21)
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It can be shown that modes uk for k > 3 scale as αm, where m ≥ 3, so we ignore

all these modes. We have only derived uk for k ≥ 0. The negative modes have to be

complex conjugates of the positive modes, so that the �ow�eld remains real-valued.

uk = Conj(u−k). (B.2.22)

The wall-normal velocities are calculated by substituting the streamwise velocities

in eq. (B.2.7), producing,

for k=0:

v′0 = iεαu′−1 − iεαu′1 = −iεα(u′1 − Conj(u′−1)) = 0

=⇒ v0 = 0,

for k=1:

v′1 = iεαu′0 − iαu1 − iεαu′2

= −2iεαY − iα2εα2

3
(Y 3 − Y )− iεα(2ε2α2)(−2Y )

= (−iα2εα2

3
)Y 3 + (−2iεα− iα2εα2

3
+ 2iεα(2ε2α2))Y ≈ −2iεαY

=⇒ v1 = iεα(1− Y 2),

for k=2:

v′2 = iεαu′1 − 2iαu2 − iεαu′3

= iεαu′1

=⇒ v2 = iεαu1 =
2iε2α3

3
(Y 3 − Y ) ≈ 0,

and for k=3:

v′3 = iεαu′2 − 3iαu3 − iεαu′4

= 0

=⇒ v3 = 0.

It can be shown that all higher modes vk>3 are O(α3) or higher, so we ignore these

modes.
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Finally, we retrieve the pressure modes from eq. (B.2.12). For mode k = 0, the

value at the wall can be arbitrarily chosen; we set this to zero. For modes k = 1 and

k = 2, the values at the wall are given by eqs. (B.2.15) and (B.2.19). Modes for k > 2

are zero (up to O(α2)).

Pressure mode k = 0:

p0(Y ) = p0,W +

∫ Y

η=−1

p′0(η)dη

= 0−
∫ Y

η=−1

iεα(u′′1 − u′′−1)dη

= 0.

Pressure mode k = 1:

p1(Y ) = p1(Y = −1) +

∫ Y

η=−1

p′1(η)dη

=
2iεα

Re
+
iα

Re

∫ Y

η=−1

(εu′′0 − u′1 − εu′′2)dη

=
2iεα

Re
+
iα

Re
{ε [u′0]

Y
−1 − [u1]Y−1}

=
2iεα

Re
+
iα

Re
{ε(−2Y − 2)− 2εα3

3
(Y 3 − Y )}

≈ −2iεα

Re
Y.

Pressure mode k = 2:

p2(Y ) = p2(Y = −1) +

∫ Y

η=−1

p′2(η)dη

=
−2iε2α

Re
+

1

Re

∫ Y

η=−1

(3iε2α3u′0 + iεαu′′1 − 2iαu′2 − iεαu′′3)dη

=
−2iε2α

Re
+

3iε2α3

Re

∫ Y

η=−1

u′0dη +
iεα

Re

∫ Y

η=−1

u′′1dη

≈ −2iε2α

Re
.
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B.2.4 Solution

Finally, the signi�cant modes (up to O(α2)) are

u0 = (1− 4ε2α2)(1− Y 2), u1 =
2εα2

3
(Y 3 − Y ), u2 = 0,

v0 = 0, v1 = iεα(1− Y 2), v2 = 0,

p0 = 0, p1 =
−2iεα

Re
Y, p2 =

−2iε2α

Re
.

(B.2.23)

When the Fourier modes are added, we have

u(X, Y ) = (1− 4ε2α2)(1− Y 2) +
4εα2

3
(Y 3 − Y ) cos(αX),

v(X, Y ) = −2εα(1− Y 2) sin(αX),

p(X, Y ) =
4εα

Re
Y sin(αX) +

4ε2α

Re
sin(2αX).

(B.2.24)

B.2.5 Pressure drag

For the wavy channel geometry considered in the present work, the non-dimensional

drag force due to pressure (along the streamwise) per unit planform area acting on

one wall can be shown to be

δFp,x
δAplan

= −iεα(p1,W − p−1,W ).

Appendix B.4 presents the derivation for pressure drag in channels with oblique

grooves. The above equation is obtained by setting β = 0 in the oblique case.

For the the low wavenumber case with Re� 1, for both walls, this becomes

δFp,x
δAplan

=
8ε2α2

Re
. (B.2.25)

The pressure drag acts along the x axis on the channel walls, and along −x on the

�uid �ow. The non-dimensional driving force due to the mean pressure gradient (on
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the �uid �ow) is

δFdriving
δAplan

=
4

Re
.

Then, the pressure drag as a fraction of the driving force is

Fp,x
Fdriving

= 2ε2α2. (B.2.26)

B.3 Channel �ow with oblique grooves

When the Reynolds number is low enough for the advection term to be negligible,

the linear problem for oblique waviness can be expressed as a superposition of a

streamwise-wavy channel problem and a grooved channel problem; the current section

addresses this decomposition. We discuss the problem in the physical domain, the

(x, y) coordinates, instead of the transformed domain.

For oblique waviness, we seek solutions that are periodic along the direction de�ned

by the wavenumber vector (α, β), and homogeneous in the direction parallel to it. We

obtain a new (Cartesian) coordinate system by rotating along the y-axis,

êξ =
α

γ
êx +

β

γ
êz,

êη =
−β
γ
êx +

α

γ
êz,

(B.3.1)

where γ =
√
α2 + β2. In the new coordinate system ξ − y − η, we seek solutions

that are periodic along êξ with period 2π/γ, and homogeneous along êη. We identify

velocity components along ξ, y, η as uξ, v, uη respectively.

The governing equations are

−Re∇p+ ∆u = −2êx,

∇ · u = 0,

(B.3.2)
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with boundary conditions

u(y = ±1 + 2ε cos(γξ)) = 0,

∇ · u(y = ±1 + 2ε cos(γξ)) = 0.

(B.3.3)

The governing equations in eq. (B.3.2) can be rewritten as

−Re∂ξpêξ −Re∂ypêy −Re∂ηpêη + ∆uξêξ + ∆vêy + ∆uηêη = −2(
α

γ
êξ −

β

γ
êη)

∂ξuξ + ∂yv + ∂ηuη = 0.

Since we seek solutions that are homogeneous in η, the ∂η terms can be ignored and

the above equations can be split into two sets of equations as

−Re∂ξp+ ∆uξ =
−2α

γ
,

−Re∂yp+ ∆v = 0,

∂ξuξ + ∂yv = 0,

(B.3.4)

and

∆uη =
2β

γ
(B.3.5)

The boundary conditions on eq. (B.3.4) are

uξ(y = ±1 + 2ε cos(γξ)) = 0,

v(y = ±1 + 2ε cos(γξ)) = 0,

(∂ξuξ + ∂yv)(y = ±1 + 2ε cos(γξ)) = 0,

(B.3.6)

and the boundary condition on eq. (B.3.5) is

uη(y = ±1 + 2ε cos(γξ)) = 0. (B.3.7)

We can see that eqs. (B.3.4) and (B.3.6) are similar to eqs. (B.2.1) and (B.2.2)

except with a scaling factor of α/γ and α substituted with γ. That is, a solution
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(u, v, p) to the streamwise-wavy problem with the same geometry can be scaled as

uξ =
α

γ
ufurrow,α 7→γ,

v =
α

γ
vfurrow,α 7→γ,

p =
α

γ
pfurrow,α 7→γ,

(B.3.8)

to obtain the solution for the oblique waviness.

Equations (B.3.5) and (B.3.7) are similar to eqs. (B.1.1) and (B.1.2), and the

solution can be scaled as

uη =
−β
γ
ugroove,β 7→γ (B.3.9)

From the solutions for the streamwise wavy channel and the grooved channel in

eqs. (B.1.9) and (B.2.24) respectively, the solution for the oblique-wavy channel is

uξ = (
α

γ
− 4ε2αγ)(1− Y 2) +

4εαγ

3
(Y 3 − Y ) cos(γξ),

v = −2εα(1− Y 2) sin(γξ),

uη = −(
β

γ
− 2ε2βγ)(1− Y 2) +

−2εβγ

3
(Y 3 − Y ) cos(γξ)− 2ε2βγ(1− Y 2) cos(2γξ),

p =
4εα

Re
Y sin(γξ) +

4ε2α

Re
sin(2γξ).

(B.3.10)

The velocities along the x, z axes can be recovered from the velocities along the ξ, η

axes as

u =
α

γ
uξ −

β

γ
uη

= (
α2

γ2
− 4ε2α2)(1− Y 2) +

4εα2

3
(Y 3 − Y ) cos(γξ)

+ (
β2

γ2
− 2ε2β2)(1− Y 2) +

2εβ2

3
(Y 3 − Y ) cos(γξ) + 2ε2β2(1− Y 2) cos(2γξ),

w =
β

γ
uξ +

α

γ
uη

= (
αβ

γ2
− 4ε2αβ)(1− Y 2) +

4εαβ

3
(Y 3 − Y ) cos(γξ)

− (
αβ

γ2
− 2ε2αβ)(1− Y 2)− 2εαβ

3
(Y 3 − Y ) cos(γξ)− 2ε2αβ(1− Y 2) cos(2γξ)
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giving

u = (1− 2ε2(α2 + γ2))(1− Y 2) +
2ε(α2 + γ2)

3
(Y 3 − Y ) cos(γξ) + 2ε2β2(1− Y 2) cos(2γξ),

w = −2ε2αβ(1− Y 2) +
2εαβ

3
(Y 3 − Y ) cos(γξ)− 2ε2αβ(1− Y 2) cos(2γξ),

(B.3.11)

where γξ = αx+ βz.

The average pressure drag (pressure drag per unit planform area acting on one

wall) along x and z for the oblique-wavy channel can be calculated to be

δFp,x
δAplanform

= −2εα=(p−1,W ),

δFp,z
δAplanform

= −2εβ=(p−1,W ),

where =(f) is the imaginary part of f .

For the present case of γ � 1, Re � 1, the average pressure drag along x and z

for both walls is
δFp,x

δAplanform
= −4εα(

−2εα

Re
) =

8ε2α2

Re
,

δFp,z
δAplanform

= −4εβ(
−2εα

Re
) =

8ε2αβ

Re
.

(B.3.12)

B.4 Pressure drag in terms of Fourier coe�cients

An explicit expression for pressure drag in terms of Fourier coe�cients of pressure

at the wall is now derived for oblique grooves. The pressure drags for longitudinal

and transverse grooves are obtained as special cases. We de�ne

γξ = αx+ βz

γη = βx− αz
(B.4.1)

where γ =
√
α2 + β2. The �elds (u, v, w, p) are constant along η. The periodic length

along ξ is Lξ = 2π
γ
.

The total pressure force (within a periodic box of planform area Lξδη) is calculated
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by integrating only along η. The wall-parallel pressure force is:

δFp,ξ
Lξδη

=
1

Lξ

∫ 2π/γ

ξ=0

êξ · (−n̂p(ξ)ds) (B.4.2)

where ds is the arc-length along the surface, and n̂ is the unit normal to the wall

(pointing into the �ow).

The surface (wall) is written as

S(ξ, y, η) = y + 1− 2ε cos(γξ) (B.4.3)

The normal to the surface is

n =


∂ξS

∂yS

∂ηS

 =


2εγ sin(γξ)

1

0

 (B.4.4)

The ξ-component of the unit normal is

êξ · n̂ =
2εγ sin(γξ)√

1 + 4ε2γ2 sin2(γξ)
(B.4.5)

The arc-length ds is

ds =

√
1 + (

dy

dξ
)2dξ =

√
1 + 4ε2γ2 sin2(γξ)dξ (B.4.6)

So, the expression for the pressure force can be simpli�ed to

δFp,ξ
Lξδη

=
γ

2π

∫ 2π/γ

ξ=0

−2εγ sin(γξ)√
1 + 4ε2γ2 sin2(γξ)

p(ξ)
√

1 + 4ε2γ2 sin2(γξ)dξ =
−2εγ2

2π

∫ 2π/γ

ξ=0

sin(γξ)p(ξ)dξ

(B.4.7)

It is understood that the pressure p(ξ) represents only the pressure at the bottom

wall.
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Expanding the pressure as a Fourier series, and using
∫ 2π/γ

0
eikγξdξ = 0 for k ∈

Z− 0,
δFp,ξ
Lξδη

=
−2εγ2

2i · 2π

∫ 2π/γ

ξ=0

(eiγξ − e−iγξ)
∑
k∈Z

pke
ikγξdξ

=
iεγ2

2π

∫ Lξ

ξ=0

∑
k∈Z

(pk−1 − pk+1)eikγξdξ

=
iεγ2

2π

∑
k∈Z

(pk−1 − pk+1)

∫ Lξ

ξ=0

eikγξdξ

=
iεγ2

2π
(p−1 − p1)

2π

γ

= iεγ(p−1 − p̄−1) = iεγ · 2i Im(p−1)

= −2εγ Im(p−1)

(B.4.8)

This gives the pressure force per unit length along η, and it acts along ξ (because

the local normal to the wall is always along ξ). Remember that the pressure p is

non-dimensionalized by ρ̃Ũ2
ref . The left hand side in the above equation gives the

pressure force per unit area (in the periodic domain). So, the force we calculate above

is acutally the drag-coe�cient (except without the 0.5 factor), but we'll not call it

that.

The coordinate axes relate as

êξ =
α

γ
êx +

β

γ
êz

êη =
β

γ
êx +

−α
γ
êz

(B.4.9)

So, the (non-dimensional) pressure-force per unit area, which acts along êξ can be

projected along x and z as

δFp,x
Lξδη

= (êx · êξ)
δFp,ξ
Lξδη

= −2εα Im(p−1)

δFp,z
Lξδη

= (êz · êξ)
δFp,ξ
Lξδη

= −2εβ Im(p−1)

(B.4.10)
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This pressure force only accounts for the bottom wall. By symmetry, the top wall

also produces the same force (the di�erence for deriving the expression for the force

at the top wall would be that the pressure force acts along n̂ = [Sξ, Sy, Sη] instead of

along the negative of this. The pressure force must be positive.

The driving force due to the mean pressure gradient, per unit area in x− z would

be

δFdriving
δAplan

=
1

δAplan
(δAcross)(|δP |) =

1

δAplan
(δz · 2)(|Px|δx) =

1

δAplan
2|Px|δAplan

=
4

Re
(B.4.11)

The factor 2 shows up because the mean pressure acts on cross-sectional planes, so

the relevant area is δz · 2, where 2 corresponds to the height of the channel.

From eqs. (B.4.10) and (B.4.11), the pressure drag is expressed as a fraction of the

total drag (or the driving force) as

Fp,x
Fdriving

= −εα Im(p−1)Re

Fp,z
Fdriving

= −εβ Im(p−1)Re

(B.4.12)



Appendix C

Methodology � Smooth-walled plane

shear �ows

Matrix-free methods are explored in the context of �nding exact invariant solutions

of the NSE. A comprehensive review is not the goal of the present work, but an

introduction to the methods employed by Gibson (2014) is included because of its

relevance to the present work. The modi�cations to the governing equations (in

Cartesian coordinates) produced by this domain transformation, and the numerical

method for discretizing and solving these modi�ed equations are the subject of this

chapter.

C.0.1 Time-marching

A comprehensive discussion of existing DNS algorithms for plane shear �ows is

out of the scope of this thesis; the interested reader may refer to standard textbooks,

for instance, Versteeg and Malalasekera (2007). A time-marching algorithm using the

in�uence matrix technique to impose the divergence-free condition is now discussed.

This scheme follows the ones outlined in the documentation for Gibson (2014) on their

website www.channel�ow.org, but is reduced to its simplest form for illustration.

The non-linear term in the NSE is treated explicitly in time, while the linear term
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is treated implicitly in time. The unsteady NSE are written in the form

∂u

∂t
= Lu−∇p−N (u) + f , (C.0.1)

with appropriate boundary conditions. Here, u =
[
u, v, w

]T
is the velocity vector,

and the constant forcing f is included to account for the mean pressure gradient

in channel �ow. For any (intermediate) time-step, the time-derivative, linear, and

non-linear terms are discretized at an intermediate time (n+ 1/2)∆t as

∂

∂t
un+1/2 ≈ u

n+1 − un

∆t
,

(Lu)n+1/2 ≈ (Lu)n+1 + (Lu)n

2
,

(∇p)n+1/2 ≈ (∇p)n+1 + (∇p)n

2
,

(N (u))n+1/2 ≈ 3

2
(N (u))n − 1

2
(N (u))n−1.

(C.0.2)

Di�erent integration routines can be built using di�erent number of intermediate

time-steps. For the purpose of illustration, we use this simpli�ed scheme without any

additional intermediate steps. The unsteady NSE can then be written in a simple

form for the time nδt as

[
1

δt
− 1

2
L
]
un+1 +

1

2
∇pn+1 =

[
1

δt
+

1

2
L
]
un − 1

2
∇pn+1 +

3

2
N (un)− 1

2
N (un−1) + f .

(C.0.3)

For plane shear �ows, the above equation can be discretized in the wall-parallel direc-

tions with the Fourier spectral method to obtain decoupled equations for the Fourier

coe�cients at t = (n+ 1)δt in the form ,

c1u
′′n+1
l,m + c2u

n+1
l,m + c3∇pn+1

l,m = gl,m,

ilαul,m + v′l,m + imβwl,m = 0,

(ul,m − U) = vl,m = wl,m = v′l,m = 0 at y = ± 1,

(C.0.4)

for some constants c1, c2, and c3 dependent on the wavenumber pair and discretization,
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and some easily evaluated vector function g() of the �elds at the previous time-step.

Here, u′′l,m = d2

dy2
ul,m and v′ = dv

dy
are wall-normal derivatives. The second equation

is the divergence-free condition for velocity, and the set of equations on the third line

are the boundary conditions; U is the laminar velocity pro�le, U = y for Couette �ow,

and U = 1− y2 for Poiseuille �ow.

These equations are solved using the in�uence matrix technique as described below.

In�uence matrix method

Taking the divergence of eq. (C.0.4) produces a Poisson equation for pressure,

which can be used to update the pressure �eld. This Poisson equation takes the place

of the divergence-free condition. The new set of equations along with the boundary

conditions is

p′′ − (l2α2 +m2β2)p = ∇ · g, v′(±1) = 0,

c1u
′′n+1 + c2u

n+1 + c3∇pn+1 = g, u−
[
U, 0, 0

]
(±1) = 0,

(C.0.5)

where the wavenumbers in the subscripts have been dropped for convenience. The

equations for v and p are coupled � v enters the equation for p through the boundary

conditions, while p is present in the equation for v. These coupled equations need to

be solved together. Once the v and p �elds are known, u and w are easily calculated

from eq. (C.0.5).

Instead of using v′(±1) = 0 as the boundary condition on the pressure Poisson

equation, the pressure is assumed to be some (unknown) Q+ at y = 1 and Q− at

y = ±1 which ensure that the divergence-free condition at the boundary is met (which,

in conjunction with the pressure Poisson equation, ensures that the divergence is zero

everywhere in the domain). This is done by solving two problems. The �rst is the

A-problem with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on pressure,

p′′h − (l2α2 +m2β2)ph = ∇ · gy, ph(±1) = 0,

c1v
′′n+1
h + c2v

n+1
h + c3∇pn+1

h = gy, vh(±1) = 0,

(C.0.6)
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where gy is the y-component of g. The second problem has two sub-problems, B+ and

B−. The B problems involves �nding solutions for a Laplace equation for pressure

with a p = 1 Dirichlet boundary condition at one wall and p = 0 at the other. The

B+ problem is

p′′+ − (l2α2 +m2β2)p+ = 0, p+(1) = 1, p+(−1) = 0,

c1v
′′n+1
+ + c2v

n+1
+ + c3∇pn+1

+ = 0, v(±1) = 0,

(C.0.7)

and the B− problem is

p′′− − (l2α2 +m2β2)p− = 0, p−(1) = 0, p−(−1) = 1,

c1v
′′n+1
− + c2v

n+1
− + c3∇pn+1

− = 0, v(±1) = 0.

(C.0.8)

The solution to the original equation, eq. (C.0.5), is a sum of the solutions to the

three sets of equations above,

p
v

 =

ph
vh

+Q+

p+

v+

+Q−

p−
v−

 . (C.0.9)

The boundary conditions on
[
p, v
]
for the original equation, eq. (C.0.5), are satis�ed

if v′+(+1) v′−(+1)

v+(−1) v−(−1)


Q+

Q−

 = −

vh(+1)

vh(−1)

 , (C.0.10)

which is the in�uence-matrix equation. The equations of the A and B problems are

low dimensional with Dirichlet boundary conditions and are easily solved, and so is

the in�uence matrix equation.

C.1 Generating approximate solutions

Non-linearity of the NSE makes it hard to compute exact solutions of the equations.

Numerical methods are available for solving non-linear equations, such as Newton's

method and �quasi-Newton� methods (Dennis Jr and Schnabel, 1996). These are
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iterative methods that start with an initial �ow �eld close to a solution and re�ne

it until the norm of some function of the state-vector is minimized. Typically, these

methods have quadratic or super-linear convergence. However, if the approximate

solution is not close enough to an exact solution, convergence is not guaranteed.

While algorithms that produce global convergence do exist, the number of iterations

required might be prohibitively large. The dynamical systems vision of turbulence

requires �nding a lot of dynamically important, exact invariant solutions, and this

requires identifying �ow �elds that are in su�ciently small neighbourhoods of the exact

solutions. Three methods for identifying such approximate solutions are outlined in

Kawahara et al. (2012).

C.1.1 Bisection

The bisection method is relevant for �nding lower branch solutions that sit on the

laminar-turbulent separatrix at low Reynolds number with a stable laminar solution.

Two initial �ow �elds are chosen, one that leads to long-lived turbulence and one that

leads to quick laminarization. Bisecting these initial conditions produces orbits that

approach lower branch solutions.

C.1.2 Homotopy

Homotopy can be used to continue solutions from one class of �ows to other, sim-

ilar classes of �ows. For instance, the early work of Nagata (1990) involved such

continuation. The circular Couette system between co-rotating cylinders with a nar-

row gap produces steady (or travelling) three-dimensional solutions that bifurcate

from the two-dimensional Taylor-vortex �ow. �Guess� �ow �elds for plane Couette

�ow are obtained by computing equilibria for Taylor-Couette �ow at asymptotically

high cylinder radii.

In the present work, we use homotopy from smooth-walled plane Couette �ow

(smooth PCoF) to grooved plane Couette �ow (grooved PCoF); equilibria for smooth

PCoF are used as the approximate solutions in grooved PCoF and iterated to obtain
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exact solutions.

C.1.3 Filtering

Recurrence plots are created using turbulent time-series data from DNS to identify

appropriate approximate solutions. The approximate solutions obtained this way are

usually coarse, and globally convergent methods are needed to get to exact solutions.

C.2 Iterative solvers

The discretized NSE are a high-dimensional non-linear system of equations. Such

equations are solved using iterative solvers such as the Newton-Raphson method (often

referred to as simply the Newton method), or one of its variations. A large number of

such methods are discussed in the literature; see, for instance, Cai et al. (1994); Knoll

and Keyes (2004); Viswanath (2007) for methods applicable to partial di�erential

equations (PDE) such as the NSE. This section presents a brief overview of some of

these methods that are relevant to the grooved PCoF solver developed in the present

work.

C.2.1 The Newton method and its variants

The Newton method is a standard root-�nder method for non-linear equations.

It is easily extended to systems of non-linear equations by considering Jacobians and

matrix-inverses in the place of derivatives and inverses. We write the system of equa-

tions to be solved as

F(u) = 0, u ∈ Rn, F : Rn → Rn (C.2.1)

The above equation is an abuse of notation with respect to the notation used in

eq. (2.1.1), but we use it regardless since the present work is focused on extending

equilibria only; however, the time-t map based equations for TWS and periodic orbits

may also be cast in the above form for an appropriate de�nition of the non-linear
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operator F. The argument u is the state-vector (discretized velocity �eld).

Henceforth, instead of the bold-faced symbol F, plain symbol F is used to refer

to the non-linear operator F. Its Jacobian is denoted J . The state-vector, u in the

above equation, is denoted χ.

Given an estimate, χ0, that is su�ciently close to the exact solution, χ∗, (and under

some additional conditions on the Jacobian F′) the Newton method o�ers quadratic

convergence. That is, for successive iterates χk and χk+1 for su�ciently large k, the

ratio of the errors relates as

lim
k→∞

||χk+1 − χ∗||
||χk − χ∗||q

> 0, (C.2.2)

with q = 2. A larger q indicates faster convergence to the exact solution χ∗.

The iterations are given by the following step:

χk+1 = χk −
{
J(χk)

}−1
F(χk). (C.2.3)

The size of the Jacobian matrix goes as the square of the dimensionality of state-space.

For the high-dimensional state-vectors needed to adequately resolve �ow features,

solving the above matrix equation becomes infeasible. In fact, for a modest resolution

of 24×24 non-negative Fourier modes in the wall-parallel directions, and 35 Chebyshev

nodes in the wall-normal direction, the Jacobian matrix needs about half a terabyte of

storage space for double-�oat precision. While this can be brought down by exploiting

symmetries of the �ow, the size of the matrix could still prove too large to be stored on

the RAM of most computers. Furthermore, it might not even be possible to explicitly

de�ne the Jacobian � for periodic orbits, for instance. This does not take into account

the complexity of solving such large matrix equations. Clearly, using dense-matrix

methods is infeasible. Matrix-free methods are needed to solve the Newton-iteration

of eq. (C.2.3).
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C.2.2 Jacobian-free Newton-Krylov methods (JFNK)

Equation (C.2.3) can be rewritten as an equation for the correction in state, δχk,

as

J(χk)δχk = −F (χk). (C.2.4)

For high-dimensional systems where storage and computation becomes prohibitively

expensive, matrix-free methods might produce a solution. This section presents a

rudimentary introduction to matrix-free methods; a more comprehensive discussion

can be found in standard textbooks on matrix algebra, such as Trefethen and Bau

(1997).

These methods, called Krylov subspace methods, involve building subspaces of

matrix-vector products and �nding solutions within acceptable tolerance in low di-

mensional subspaces. The basis for these methods is in the Cayley-Hamilton theorem;

If

p(λ) = det(λIn − A) = 0 (C.2.5)

is the characteristic equation of the matrix A, then replacing the scalar λ with the

matrix A also satis�es the characteristic equation,

p(A) = 0. (C.2.6)

A consequence of the theorem is that, given that the matrix An×n is non-singular,

the inverse of the matrix can be expressed in terms of its powers (A0 through An−1).

In the context of solving sets of linear equations, this leads to the interpretation that

a solution χ∗ to the linear equation Aχ = b can be found in the subspace spanned by

{b, Ab,A2b, A3b, . . . , An−1b}. When A is a sparse matrix, it is often the case that the

solution χ∗ is found to su�cient accuracy in a low-dimensional subspace spanned by

{b, Ab,A2b, . . . , Am−1b} for some m signi�cantly smaller than n.

The set of vectors obtained by multiplying successively higher powers of A with any

vector tend to become linearly dependent, because the eigenvectors with the largest
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eigenvalues grow faster than the others. To address this, Krylov subspace methods

involve some orthogonalization scheme, such as Lanczos iteration or Arnoldi iteration,

so that a su�ciently large dimensional subspace can be built to locate a solution.

Another issue often faced in solving high-dimensional linear sets of equations,

especially using matrix-free methods, is that of conditioning. A condition number

quanti�es the sensitivity of the solution χ∗ = A−1b to changes in b, and is often taken

to be the ratio of the largest to the smallest singular values of A. Matrices with large

condition numbers have slow convergence for a speci�ed tolerance. Convergence rate

is often improved by using a preconditioner P (a matrix which approximates A−1)

such that the matrix P−1A has a low condition number.

The solver of Gibson (2014) succeeds in �nding exact invariant solutions without

having to employ a preconditioner.

The linear problem of eq. (C.2.4) has the Jacobian J in the place of the matrix

A used in the discussion above. Product of the Jacobian with trial vectors δχ can

be computed without explicitly de�ning the Jacobian. Finite di�erences over the

non-linear function F (χ),

J(χk)δχ ≈ F (χk + εδχ)− F (χk)

ε
,

produce a �rst order approximation for Jδχ, accurate to O(ε). A second order ap-

proximation is also straight-forward,

J(χk)δχ ≈ F (χk + εδχ)− F (χk − εδχ)

2ε
.

However, the second order approximation requires two computations of the non-linear

function F () for a given trial vector, and this could signi�cantly slow down the com-

putations; especially for cases where the tolerance required of the solution itself is

orders of magnitude greater than ε. The choice of ε is important. For large ε, the

Jacobian is not adequately approximated. If it is too small, then truncation errors
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due to machine-ε may be large enough to distort the approximation. Guidelines on

choosing ε may be found in works such as Knoll and Keyes (2004); Qin et al. (2000).

The value for ε is commonly set at ∼ 10−7 when using double-�oat precision.

Jacobian-free Newton-Krylov methods are classi�ed into exact and inexact Newton

methods depending on how eq. (C.2.4) is solved. Exact Newton methods solve the

linear equation to su�ciently low tolerance using methods such as GMRES or L-

GMRES, while inexact methods such as L-BFGS do not solve eq. (C.2.4) exactly;

instead, they frequently update the guess-vector χk and produce a preconditioner for

the Jacobian based on the corrections δχk. The present work employs exact Newton's

method following the solver of Gibson (2014).

C.2.3 Global convergence: Line search

Exact Newton's method can fail to converge if the solution of eq. (C.2.4) is used

directly to correct the state. As an illustration, consider the application of Newton's

method to the scalar function f(x) = x3 − 2x + 2, with the initial guess of 0 as its

root. The iterations lead to a stable 2-cycle that goes as 0, 1, 0, 1, ..., while the real

root for the equation is ≈ 1.77. This happens because Newton's method constructs a

tangent to the curve y = f(x) at xk to give the root of the tangent as an improved

estimate for the root of f(x). For f(x) = x3 − 2x+ 2, the tangent at x = 0 intersects

the x-axis at x = 1, and the tangent at x = 1 intersects the x-axis at x = 0, producing

the 2-cycle.

Returning to the multi-dimensional system, the linear approximation to the func-

tion F (χ) produced by eq. (C.2.4) is optimal only if the Newton quadratic model

is valid. When this is not the case, the solution to the linear equation can often

overshoot the solution to the non-linear function. This can be avoided by using the

correction δχk ≈ −J−1(χk)F (χk) as a direction that can produce a reduction in F (χ),

and using a damping factor df so that F (χk + dfδχ
k) is minimized over all df ∈ R.

This method is called the �line search� method, because the actual correction made

to χk is searched over a single direction. The damping factor, df , is often taken to be
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between 0 and 1, since a reasonable application of the Newton method should produce

a search direction that produces a descent.

C.2.4 Global convergence: Locally constrained optimal hook-

step

An alternative approach to address the local validity of the Newton correction

step is to look for a correction, δχk, which minimizes ||J(χk)δχk +F (χk)|| in a region

around χk where the quadratic Newton model is valid. Such methods are called �trust-

region methods�, because corrections are made to estimates of the solution in regions

in which the model is trusted. An overview of such methods can be found in Dennis Jr

and Schnabel (1996). Gibson (2014) uses a trust-region method called the constrained

hook-step method, which was introduced by Viswanath (2007) speci�cally for �nding

exact invariant solutions of the NSE. This method is outlined below.

Step 1, GMRES and low-rank approximation of the Jacobian.

The method starts with a GMRES to approximately solve the correction step of

eq. (C.2.4), but exits after a Krylov subspace basis of an adequate rank is built; the

exit condition is set as the relative error, ||J(χk)δχ + F (χk)||/||F (χk)||, going below

a certain tolerance (∼ 10−3). GMRES uses Arnoldi iteration to build orthonormal

bases (denoted Q) such that

Jn×nQn×d = Qn×(d+1)Hd+1,d. (C.2.7)

Qn×d and Qn×(d+1) are referred to as Qd and Qd+1 respectively for convenience. The

orthonormal basis matrices, Qd and Qd+1, and the upper Hessenberg matrix, Hd+1,d,

are used to �nd an optimal solution within the d-dimensional subspace spanned by

Qd.

If the solution from GMRES lies within the speci�ed trust-region radius, then a

constrained hook-step is not necessary and the algorithm goes directly to step 5 given

below.
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Step 2, Formulating an optimization problem in the low-dimensional sub-

space.

We seek an approximate solution δχ = Qdσd in the subspace spanned by the columns

of Qd, where σd is a d-dimensional column vector. Equation (C.2.4) can then be

rewritten in the d-dimensional subspace,

JQdσd = −F

=⇒ Hd+1,dσd = −Q∗d+1F,

where Q∗ represents the hermitian of the unitary matrix Q. Viswanath (2007); Gibson

(2014) indicate that the size of the above problem, d, is typically a number around

30. A constrained optimization problem is easily solved for this size. The constraint

used is that the norm of the solution, ||δχ|| = ||σd||, is smaller than the radius of the

trust-region. It is important that an appropriate norm is chosen; energy norms are

often used for their physical signi�cance; the matrices and vectors are weighted using

some quadrature according to the discretization scheme so that an L-2 norm of the

weighted numerical arrays produces energy norm of the original arrays.

Step 3, Solving the constrained minimization problem.

Performing an SVD of the upper Hessenberg matrix,

H = UDV ∗,

produces the minimization problem

Minimize ||DV ∗σd + U∗Q∗d+1F ||

subject to ||σd|| ≤ r,

where δ is the radius of the trust-region (not to be confused with the δ in δχ, where

it is used to denote a correction to the state-vector χ). Note that the only unknown

here is the column vector σd; the matrices D, V , U , and Qd+1, and the vector F are

all known from the GMRES and the SVD. The problem can be further simpli�ed by
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de�ning

s = V ∗σd,

b = −U∗Q∗d+1F,

producing the simpli�ed constrained minimization problem,

Minimize
∑

(disi − bi)2 (no Einstein summation)

subject to
∑

s2
i ≤ δ2,

(C.2.8)

where di are the singular values of H (the entries on the principal diagonal of D), and

are not related to the dimensionality, d, of the problem.

Using the method of Lagrange multipliers, the Lagrangian is

L(si, µ) =
∑

(disi − bi)2 − µ(δ2 −
∑

s2
i ).

The equations to be solved are

Lsi = 0, for i ∈ {1, 2, ...},

along with the complementary slackness condition,

µ(s2
i − δ2) = 0, µ ≥ 0

The Lagrangian equation can be solved in terms of µ as

si =
bidi
d2
i + µ

. (C.2.9)

Since each si is now a function of µ, the complementary slackness equation can

also be written as ∑
i

si(µ)2 = δ2

This is a non-linear equation in one variable, µ, and can be solved using the Newton
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method.

De�ning

Φ(µ) :=
∑

si(µ)2 − δ2, (C.2.10)

the function to be solved is

Φ(µ) = 0. (C.2.11)

Gibson (2014) recommends using a modi�ed Newton's method, because Φ′ → 0 as

µ→∞, and standard Newton's method would have issues inverting Φ′. The modi�ed

Newton's method they recommend is the iteration

µk+1 = µk − ||s||2
δ

Φ(µk)

Φ′(µk)
, (C.2.12)

so that, for su�ciently large µ,

Φ =
∑

s2
i − δ2 ∼ µ−2,

Φ′ =
∑ −2s2

i

di + µ
∼ µ−3, and

||s||2 =
√∑

s2
i ∼ µ−1.

Step 4, Correcting the state-vector.

The correction δχ is recovered by tracing the solution for µ backwards through the

above steps,

δχ = Qdσd = QdV s = QdV [si(µ)]T (C.2.13)

Step 5, Modifying the trust-region radius

The heuristics of choosing and modifying trust-region radii is fairly involved, and

is left out of the current thesis. The interested reader is referred to Dennis Jr and

Schnabel (1996). Gibson (2014) uses an initial trust region radius of 0.1, although

this is coded as an argument that can be passed to the solver.
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